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1.1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Research in astrobiology is for a considerable part motivated by the hope
of finding signs of extraterrestrial life. Astrobiology in the general sense
studies the origin, evolution and distribution of life in the universe, in the
past, present and future. It addresses these very fundamental questions [74]:

� How did life originate?

� How does life evolve?

� Does life exist elsewhere in the universe?

� What is the future of life on Earth and beyond?

To some extent these questions are related; the future of life relates to
the evolution of life, which is tied to its origin. Insight into the origin and
evolution might provide directions for life detection strategies.

We might physically look for traces of extant or extinct life within our
solar system by sending probes, landers and rovers to planets or moons of
interest within our solar system. Eventually it will also be possible to send
back material to Earth for further analysis. At some point there might even
be manned missions to the distant planets or moons within our solar system.
However, the search for life does not end within our solar system. Through
telescopes we can measure planets orbiting other stars (exoplanets). By
measuring the light reflected off their surface or transmitted through their
atmospheres we can find signs of life light-years away.

Of some practical concern is the definition of life itself. Currently, no
common definition exists. Some definitions state loosely that life must
be self-sustaining and capable of undergoing Darwinian evolution [143].
Others have proposed a much more stringent definition, noting that life
must have any form of autonomous system capable of evolution and have
a semi-permeable active boundary, an energy transduction apparatus and
multiple macromolecular components that are functionally dependent [237].
In essence, these definitions are merely trying to define the differences
between chemistry and biology. So far, no system outside Earth has been
encountered showing signs of even the most simple form of biochemical
evolution.
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Chapter 1. General Introduction

1.2 Homochirality

Within this context, an exceedingly important property of life as we know it is
often overlooked: homochirality. There is, for example, not a single mention
in the more than 70 most commonly used words to describe the definition
of life [306], perhaps because it is very difficult to define abiogenesis. This
difficulty is, at the same time, also the strongest argument for the universality
of bio-homochirality. Even the simplest self-replicating molecule, consisting
of a three-dimensional structure, will require homochiral constituents and
will have to be homochiral itself. Moreover, homochirality may be a corollary
of simpler ways of generating the polymers that facilitate life, heterochirality
is then inhibiting such facilitation. The consequent selection pressure could
be a reason why homochirality could be associated with many if not most
life forms in the universe.

Chiral molecules in their simplest form exist in a left-handed (L-) and a
right-handed (D-) version called enantiomers, which structural arrangement
makes it non-superimposable on its mirror image. A system is homochiral
if there is an exclusive use of only one of the enantiomers.

Note that the prefixes above describe the handedness of a whole molecule
and thereby it is related to its optical activity (a D-version of a molecule
is in that regard always opposite to its L-version). Larger more complex
molecules can have more than one stereocenter, and therefore also the (R-)
and (S-) prefixes are used. These prefixes describe the absolute configuration
of a single stereocenter. There is, however, no direct correlation with optical
activity as the handedness ((R-) or (S-)) depends on a different set of rules,
such as giving priority to the atomic mass of the groups attached to the
stereocenter (which then can determine the rotation).

Homochiraliy is not only required for life as we know it, but also for the
most primitive replicating systems known. Perhaps the origin of homochi-
rality and the origin of life were the very same ’event’, i.e. the evolution
intermediate between the chemical and biological stage was marked by
homochirality [59, 56, 121]. Whatever notion, an excess of one enantiomer
over the other for more than a few percent is only encountered in living
nature. As such, it serves as one of the strongest biosignatures.

1.3 Life detection

When it comes to life detection, most efforts are directed towards the
detection of extant and extinct life within our Solar system. One of the

3



1.3. Life detection

D-

Figure 1.1. Chiral enantiomers are mirror images and are not superimposable by
rotation.

prime targets is Mars, with more than 40 missions undertaken since the
1970s. Although contemporary Mars has an exceedingly hostile surface,
it has long been speculated that life might be present in the subsurface
[44, 283]. Furthermore it has been suggested that Mars might have been
more hospitable in the past and could thus still harbor traces of extinct life.
Geomorphological observations suggest that up to 3 Gy ago liquid water
occurred on the surface of Mars [75], although it remains unclear if this was
the result of a globally warmer period or that these features result from
other hydrological activity [46, 83, 58].

Of other interest are the Jovian and Saturnian icy moons. Erupting
plumes on Enceladus [81, 221] and Europa [266, 271] are indicative of a
global ocean several km below the solid exterior [290, 271]. It is feasible
that life originated in these oceans, such as near hydrothermal vents [70].
Life detection missions to these moons, however, are greatly hampered by
the large distances involved: Europa is 12 times more distant from Earth
than Mars, while Enceladus is even 25 times further away.

4



Chapter 1. General Introduction

1.4 Biosignatures

To increase our chances of finding extraterrestrial life, we ultimately have
to look outside our solar system. Since the discovery of the first exoplanet
(planet outside our solar system) almost 20 years ago [180], over 2900
exoplanets have been confirmed and more than 2300 candidates are awaiting
confirmation [124]. Exoplanets are very common in our galaxy and it is
estimated that every star (out of the 100-400 billion stars within our own
galaxy) has at least 1 exoplanet in orbit [60]. It has furthermore been
estimated that the occurrence of rocky exoplanets in the habitable zone
ranges from 2 % to 20 % per stellar system ([251]).

As we cannot yet venture to the stars, identifying universal biosignatures
that can be sensed remotely is critical. Such potential biosignatures can
be atmospheric constituents resulting from biological activity e.g. O2 in
combination with other gases, such as CH4, out of thermodynamic equilib-
rium. Of neither of these gases detection is, however, free of false-positive
scenarios [79, 248, 127, 316].

Biosignatures could also manifest themselves in the optical spectra
derived from the surface of a planet. These so-called surface biosignatures
could be more direct signatures of life, rather than that of their metabolites.
Life primarily alters these spectra in visible or near-infrared light through
absorption by pigments and by the complex scattering properties of tissues
or cells.

In order to be remotely detectable on a planet scale, these biosignatures
need to be widespread enough on the surface of a planet. Additionally,
the pigments need to interact strongly enough with the incident light, such
as photosynthetic pigments. Various bacteria, for instance, contain many
different pigments, but none of these have a spectroscopic strength equal
to that of pigments used in photosynthesis (see e.g. [246]). On Earth the
photosynthetic biomass productivity is at least four orders of magnitude
larger than all other sources combined (e.g. chemoautotrophy) [72]. This
makes photosynthetic organisms the only organisms that can alter the
surface spectra enough to be detectable from space. One of the strongest
features in terrestrial vegetation reflection is the so-called ’red-edge’. The
red-edge is the steep increase in reflectance starting at approximately 690
nm, just redshifted from the maximum absorption band. The red-edge is
not completely understood and it is commonly thought that the red-edge is
purely a feature resulting from a leaf’s structure (which generally includes a
lot of cell-air interfaces that can enhance scattering), which together with
the absorption creates the specific shape. However, various photosynthetic
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1.5. Sensing homochirality

organisms lacking these structural features, such as algae or bacteria, show
a similar red edge (albeit generally weaker in magnitude).

1.5 Sensing homochirality

Homorchirality itself can be sensed remotely as well, i.e. by measuring
the polarization of light. Polarization is a fundamental property of light
and it describes the propagation behavior of light as a transverse wave.
The polarization state of a wave is specified by the direction of the electric
field vector. If the vector oscillates in only one plane, the light is linearly
polarized. If the magnitude of the vector is constant but its direction rotates
with time (and the overal behavior can thus be described by a left- or right-
handed corkscrew) the light is circularly polarized. Both linear and circular
polarization are limiting cases of the more general elliptical polarization.

Chiral molecules respond differently to left- and right-handed circularly
polarized light, depending on the wavelength. By this same phenomenon it is
also possible to induce polarization in unpolarized incident light; polarizance.
Although all biological matter shows this behavior, often the result is
only noticeable in the UV. Photosynthetic pigments, however, show strong
transitions in the visible light. The chirality of the supramolecular structures
therefore also shows a unique signature in the circular polarization of light
in the visible range.

Importantly, although abiotic matter can create circular polarization (i.e.
through multiple scattering) these signals are several orders of magnitude
smaller than those created by homochirality and have a much smoother and
broader spectral shape. Even so, the circular polarization by homochiral
molecules is usually also quite small: typically less than 1 % of light at any
given wavelength is circularly polarized by biological matter by interaction
with unpolarized incident light. As these signals are related to the absorp-
tion, the total amount of measurable photons can become very small (for
vegetation at 690 nm this will thus result in the plant capturing 95 % of
the incident light for photosynthesis, and of the 5 % remaining < 1 % will
be circularly polarized, i.e. 0.05 % overall).

1.6 Scope of the dissertation

In this dissertation I will focus on the remote detection of homochirality
in photosynthetic organisms through polarimetry. I will investigate the

6



Chapter 1. General Introduction

robustness of the signals as a biosignature and I will investigate what
information these polarimetric signals contain.

In Chapter 2 I review homochirality as a phenomenon and biosignature
and how chiral molecules interact with unpolarized light and create polarized
light. I additionally review and consider the in situ and remote detection
of homochirality. Lastly, I explore recent instrumental approaches and
considerations pertinent to remote detection of homochirality..

The circular spectropolarimetric instrument ’TreePol’ is presented in
Chapter 3. In the same chapter we present data of the chiroptical evolution
of decaying leaves. These measurements provide better insight into the
possibilities for the remote detection of life on Earth, and give an outlook
on the robustness of circular polarization in life detection strategies.

Leaves have a rather complex structure. Whether leaf structural prop-
erties have an effect on the polarization response is addressed in Chapter
4. Here I will use complete Mueller matrix polarimetric imaging to address
polarization properties in maple and maize leaves around the chlorophyll
absorption band in the red part of the light spectrum.

Algae are a very important component of global photosynthesis. Po-
larimetric studies on multicellular algae are, however, limited, mainly due
to the difficulties involved in cultivation. In Chapter 5 I present circular
spectropolarimetric measurements of various multicellular algae representing
their main evolutionary groups (green, red and brown algae) and compare
them to vegetation measurements.

The final step in my investigation was to take the equipment to the
field. Measuring circular polarization in the laboratory is not comparable to
measurements outside (which involves highly dynamic evolving conditions).
The results of the measurements taken outside are presented in Chapter 6.

In the general discussion of Chapter 7 I address the research in this
dissertation in a broader context and give recommendations for future
research.
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Remote sensing of homochirality: a
proxy for the detection of extraterres-
trial life

This chapter has been published as: C.H. Lucas Patty, Inge Loes ten Kate,
William B. Sparks and Frans Snik. ”Remote sensing of homochirality: a
proxy for the detection of extraterrestrial life.” Chiral Analysis Ed. Prasad
Polavarapu, Amsterdam: Elsevier, 2018: (pp. 29-69). ISBN: 9780444640277
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2.1. Summary

2.1 Summary

Homochirality is an exclusive feature of life on Earth. While the very
basic building blocks of life are common in the universe, such as sugars
and amino acids, only in life they almost exclusively occur in only one
enantiomeric form. It is assumed that homochirality is universal for all
life, and homochirality is therefore a potentially unambiguous biosignature.
The detection of homochirality by polarization could prove to be a powerful
technique complementary to other remote life detection strategies. In this
chapter we will give a small overview of the homochirality of life as we
know it and review some theories behind the origins of life. Hereafter
we will discuss the framework that allows comparison between different
types of measurements and we will review the most important mechanisms
contributing to the optical phenomena displayed by homochiral molecules.
Finally we will discuss the polarimetry and wavelength considerations for
the remote sensing of homochirality and we will point out current and future
instrumental possibilities and constraints.

2.2 Introduction

Terrestrial biochemistry is based upon chiral molecules. Chiral molecules
in their most simple form exist in a left-handed (L-) and a right-handed
(D-) version called enantiomers. Larger more complex molecules can have
more than one stereocenter which structural arrangement makes it non-
superimposable onto its mirror image (as such, changing one of these can
lead to many possible epimers). For the sake of clarity, however, we will not
include the other terminology in this chapter. In all terrestrial organisms,
the basic molecular building blocks are found almost exclusively in one
out of two possible mirrored forms. Such an excess of one enantiomer over
the other might not be very noteworthy, but only in biological systems we
observe a 100 % excess: homochirality. Proteins are composed of primarily
L-amino acids, whereas the sugars in nucleic acids (i.e. dexoxyribonucleic
acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA)) occur in the D-configuration. The
two mirrored forms have very similar physical and chemical properties but
interact with other chiral molecules, but also with light, in a very different
way. It is this homochirality that determines both functioning and structure
of biological systems and without this dissymmetry life as we know it cannot
exist. Furthermore, the most important and basal property of life: the
ability to self-replicate, is dependent on homochirality (DNA and RNA

10



Chapter 2. Homochirality

are not capable of complementary pair bonding in the absence of being
homochiral) and it is thus suggested to be a prerequisite for the origin of
life on Earth [37, 220, 139]. Importantly, if homochirality played such a
vital role in the history of life on Earth and in life on Earth today, it likely
is also be vital for life on other planets.

2.3 Homochirality

2.3.1 The homochirality of life

Homochirality is one of the few exclusive basal features of biology and thus
one of the few that can assumed to be universal. It has remained unclear how
nature developed the symmetry breaking bias we observe today and various
mechanisms have been proposed for both the origin and the amplification of
enantiomeric excesses. It has been proposed that it was life itself that broke
the symmetry. Others proposed that life emerged out of an environment
already containing an enantiomeric excess to some degree [62, 39, 11].

According to all current prevailing theories about the origin of life,
life was intrinsically homochiral from the very beginning and built out
of homochiral molecules [284, 205]. Our current system of replication is
incredibly sophisticated and homochiral: genetic information is stored onto
a DNA blueprint, which genetic code is transferred by messenger RNA to
the ribosomes, cell components composed of ribosomal RNA and ribosomal
proteins, which by help of transfer RNA (which carries and collects amino
acids) link amino acids together to form proteins. The DNA, RNA (and
their constituents), proteins and amino acids all are homochiral, see also
Figure 2.1.

It is widely accepted that another system must have preceded this
complex machinery. Likely, these molecules were already in the possession
of template complementarity (as this is the basis for all genetics as we know
it), capable of both catalyzing and performing their own synthesis, thus
capable of sustainability by self-replication. It was the discovery of the
ribozyme [163, 120] that gave rise to the proposal of the RNA world as a
predecessor to the current DNA/protein world [107, 144]. Ribozymes are
RNA molecules capable of catalyzing specific biochemical reactions, and
thus can store information (similar to RNA and DNA) but at the same
time can have a function (similar to proteins). RNA is intrinsically chiral
and today only occurs as D-RNA, composed of D-ribonucleotides. RNA
will also introduce homochirality itself as most molecules resulting from
reactions with it are imperatively chiral [287]. Once a ribozyme emerged
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2.3. Homochirality

capable of catalyzing the polymerization of RNA, the evolution of the RNA
world could be established. It has furthermore been demonstrated that
ribonucleotides (i.e. pyrimidine ribonucleotides) can be synthesized under
conditions plausible for the early Earth [223]. It has been shown that a
racemic nucleotide mixture, which will result from abiotic synthesis, will
strongly inhibit the synthesis of RNA polymers [145]. As such, homochirality
might additionally be a prerequisite for the origin of life. On the other hand,
it has recently been shown that this inhibition might have been avoided
by the development of a ribozyme exhibiting cross-chiral catalysis [249].
Such ribozymes, however, are also dependent on the self-polymerization of
RNA fragments which use, rather than that of nucleotides, leads to the
accumulation of copy errors [142].
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Figure 2.1. The homochiral building blocks of life on Earth; all portrayed
molecules (DNA, mRNA, proteins, nucleotides, nucleobases, sugars, and amino
acids) are almost exclusively homochiral.

2.3.2 The origin of homochirality

Rather than the emergence of complex mechanisms capable of dealing with
a racemic environment, it might also be possible that, at least to some
extent, an enantiomeric excess was already established well before the rise
of the RNA world. The origin of life, the rise of homochirality and how
these two are entwined remains enigmatic.

The initial imbalance

Perhaps the source of the initial enantiomeric excess can be found beyond
Earth. Indeed, the molecular analysis of various chondrites revealed the
presence of a very slight enantiomeric excesses [213, 65, 108, 215, 214, 194].
These chondrites closely resemble solar nebular aggregates and have reached
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the Earth on numerous accounts [212]. Furthermore, broadband circular
polarization spectroscopy has been utilized in the observations of comets;
circular polarization values up to 0.8 % have been detected and it has
been suggested that these signals result from scattering of light by chiral
particles [233, 232]. It has however also been proposed that the circular
polarization results from dust grains and cometary particles aligned by
the solar magnetic field [159]. Additionally, chiral molecules were recently
discovered in interstellar clouds [182] . Mimicking interstellar conditions
it has been shown that amino acids readily form photochemically under
influence of UV light [57, 28]. While amino acid formation could also
have occurred on Earth itself, it has been speculated that the delivery of
these molecules by meteorites has been important for the origin of life [28].
Nonetheless, in order to go from the small enantiomeric excess currently
found on meteorites to an excess capable of kick-starting any molecular
evolution or autocatalytic process a reasonable large density is required.
Additionally, these processes should occur within a relatively short timeframe:
under prebiotic conditions chiral amino acid mixtures both turn racemic
over time and are readily degraded [2, 289, 12].

It has also been demonstrated that the involvement of circularly po-
larized light can lead to asymmetric photochemistry. Such asymmetric
photochemistry, asymmetric photolysis in particular, might have led to an
enantiomeric excess and thereby be at the basis of homochirality [43, 236].
Asymmetric photolysis enriches one isomer over the other due to the prefer-
ential photolysis of the one isomer brought on by the circular polarization
of light and to a lesser degree elliptically polarized light [41]. Current solar
circular or elliptical polarization is too weak to cause a noticeable enan-
tiomeric excess by photolysis, and it has been proposed that the required
circular polarization was provided by synchrotron radiation emanating from
the remnants of supernovae [43, 42]. Few neutron stars or pulsars however
display optical synchrotron radiation (efficient asymmetric photolysis re-
quires radiation of reasonable energy) and the ones that do seem to display
no significant amounts of circular polarization [15, 14]. Furthermore, it
has been suggested that the homochiral origin of life might be entwined
with the formation of solar mass stellar systems, by the creation of circular
polarization through magnetically aligned dust grains [15, 14, 173]. It has
been argued that these young stellar objects will not generate a net circular
polarization, because in total the area irradiated with either left or right
handed circularly polarized light will cancel out [61, 96].
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The amplification of the enantiomeric excess

Deactivation Autocatalysis
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Figure 2.2. Portrayal of the Frank model with autocatalysis and mutual antago-
nism. With every autocatalytic cycle the enantiomeric excess increases (adapted
from [33]).

It has been suggested that autocatalysis in combination with mutual
chiral inhibition or mutual antagonism (the Frank model) is sufficient to
acquire a homochiral system [88]. In this system, chiral autocatalysis
requires a molecule to produce and amplify itself while at the same time
needing to inhibit the same reactions in its enantiomer. In general, chiral
inhibition should lead to an addition product, such as a dimer of the two
enantiomers, which decreases the total racemic composition but increases
the enantiomeric excess by taking up a disproportionate amount of the minor
enantiomer, which is depicted in Figure 2.2. However, the smaller the initial
enantiomeric excess, the larger is the number of molecules that gets inhibited
and this process as such might thus already need an enantiomeric excess to
begin with. It is furthermore generally assumed that a simple autocatalytic
reaction without mutual inhibition cannot lead to the amplification of an
enantiomeric excess over time [31, 88, 32, 33].

It wasn’t until the 1990’s that the Frank model was experimentally
validated by Soai ([264, 263]. The so-called Soai reaction shows the very
high amplification of small initial enantiomeric excesses (>2 %) and is
essentially the alkylation of an aldehyde to produce an alcohol. Even the
Soai reaction, however, does not produce homochirality and is very much
dependent on the reaction iteration or initial imbalance.

Recent modifications of the Frank model show that homochirality might
be a spontaneous consequence of symmetry breaking processes in closed
noisy autocatalytic systems without the need for chiral inhibition [139].
Others have shown that chiral amplification might also be possible without
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chiral cross-inhibition and explicit enantioselective autocatalysis, but by
using asymmetric synthesis and polymerization [34]. Both models, however,
do await experimental validation.

Other enantioselective mechanisms based around an autocatalytic feed-
back have been proposed and shown experimentally. One of these mecha-
nisms is the Viedma ripening process [304, 305]. Viedma ripening describes
the solid state asymmetric amplification of initial enantiomeric imbalances.
Through mechanical interaction, i.e. grinding, a conglomerate of enan-
tiomeric crystals spontaneously converts to one of the forms. The final
excess depends on the initial enantiomeric excess, the differences in crystal
size distribution, chiral impurities and chiral additives [276]. Unlike the
previous mentioned models, it has been shown that Viedma ripening can
lead to pure chiral end products.

It has additionally been proposed that the nature of life’s homochirality
is ubiquitous. Parity-violating energy differences, an asymmetry (albeit very
small) of physics, cause a difference in energy between molecules, and this in
turn might have been at the basis of life’s homochirality [162, 161, 239, 228].
It has been claimed that the parity violations might also lead to differences in
amino acid solubility [256], although it has been shown that this also could be
the consequence of impurities [164]. This prevalent homochirality, however,
has not been without controversy and extensive arguments exist against
this hypothesis [40, 38]. Nonetheless, the influence of parity violations on
homochirality cannot be ruled out completely at this point [226, 22].

2.4 Chemical and biological mechanisms

for creating circular spectropolarimet-

ric signals

2.4.1 The discovery of chirality and its relation to
the polarization of light

The molecular dissymmetry of chiral molecules has a specific response
to electromagnetic radiation. Polarization is a fundamental property of
electromagnetic radiation and can be created or modified by any system
that is asymmetric, such as chiral molecules. It was also by this phenomenon
that chirality was first discovered: molecular chirality was reported for the
first time in 1815 by the French astronomer and physicist Jean Baptiste Biot.
Biot noticed how some quartz crystals differed in optical rotatory dispersion;
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the rotation of the plane of linearly polarized light traveling through the
crystals. He found that some crystals were dextrorotary, rotating the plane
clockwise, while others where levorotary, rotating the plane counterclockwise.
Soon he also found that various solutions of organic compounds share this
phenomenon. It was a student of Biot; Louis Pasteur, the French biologist
and chemist, who in 1848 first connected optical rotatory dispersion to the
molecular chirality of life [203, 204]. Pasteur was prompted by a paradoxical
report by the German mineralogist Eilhard Mitscherlich, who observed that
there was a difference in the optical activity by two otherwise chemically
identical substances; tartaric acid and the so called ’paratartaric acid’.
Tartaric acid is a common precipitate in wine fermentation (commonly known
as ‘wine diamonds’) and paratartaric acid was a byproduct in the industrial
production of tartaric acid. But while dissolved tartaric acid displayed
optical activity, paratartaric acid did not. Upon further investigation,
Pasteur observed that the paratartate crystals showed two forms with
slightly different mineral faces; they were the mirror image of each other
and thus not superimposable. He separated the two crystals and found
that paratartaric acid was in fact a mixture of dextrorotary and levorotary
tartaric acid; the two separated fractions showed left- and right-handed
optical activity.

2.4.2 Optical rotatory dispersion, electronic cir-
cular dichroism and circular polarization

There exists a large discrepancy between measurements carried out in a
laboratory and the measurements required for ‘passive’ remote sensing. One
of the most important differences is that in all laboratory measurements,
be it for optical activity or circular dichroism, both the intensity and the
polarization state of the incoming light is controlled. In remote sensing, this
is not possible. From an Earth point of view, sunlight coming directly from
the sun is unpolarized. Sunlight does get polarized in the atmosphere by
scattering, and as a result, the linear polarization of the sky can easily vary
between ∼ 0%− 70% [136].

The Jones formalism (which deals with definite polarization) is often
used in relation to laboratory experiments, i.e. due to its relatively easy
applicability. However, the Jones formalism is not valid anymore in a
remote sensing context in that it is dealing only with monochromatic light.
It therefore does also not allow partially polarized or unpolarized light. It
is therefore necessary to introduce the Stokes formalism; where the optical
parameters of the Jones formalism are amplitudes and phases, the Stokes
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formalism deals with light intensities and thus also directionally measurable
quantities. With the electric field vectors Ex in the x-direction (0◦ ) and
Ey in the y-direction (90◦), the Stokes vector is S given by:

S =


I
Q
U
V

 =


〈
ExE

∗
x + EyE

∗
y

〉〈
ExE

∗
x − EyE∗y

〉〈
ExE

∗
y − EyE∗x

〉
i
〈
ExE

∗
y − EyE∗x

〉
 =


I0◦ + I90◦

I0◦ − I90◦

I45◦ − I−45◦

IRHC − ILHC

 . (2.1)

Furthermore, in the Stokes formalism, any optical element can be de-
scribed by the 4x4 Mueller matrix M:

Sout = MSin =


m11 m12 m13 m14

m21 m22 m23 m24

m31 m32 m33 m34

m41 m42 m43 m44

 ·

I
Q
U
V


in

. (2.2)

Any set of optical elements in a system can be described by a total
system matrix, the product of the multiplication of the individual elements:

M = MnMn−1 . . .M2M1. (2.3)

The Stokes parameters I, Q, U and V refer to intensities which relate
to measurable quantities. The absolute intensity is given by Stokes I.
Stokes Q and U denote the linear polarization, where Q is the difference
between horizontal and vertical polarization and U gives the difference in
linear polarization but with a 45◦ offset. Circular polarization is finally
given by V , which gives the difference in intensity between left-handed and
right-handed circularly polarized light. By division through the absolute
intensity I, the polarization state can be complete described by Q/I, U/I
and V/I. Furthermore, I0◦ , I90◦ , I45◦ and I−45◦are the intensities oriented
in the plane perpendicular to the propagation axis and ILHC and IRHC
are, respectively, the intensities of left-handed and right-handed circularly
polarized light. Let us consider a beam of light shining on a detector
and a plane perpendicular to that beam for reference orientation. If we
would insert an ideal linear polarizer into this beam with a transmission
perpendicular to the beam and along the reference plane, the detector would
measure the intensity I0◦ . If we would then rotate the polarizer by 90◦, the
detector would measure the intensity I90◦ . Similarly, from that position we
can rotate the polarizer by −45◦ to obtain I45◦ or by +45◦ to obtain I−45◦ .
In order to measure IRHC and ILHC we additionally need a quarter-wave
plate (a retarder for which δ = π/2). If we position the quarter-wave plate
in front of the polarizer with a fast axis along the beam, we can rotate the
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polarizer to +45◦ to obtain IRHC and similarly we can rotate to −45◦ to
obtain ILHC .

Linearly polarized light can be described by the superposition of left-
and right-handed circularly polarized light. Chiral molecules have a slight
difference in refractive index for left- and right-handed circularly polarized
light; when linearly polarized light thus interacts with chiral molecules this
will result in a relative phase shift (∆φ) between those two polarization
states [18]. Upon vector addition, this will thus result in linearly polarized
light but with a rotated plane of polarization. If we have linearly polarized
incident light, the angle of optical activity is then given by:

α = 0.5∆φ =
π(∆n)

λ
, (2.4)

where λ is the wavelength and ∆n the difference in refractive index (circular
birefringence). Both chemical and biological sciences also use the specific
rotation, which is the optical activity corrected for concentration c (which
for historical reasons often is reported in g/100 ml) and pathlength z:

[α] =
α

zc
, (2.5)

and the molar rotation, which is the amount of rotation per mole of sub-
stance:

[φ] = [α]M10−2, (2.6)

where M is the molar mass. Often, optical rotary dispersion is expressed
as the molar rotation per wavelength [φ]λ.

Although optical activity is related to circular polarization and circular
dichroism, and the three under certain conditions can be interconverted,
the principle of measurement is very different. Most importantly, in remote
sensing again we have no control of the input polarization and we only know
when it is safe to assume unpolarized incoming light. Circular dichroism
is the differential absorbance of left- and right-handed circularly polarized
light, and can additionally be described by Mueller matrix element m14.
Circular polarization is the fractional polarization of incoming unpolarized
light, and can be described by Mueller matrix element m41. Traditionally,
in chemical and biological sciences, circular dichroism is often expressed in
degrees of ellipticity (θ), where the ratio of the minor to the major axis of
the resultant polarization ellipse defines the tangent of the ellipticity [85].
Under the assumption that the amount of circular dichroism is small, this
ellipticity is defined as:

tan(θ) ≈ θ(rad) =
|Er| − |El|
|Er|+ |El|

=

√
Ir −

√
Il√

Ir +
√
Il
, (2.7)
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where E refers to the magnitude of the electric field vectors for left- and right-
handed circularly polarized light and I refers to the intensity of left- and
right-handed circularly polarized light. Substituting I using the Lambert-
Beer law:

√
Ir −

√
Il√

Ir +
√
Il

=
e

−Ar ln 10
2 − e

−Al ln 10

2

e
−Ar ln 10

2 + e
−Al ln 10

2

(2.8)

=
e

∆A ln 10
4 − e

−∆A ln 10
4

e
∆A ln 10

4 + e
−∆A ln 10

4

= tanh(
∆A ln 10

4
) ≈ ∆A ln 10

4
(2.9)

θ(deg) =
∆A ln 10

4

180

π
, (2.10)

where ∆A is the difference in absorption (∆A = AL − AR). Circular
polarization is normally expressed in V/I. Under certain conditions the
amount of circular dichroism is similar to the amount of induced circular
polarization (that is m41 = m14), i.e. when the optical elements are isotropic.

Circular polarization can be described as:

V/I =
Ir − Il
Ir + Il

. (2.11)

Substituting I using the Lambert-Beer law:

Ir − Il
Ir + Il

=
e(−Ar ln 10) − e(−Al ln 10)

e(−Ar ln 10) + e(−Al ln 10
(2.12)

=
e

∆A ln 10
2 − e

−∆A ln 10
2

e
∆A ln 10

2 + e
−∆A ln 10

2

= tanh(
∆A ln 10

2
) ≈ ∆A ln 10

2
. (2.13)

Circular polarization (for unpolarized incoming light) and circular dichro-
ism are then interchangeable by:

V/I =
2πθdeg

180
=

∆A ln 10

2
. (2.14)

Additionally, circular dichroism and optical activity are interchangeable
using a Kramers-Kronig transformation [77] (for a more detailed description
of the numerical methods see [218]):

[φk(λ)] =
2

π

∫ ∞
0

[θ(µ)]
µ

λ2 − µ2
dµ =

cl180

π2

∫ ∞
0

[(V/I)(µ)]
µ

λ2 − µ2
dµ.

(2.15)
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Notably, when circular dichroism is measured using equipment wherein
the incident light is modulated, such as is the case using commercially
available circular dichrographs, special care should be taken in the case of
materials that are linearly anisotropic. The presence of linear dichroism
can result in significant differences by apparent circular dichroism [255, 92].
In general this is caused by cross-talk issues with the modulation of the
incoming light. As the processes in linear polarization often results in effects
more than one order of magnitude higher than those in circular polarization,
even a slight linear component can have a large effect on the outcome. In
a similar fashion, cross-talk can have a large effect in circular polarization
spectroscopy as we will further discuss in section 2.6.

2.4.3 Electronic transitions and rotational strength

Circular polarization, optical rotatory dispersion and circular dichroism,
depend on the wavelength, because absorption phenomena all correspond
to specific orbital transitions. The latter results from a change in electronic
charge distribution, from a ground to an excited state.

Importantly, for every electronic transition both a magnetic and electric
dipole transition can be specified. The electric dipole transition is caused by
the interaction of the electric field component E with the electric operator
of the molecules dipole moment, which can result in a change in charge
distribution. While in ordinary spectroscopy the magnetic dipole transitions
produce negligible effects, its component is essential when dealing with
polarization as it correlates with charge rotation. The transition dipole
vector thus describes both the interaction strength (which is proportional to
the strength of the absorption) and the ideal interaction polarization state.
The dipole strength of these transitions can thus be different for left- and
right-handed circularly polarized light, which is essentially circular dichroism.
We will give a small background in the essential molecular processes leading
to circular dichroism. For a more extended theoretical background see e.g.
[292, 191, 242, 202, 85].

If we look at molecular absorbance, the integral of a normal absorption
band, i.e. the integrated intensity, is proportional to the strength of the
electric dipole D:

D =
3(2303)hc

8π3N0

∫
ε

λ
dλ, (2.16)

where h, c,N0 and ε are the Planck constant, the speed of light in vacuum,
Avogadro’s number and the molar extinction coefficient respectively. The
strength of the electric dipole is related to the electric dipole transition
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moment (µ) by
D = µ0m · µm0 = µ2

0m, (2.17)

for the transition 0→ m. Often the dipole strength is also expressed by the
oscillator strength f , which is proportional:

f =
8π2m

3he
vD (2.18)

where m is the mass, e the charge of an electron and v the wavelength of
maximal absorbance. The integrated circular dichroism spectrum of the
transition is then proportional to the rotational strength R:

R =
3(2303)hc

32π3N0

∫
∆ε

λ
dλ. (2.19)

Note that ∆ε is the difference between the molar extinction coefficients
for left- and right-handed circularly polarized light respectively and the
integral is taken over the entire band (wavelength range) corresponding to
a single transition.

The rotational strength of a transition is additionally defined as the
imaginary part of the dot product of the electric (µ) and magnetic dipole
(m):

R = =(µ0m ·mm0). (2.20)

Furthermore, the electric dipole transition moment is defined by:

µ0m =

∫
Ψ∗0µΨa dτ = e

∫
Ψ∗0(Σiri)Ψa dτ, (2.21)

where Ψ∗0 and Ψa are the complex conjugate of the ground state wave
function and the excited state waveform respectively, and ri is the location
of electron i. This also shows why there can be no circular dichroism in
the absence of absorption (i.e. when µ0m, R = 0). Again, the rotational
strength is thus also dependent on the magnetic dipole transition moment:

mm0 =

∫
Ψ∗aµΨ0 dτ =

e

2mc

∫
Ψ∗a(Σiri × pi)Ψ0 dτ, (2.22)

where pi is the linear momentum operator. Importantly, for achiral molecules,
which thus have an inversion center or a mirror plane, respectively either
the dot product of the electric and or magnetic dipole moment is zero (i.e
if µ0m 6= 0 then mm0 = 0 and the other way around) or the electric and
magnetic dipole vectors are orthogonal. In the case of the mirror plane,
either µ0m or mm0 may lie in the plane but the other must be normal to
this plane i.e. they are thus orthogonal.
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Figure 2.3. An electronic transition dipome, a magnetic transition dipole and
a possible nonzero dot product of the former two which can interact with the
polarization of light.

More generally, just like there can be no circular dichroism or circular
polarization without absorption, then in achiral molecules we will observe
that the magnetic charge rotation has no preferred direction.

This additionally implies why molecules need to be 3-dimensionally
asymmetric in order to show any optical activity and cannot be planar. All
these situations are resulting in an R = 0, and display no intrinsic circular
dichroism and circular polarization. R can thus only be nonzero if µ0m

and mm0 are parallel or antiparallel, allowing them both to be nonzero.
Additionally, in the case of chiral molecules, it should be noted that upon
evaluation of the mirror enantiomer, µ0m changes to µm0 whilemm0 remains
the same, thus R becomes –R. Lastly, it is important to remember the
sum rule [64]: ΣmR0m = 0, i.e. the integral of circular polarization over all
transitions is zero. An overview of the main bonding transitions relevant to
biological molecules is given in Figure 2.4.

Possible electronic transitions

Figure 2.4. Bonding and antibonding orbital transitions and the typical associated
bonds and wavelengths in organic molecules.
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2.4.4 Exciton coupling

While these rules are valid for small organic molecules, biologically produced
organic molecules are often much more complex and can contain various
groups that can absorb electromagnetic radiation or even be optically active.
Many of these molecules can additionally be found in molecular complexes
such as oligomers. Often, these oligomers exhibit large circular polarization
signals, which are the result of interactions between the different transition
dipoles leading to a larger R than that of the individual non-interaction
transition dipoles. It is very well possible to have an oligomer exhibiting
circular polarization while the individual molecules do not, for instance
when they are planar but also when completely achiral [85, 317]. A good
example of this is the circular polarization of chlorophyll. Chlorophyll has
a very planar structure and its intrinsic circular polarization signal is thus
very small. When multiple chlorophylls interact excitonically, this results in
the addition of multiple absorption bands and a circular polarization signal
that is more than one order of magnitude larger [104]. Additionally, when
for instance a strong absorbing achiral molecule binds or complexates with
a chiral molecule, the induced chirality might produce circular polarization
around the absorption band of the former molecule [4]. Although there are
multiple possible combinations of mixing between electric and magnetic
dipole transitions, these interactions are the most significant when the
transitions of two or more molecules allows coupling (exciton coupling) [29].

Generally, when the transition dipoles are positioned parallel or antipar-
allel to each other the transition moments will be coupled. This results in
a higher energy difference associated with the transition if the transitions
are parallel (thus a blueshift in the absorbance band) and results in a lower
energy difference if the transitons are antiparallel (thus a redshift in the
absorbance band). This is due to repelling or attracting interactions respec-
tively and is similar when the transition dipoles are positioned colinear [288].
In most cases the dipoles will be positioned neither perfectly parallel nor
perfectly collinear to each other, but are positioned in an oblique orientation.
Such an orientation results in exciton band splitting; two new bands appear
in normal absorbance and in circular polarization at lower and higher energy
and thus wavelengths, see also Figure 2.5. The dipole strength for these two
bands can then be given by:

D+ =
1

2
(µ0m(a) − µ0m(b))

2, D− =
1

2
(µ0m(a) + µ0m(b))

2. (2.23)

We can additionally identify multiple contributing processes to the total
rotational strength, such as the contribution of the intrinsic rotational
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strengths or the coupling between the electric transition dipole of the first
molecule with the magnetic transition dipole of the second. However, in
electronically coupled transitions the exciton coupling is much larger. The
rotational strength is then given by:

R =
π

2λ0m
rab · (µ0m(a) × µ0m(b)), (2.24)

where rab is the vector between the center of the two molecules. Exciton
coupled circular polarization too is conservative; the sum rule still applies.
It is important to note that if an environmental factor causes the transition
energy to change, such as is the case of changing temperature, the circular
polarization spectrum changes but the first moment of R remains unchanged
[104]. As the coupling strongly depends on the position and orientation of
the transitions, measurements on such systems have proven to be a very
powerful probe in determining the secondary structure of molecules such as
proteins. For instance, by observing conformational changes using circular
dichroism, the left-handed double helical structure of Z-DNA was first
discovered [217]. An example of a biological molecule, the corresponding
secondary structure and the final spectrum is shown in Figure 2.6.

Wavelength [nm]

V
/I

r

L-rotation

Exciton splitting

Figure 2.5. Exciton splitting by two chromophores with an oblique orientation
and the corresponding result on the circular polarization spectrum.

2.4.5 Large Aggregates (PSI type)

A very interesting phenomena arises when observing large and dense supramolec-
ular systems, which has been labeled Polymer and Salt Induced (PSI) circular
dichroism. Measuring the circular dichroism of these systems can result in
anomalously large circular polarization signals with optical activity even
outside of the absorbance bands [153, 54, 53]. These signals are attributed
to the combined long range chiral structure of such aggregates and the
occurrence of energetic interactions over the whole aggregate. Whereas in
smaller aggregates, the entire aggregate is in the same wave phase upon
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Figure 2.6. The protein myoglobin, which comprise mostly α-helices, and the
corresponding transitions which together result in the final circular polarization spec-
trum. Data obtained from The Protein Circular Dichroism Data Bank (PCDDB)
[311, 167].

interaction, this is not the case in larger aggregates (larger than 1/20th of
the wavelength) where radiation coupling mechanisms by multiple internal
scattering will become as significant as normal dipole coupling [98, 55]. As a
consequence, large signals have been observed which are additionally largely
determined by the pitch and the handedness of the aggregates [104, 157].
The amplitude of the circular dichroism signal of condensed DNA, for in-
stance, can be 2 orders of magnitude higher than that of dispersed DNA
[153]. PSI-type signals of isolated chloroplasts also shows large anomalously
shaped bands superimposed on the excitonic signals [104]. Signals of similar
shape and magnitude have also been detected in situ on intact vegetation
leaves [209, 295, 267, 178]. While the photosystems of bacteria can display
large circular polarization signals [269], these are often not PSI-type signals
but result from excitonic interactions. In other cases, the size of the photo-
systems and the presence or absence of PSI-type signals is dependent on
the physiological conditions. An example of this is the size dependency of
the chlorosomes of green sulfur bacteria [225].

2.5 Considerations for the remote sens-

ing of homochirality in our solar sys-

tem and beyond

2.5.1 Wavelength considerations

In the far-UV (FUV), amino acid enantiomers typically display fractional
circular polarization signals. Many amino acids show strong signals at
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wavelengths well below 190 nm [184], while larger amino acids or aromatic
amino acids generally only display signals above 190 nm. Transitions below
190 nm are generally associated with σ → σ∗ transitions (see also Figure
2.4) but also with charge-transfer transitions displayed by proteins [50, 254].

In the FUV above 190 nm, circular polarization arises when peptide
bonds are located in a regular, folded environment. The transitions asso-
ciated with these bonds generally absorb FUV light in the range 190nm -
230 nm and the shape of the polarization spectrum can be used to extract
conformational information about the protein backbone and its secondary
structure. The main transitions in peptides are n→ π∗ at ≈ 220 nm and
π → π∗ at ≈ 190 nm, with a contribution from aromatic amino acid side
chains. The α-helix (see also Figure 2.6),β-sheet and random structures
give rise to characteristic shapes in the CD spectrum [117, 85].

In the near-UV (250 nm - 350 nm), the circular polarization spectrum
is sensitive to amino acid sidechains of proteins and disulfide bonds. Many
aromatic sidechains only show induced circular polarization and are therefore
indicative of the local molecular environment. Hence, throughout the entire
UV, there is a wealth of structure in the polarization spectrum related
to the hierarchy of chiral structures of fundamental biological material
[154, 30, 85, 227].

While some electronic transitions display circular polarization in the
visible part of the spectrum, often these are broad and weak. Generally,
strong signals are displayed by ligands and conjugated systems. Good
examples of a ligand are cyclic tetrapyrroles, such as the iron ligand heme
(which color is blood red) or the magnesium ligand chlorophyll a which
is used in photosynthesis. Importantly, especially heme but also largely
chlorophyll are planar molecules. Both molecules will thus only display
circular polarization by induced chirality. Another important contribution
to visible circular polarization are conjugated systems. Each additional bond
in a conjugated π system will redshift the overall absorbance. Note that
both heme and chlorophyll are also conjugated systems; the ring systems
that allow complexation contain a lot of conjugating π transitions.

Infrared CD spectroscopy, like UV-Vis CD spectroscopy, is used to
provide chiral molecular conformational information in stereochemistry
through rotational, vibrational and Raman optical activity [20, 45, 89]. The
near-infrared (NIR) has amide bands and stretching mode transitions in
the range 2 µm 3.5 µm, and the mid-infrared (MIR) reveals vibrational
transitions, sensitive to the presence of amide bands associated with α-helix
and β-sheet structures in the range 5.8 µm - 6.8 µm [211, 125]. While proven
to be an excellent probe for molecular stereochemical investigations, the
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signals are often weak in nature [320]. For in situ detection of homochirality
in the IR, however, vibrational Raman spectroscopy shows to be promising
[19].

2.5.2 In situ observations

While currently no instruments capable of detecting (vibrational) circular
dichroism have been deployed in solar system missions, up to 2017 two
other instruments capable of making chirality measurements have been
deployed on extraterrestrial surfaces. The COSAC instrument onboard
the Philae lander, part of the Rosetta mission, contained a multi-column
enantio-selective gas chromatograph (GC) coupled to a linear reflectron
time-of-flight mass-spectrometer instrument to analyse organic compounds
on the surface of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko [110]. Unfortunately,
due to the short lifetime of the lander on the comet’s surface no chirality
data were obtained [109]. The Sample Analysis at Mars instrument suite
(SAM) onboard the Curiosity rover also is equipped with a chiral column to
measure enantiomers of volatile organic compounds [175]. So far, no data
have been reported on the enantiomers of the organic compounds detected
[90, 91]. It has been stated that the search for amino acid homochirality is
one of the highest science goals of the ExoMars Rover mission [319]. The
Urey Instrument suite developed for the ExoMars mission, but downselected,
employed a combination of extraction, reaction with an agent and detection
with micro capillary electrophoresis to test for enantiomers [9]. The Mars
Organic Molecule Analyzer (MOMA) onboard ExoMars 2020, an instrument
suite combining pyrolysis gas chromatography and laser desorption with
mass spectrometry will carry one chiral column to enable the GC to separate
enantiomers [278].

Near future missions will also include dedicated Raman spectrometers.
These are the Raman Laser Spectrometer (RLS) on board the 2018 ExoMars
Rover mission [171, 238] and the Scanning Habitable Environments with
Raman & Luminescence for Organics & Chemicals (SHERLOC) which will
be deployed on the Mars 2020 rover [93, 23]. The mentioned instruments
are, however, incapable of detecting Raman optical activity. Future missions
could potentially include such an instrument and/or a dedicated circular
spectropolarimeter (see section 2.6 for instrumental considerations) to probe
the possible presence of homochirality on Mars or other solar system bodies.
The use of a full Stokes spectropolarimeter will allow greater characterization
of the surface. Importantly, such in situ spectropolarimetry will aid in
improving remote observations.
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2.5.3 Solar system observations (remote)

Circular polarization of scattered light from planetary surfaces is a common
phenomenon observed throughout the solar system [185] and fractional circu-
lar polarization has been measured for Venus, Mercury, Moon, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn Uranus, and Neptune [170, 155, 312, 285]. Different mechanisms are
at work for gaseous surfaces (Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune), including
Venus, where the dense atmosphere obscures the surface, and solid surfaces
like Mercury and the Moon. Circular polarization of light scattered from
gaseous surfaces is attributed to the presence of spherical and non-spherical
particles in the atmosphere [126, 150, 258]. Circular polarization of light
scattered from solid, rough surfaces is a double reflection mechanism, where
the first reflection from a crystal grain leads to linearly polarization of
the incident light, which subsequently hits a neighboring grain. Due to
absorption by the second grain the linearly polarized incident light gets
elliptically polarized upon this second reflection [17]. When combined with
analogue research and laboratory measurements, observations of the (cir-
cular) polarization of scattered light, therefore, might give insight in the
composition of the atmosphere or the surface of these planets.

As described earlier, circular dichroism, the differential absorbance of
left- and right-handed circularly polarized light, is an excellent indicator of
the chirality of organic compounds. In addition to chiral organic molecules,
however, a range of morphologically chiral minerals exists, with d− (+)−
and l − (–)−quartz (SiO2) as a commonly occurring example [82]. These
chiral properties of minerals and their subsequent asymmetrical catalytic
functions have been suggested as leading to the first enantioenrichments in
other chiral molecules [128, 158, 296].

Several instruments have been proposed for remote observations of
circular polarization of planetary surfaces, including for Mercury [185] and
Mars [270, 268]. The instrument proposed for Mercury, the optical detector
for enantiomorphism (ODE) is designed to detect enantiomorph crystals
[185]. Spectral polarimetry has been proposed before in the case of Mars as
a technique for the remote observation of homochirality [270, 268].

For instruments focused on the detection of homochirality as a biosig-
nature care has to be taken to ensure an optimal distinction between
homochirality of organic compounds and crystal chirality, to avoid false
positives. Laboratory measurements have consistently shown that mineral
surfaces show a much weaker circular polarization signal that is also different
in shape than those of biological nature [222, 269]. Additionally, attesting
to a general lack of false positives, surface circular polarization imaging of
Mars has so far not yield any significant results [270].
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The next targets within our solar system can be the liquid water contain-
ing moons of Jupiter and Saturnus. Unlike Mars, however, such observations
will likely need to be obtained through an orbiter rather than from the
Earth.

2.5.4 Exoplanet observations

To increase our chances of finding extraterrestrial life, we ultimately have
to look outside our solar system. It has been estimated that every star
out of the 100-400 billion stars in our galaxy contains at least 1 planet
on average [60]. It has furthermore been estimated that the occurrence of
rocky exoplanets in the habitable zone ranges from 2 % - 20 % per stellar
system ([251] and references therein). While the majority of these stellar
systems are too far away to render the detection of life on any orbiting
exoplanet unlikely, at least 80 systems have been found within 5 parsecs or
16.3 lightyears (“SIMBAD Astronomical Database,” [309]).

Polarimetry in general has a lot of advantages in both the detection
and the characterization of exoplanets. Polarimetry allows to enhance
the contrast between the very bright light of a star (which light can be
assumed to be unpolarized [155], and the very dim light reflected of an
exoplanet (which often is very strongly linearly polarized) [275, 274]. As
the linear polarization depends (beside other parameters) on both surface
and atmospheric parameters, these observations will additionally allow to
characterize potential atmospheric biosignatures, e.g. O2 in combination
with other gases out of thermodynamic equilibrium, such as CH4 [86, 274].
Detection of neither of these gases is, however, free of false-positive scenarios
[79, 248, 127, 316]. While these means are very indicative of a planet’s
habitability, they are thus not conclusive.

Homochirality and its corresponding signals in circular polarization
is a much more exclusive and unambiguous biosignature. An important
consideration, however, is that the signal is relatively weak: typically, the
circular polarization displayed by biological materials is less than 1% (see
section 2.6 for instrumentation considerations). In order to detect life on an
exoplanet, it thus has to be relatively abundant at the surface. On Earth,
this role is fulfilled by photosynthetic organisms.

Photosynthesis is one of the most important hallmarks of life on Earth:
the capacity to collect energy from the sun and to convert this into chemical
energy. Photosynthesis is the major driving force of life on Earth and evolved
very soon after the emergence of life itself [72, 318, 134]. Its organic carbon
production is more than 4 orders of magnitude higher than that by any other
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source [72]. Additionally, virtually all O2 on Earth derives from biological
photosynthesis and if photosynthesis came to halt, the atmosphere would be
depleted [168]. In terms of productivity and surface features, photosynthesis
would thus constitute the most likely target. Phototrophic organisms show
a clear circular polarization signal around their maximum absorbance bands,
in the blue but also mainly in the red region of the spectrum. Typically, a
sign change in V/I is observed around the maximum absorbance. See also
Figure 2.7 for an example of the circular polarization spectra produced by a
phototrophic organism.

Similarly to Earth, it is likely that the dominant phototrophic organism
on an exoplanet evolves towards the optimal use of the light irradiated by its
star [156]. Within our galaxy, M stars or ‘red dwarfs’ are the most common
stars and comprise nearly all of the stars that are close to Earth [1]. The
incident radiation of red dwarfs is redshifted and it is thus likely that the
pigments are redshifted as well [156]. As the photonic energy decreases
with increasing wavelength, this might put constraints on the excited state
redox potential. However, even water splitting oxygenic photosynthesis is
in theory possible using light up to 2100 nm, although it might be difficult
to evolve the incredibly complex molecular machinery required for such
reactions (certainly if the excited electrons should still reduce molecules like
NAD and drive proton pumping across membranes to generate quanta of
energy such as in ATP) [129]. In any case, it will be most likely to observe
circular polarization signals in the wavelength corresponding to the star’s
maximum photon flux.

A B DC

Figure 2.7. Circular polarization spectra of photosynthetic organisms. A: Ivy
leaves in transmission. B: Ivy leaves in reflectance. A & B are taken with TreePol.
C: Cyanobacteria in transmission. D: Cyanobacteria in reflectance. C & D are
taken with the PEM-based polarimeter of Sparks et al. A is adapted from [209], C
& D are adapted from [269].
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2.6 Instrumentation

Any remotely observed circular polarization signal due to homochirality in
living organisms will be tiny, and therefore instrumentation to observe it
has to be dedicated and optimized. Moreover, the incident light upon the
“sample” under consideration cannot be controlled, and, in the case of direct
sunlight or starlight, can be assumed unpolarized. Also, the scene or target
under study can be quite dynamic, either because it is alive or otherwise
moving around, or it is observed from an orbiting platform or, in the case of
ground-based astronomical observations, through a turbulent atmosphere.
Spectropolarimetric instrumentation for remote sensing of (homo)chiral
molecules is therefore quite different from laboratory equipment that is used
for chiral sensing.

Here, we review polarimetric measurement approaches commensurate
with the challenging task of remotely measuring circular polarization spectra
(through spectropolarimetry or hyperspectral polarimetric imaging) at high
sensitivity and accuracy. We confine to the “optical” spectral range from
the UV to the mid-infrared.

2.6.1 Polarization measurement approaches

Terminology: Polarimetric sensitivity and accuracy

The literature is often suffering from conflicting or even erroneous definitions
and conventions for describing the quality of polarimetric measurements.
Therefore we first lay some groundwork by stating some basic definitions
(cf. [261]).

The polarimetric sensitivity is defined to be the noise level in fractional
polarization above which a real signal (in this case V/I(λ) ) can be detected.
Noise in spectropolarimetric observations can be due to photon noise, detec-
tor noise, etc., but can also come in the form of noise-like systematic effects
like polarized spectral fringing. Fundamentally, the polarimetric sensitivity
is limited by photon noise, as the standard deviation upon the differential
intensity measurement to derive Stokes V is identical to that of the total
intensity measurement (because the photon shot noise is governed by a
completely random process). Hence cf. Poissonian statistics the standard
deviation of Stokes V is equal to the square root of the total number of
collected photo-electrons, and:

σ
V

I
=

√
NI

NI
=

1√
NI

, (2.25)
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with NI the number of collected photo-electrons per spectral bin. There-
fore, to reach a polarimetric sensitivity of better than 10−4, one needs
to collect at least 108 photons per bins, and control all other noise-like
systematic effects down to this level too.

Once a real polarization signal has been detected well above the noise,
the polarimetric accuracy describes to what extent the measurement after
application of the polarization calibration agrees with the true input signal.
Generally, for a complete Stokes vector measurement, the polarimetric
accuracy is described by a 4x4 matrix. For a mere measurement of V/I(λ) in
the absence of any linear polarization effects, the polarimetric accuracy has
two components: the zero point (I → V component) and the scaling (V → V
component) of the measurement. For the tiny signals that we are after for
remote sensing of homochirality, it is mostly the inaccurate knowledge of
the zero point that is particularly bothersome. Polarization calibration is
typically accurate to < 10−3 for the zero point, and has a relative accuracy
of ∼ 1 % on the scaling. However, zero-point drifts are often spectrally
relatively flat, such that a < 10−3 signal with specific spectral structure could
still be reliably measured on a somewhat floating polarization background.
In fact, one can often adopt a data-driven approach to pin the polarization
measurements to the correct zero point at wavelengths where no circular
polarization is expected.

The assumption of no linear polarization being present is often not valid.
To the contrary, as it is much easier in nature to create linear polariza-
tion (through reflection or scattering, or through dichroic absorption upon
anisotropic tissue structure), linear polarization signals are typically one or
even several orders of magnitude stronger than any circular polarization
signals. There is therefore a real risk of converting such linear polarization
signals into circular ones through so-called polarization cross-talk (Q,U → V
components). Such cross-talk can be caused by non-normal reflections of
a mirror, by a small amount of birefringence in refractive elements that
are never ideally anisotropic (see [151]), or by imperfect calibration of the
polarization modulator.

2.6.2 Temporal Modulation

One of the most common measurement strategies for polarization involve
temporal modulation such that consecutive intensity measurements can be
combined to derive (some of) the Stokes parameters. For instance, a rotating
quarter-wave plate in combination with a fixed polarizer yields intensities
corresponding to 1/2(I + V ), 1/2(I − V ), 1/2(I + V ), 1/2(I − V ), . . . when the
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plate’s fast axis is oriented at 45◦, 135◦,−135◦,−45◦, . . . in incremental steps
of 90◦. The fractional Stokes parameter V/I is obtained trivially from these
intensity measurements, but is subject to systematic errors if the scene
or the instrument itself is not stable in time (see [298, 261]). Possible
causes for limited polarimetric performance with merely a temporal modu-
lation implementation include dynamic evolution of the scene, variability
of the illumination, image distortion due to a turbulent atmosphere, point-
ing/scanning errors of the instrument, rotation mechanism inaccuracies, and
variable instrument transmission.

One solution to overcome these issues is to modulate very rapidly. For
instance, to “freeze” the atmospheric turbulence for astronomical observa-
tions, one should module at kHz rates (see e.g. [155] for circular polarimetry
at the ∼ 10−7 level). However, it takes special kinds of detectors to read out
at such a high rate. [269, 267] have used a scanning monochromator with
a single-pixel detector (i.e. a photomultiplier tube) that is used to sample
the 42 and 47 kHz polarization modulation rates of the two photoelastic
modulators (PEMs). The TreePol instrument [209] has been designed espe-
cially to perform highly sensitive and accurate circular spectropolarimetric
remote measurements of biological targets in the field, and is based on a
rapidly switching liquid crystal polarization modulator (Ferroelectric Liquid
Crystal; FLC) in concordance with synchronized read-out (at a few hundred
Hz) of a one-dimensional detector in a spectrometer, which multiplexes in
wavelength. In this case, the FLC is a half-wave retarder switching its axis
by 45◦, making it highly sensitive to linear polarization. And achromatic
quarter-wave retarder (i.e. a Fresnel rhomb) converts the observable circular
polarization into the linear polarization modulated by the FLC. A schematic
of TreePol is shown in Figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8. A schematic of TreePol, a dedicated circular spectropolarimeter.

Generally, a polarization modulator can be used to measure more than
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one polarized Stokes parameter. A rotating quarter-wave plate, for instance,
also modulates linear polarization at twice the rate as circular polarization,
but at lower efficiency. Temporal modulators can also be designed to modu-
late all the Stokes parameters with optimal efficiencies at every wavelength,
while being extremely chromatic (e.g. [262]). Obtaining information on
the linear polarization properties of the target can be beneficial for both
additional diagnostics, and for correcting polarization cross-talk issues (see
below).

In cases where temporal modulation is not good and/or fast enough to
suppress all the systematics, it can be combined with a dual-beam imple-
mentation, that permits the simultaneous recording for two perpendicular
polarization states that are filtered by a polarizing beam-splitter. An configu-
ration with a quarter-wave plate and a linear polarizing beam-splitter enables
“exchanging the beams” by rotating the retarder by 90◦. The four intensity
measurements IL1 ≈ 1/2(I + V ), IR1 ≈ 1/2(I − V ), IL2 ≈ 1/2(I + V ), IR2 ≈
1/2(I−V ) can be demodulated through a double-difference or a double ratio
method that yields a measure of V/I. In both cases this measure is, to
first order, independent from temporal systematic effects and systematic
differences between the two beams L and R (e.g. transmission/response,
optical performance); see [13, 261] for more details. The TreePol instrument
has thereby been built as a dual-beam system of two synchronized fiber-fed
spectrometers in combination with fast modulation to deliver the ultimate
resistance against systematic effects.

2.6.3 Snapshot modulation

Another solution against temporal systematics is to record all polarization
information in a single snapshot. However, one should ensure that static
systematic differences between the several intensity measurements neces-
sary to infer Stokes parameters are minimized or mitigated. For instance,
instrument designs that split the incoming light into two, three or four
beams according to polarization state, generally suffer from differences in
transmission and detection sensitivity between these beams. The calibration
accuracy for such effects is often limited at the ∼ 10−3 level, particularly for
imaging detectors with variable pixel gains. Such architectures are therefore
never used for highly sensitive polarimetry at the ∼ 10−4 level (or below).

As it is necessary to record a spectrum to detect chiral biosignatures,
it is possible to adopt a spectral modulation of polarization information.
A full-Stokes implementation of this was introduced by Oka & Kato [199],
who installed two crystal plates with fast axis orientations at 0◦ and 45◦ in
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front of a polarizer at 0◦. When the two plates have different thicknesses
(typically with a ratio 2:1), the resulting spectrum contains three carrier
modulations with relative amplitudes corresponding to the fractional Stokes
parameters Q/I, U/I and V/I. The thicknesses of the crystal plates need to
be chosen such that the modulations are “faster” than the typical spectral
structure, but some aliasing between spectral features and the spectral
polarization modulations is almost unavoidable for a single-beam system.
In any case, the spectral resolution for the polarimetry is lower than the
intrinsic spectral resolution of the spectrometer, and is determined by the
“slowest” modulation. [260] introduced a dual-beam system for spectral
modulation that allows for a complete separation of the intensity spectral
and the polarization modulation envelopes. It even allows for a data-driven
correction of transmission differences between the two channels, which
enables a partial polarimetric demodulation at the full spectral resolution.
Others also offered a simplified spectral modulation approach for just two
Stokes parameters by a single multi-order crystal retarder plate [300, 260].
With a quarter-wave plate in front, there is a single spectral modulation
for full linear polarization. Removing that quarter-wave plate yields a
modulation of V/I and one linear fractional Stokes parameter. As generally
the linear polarization of a target is stronger than its circular polarization,
the V/I signal is then observed as a small phase shift upon the linear
polarization modulation. In any case, the tiny circular polarization signal is
easily buried in much stronger linear polarization signals, if these signals
are not selectively depolarized (see below).

To overcome the limited spectral resolution of spectrally modulated
polarimetry, [265] introduced a spatial modulation for spectropolarimetry.
Similar to the spectral modulation implementation, it comprises two crystal
plates with different thicknesses and orientations in front of a polarizer (or
polarizing beam-splitter) and a spectrometer. In this case, the spectrometer
has a long entrance slit and a two-dimensional detector, and the crystal
plates consist of wedged pairs such that the effective retardance varies along
the slit. By spreading the light of a (point-source-like) target relatively
uniformly along the slit, one obtains a full-Stokes modulation in the spatial
dimension for every wavelength sample. Demodulation can therefore be
performed at the full spectral resolution of the spectrometer. Moreover, as
the light is spread over many pixels, one can capture many photons and
obtain a large polarimetric sensitivity in a single exposure.

Similar polarization modulation in the spatial and/or spectral domain
could also be implemented with patterned liquid crystals. State-of-the-
art liquid-crystal techniques permit the “direct writing” of any fast axis
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orientation pattern [188] and a full control of the retardance as a function of
wavelength (e.g. an achromatic quarter-wave plate; [160]). Patterned liquid
crystal optics could therefore be used in a focal plane (e.g. the spectrometer
slit plane) or on the actual detector (see e.g. [138] to modulate circular
(and/or linear) polarization in an optimal way). Most generally, all the listed
modulation approaches (temporal, spatial, spectral) could be combined in a
multidomain modulation [259].

2.6.4 Mitigating linear polarization cross-talk

In addition to designing and building a polarimeter that is sensitive enough
to measure the minute circularly polarized spectral signatures due to ho-
mochiral molecules (typically V/I < 1%), the main challenge is to make
the measurement impervious to linear polarization. Due to reflection or
scattering a typical target may be linearly polarized at levels > 10%. Minor
polarization cross-talk (Q,U → V ) in the instrument can thereby easily
blanket the circular polarization signal. As an example, an aluminum fold
mirror at 45◦ already converts > 25% of Stokes U (defined here at ±45◦

w.r.t. the mirror’s S and P axes) into Stokes V [261]. But also a totally
rotationally symmetric refractive imaging system on-axis can easily induce
cross-talk at the ∼ 1% level, due to stress-induced birefringence of any of
the lenses. This stress can be intrinsic, as a residual from the annealing
process of the glass, or externally applied by the mechanical mounting, or
by a coating or other glass element that is applied/connected at a different
temperature and has a different thermal expansion coefficient.

It is therefore crucial to design an instrument such that such cross-talk
effects are eliminated, or at least mitigated. One solution would be to locate
the polarimetric optics in front of any optics (see e.g. [155]). Still, one will
then need to calibrate the full-Stokes response of the polarization modulator
at relative levels of < 1%. Modulation with PEMs [155, 269, 267] have the
additional advantage here that linear polarization is modulated at twice the
rate as circular, so cross-talk is avoided through frequency filtering.

One relatively simple method for correcting any linear→circular cross-
talk (regardless of its origin) is to rotate the instrument by 90◦ and repeat
the measurement. This provides a change of sign in the measurements of
Stokes Q and U, while V remains invariant. For an instrument like TreePol
[209] it is relatively easy to rotate the entire instrument, but for astronomical
observations one can only wait for the sky to rotate by 90◦ w.r.t. a telescope
with an alt-az mount (e.g. [186]). The condition for this to work is obviously
that both the target as well as the observing circumstances need to remain
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virtually identical between both instrument configurations.
The final method for eliminating cross-talk is by effectively depolarizing

any linear polarization as upstream in the optical system as possible. This
can be achieved by a rotating (achromatic) half-wave plate (e.g. [137]),
rotating sufficiently more rapidly than the polarization modulation cycle.
This approach proved in the end the most successful for the TreePol in-
strument, which FLC-based modulation is somewhat susceptible to linear
polarization.

For true snapshot measurements, one could also implement a spatial
linear polarization scrambler. One embodiment can be based on a randomly
patterned liquid crystal half-wave plate (cf. [176]) that is introduced in the
entrance pupil of the optical system, or even before the objective lens/mirror.

2.6.5 Current and future instrument concepts

To detect unambiguous signs of extraterrestrial life through circular polar-
ization signals caused by homochirality, we need to develop a wide range of
instrumentation to first explore the signals of the only planet we currently
known to harbor life (i.e. Earth), then to search for similar signals on other
planets, moons or even minor bodies, and ultimately to analyze the light
from potentially habitable rocky exoplanets carefully.

The first step of this long-term journey of discoveries is taken in the
laboratory. Using commercial PEM-based instruments [269, 267] custom-
built instruments like TreePol [209], researchers have obtained sensitive
circular polarization spectra of leaves and microbes in a controlled environ-
ment. Sterzik & Bagnulo et al. [280] have even dismounted an astronomical
polarimetric instrument from a telescope to perform observations of leaves.

The next clear step is to take such instruments into the field (on Earth,
that is) to make an inventory of signals from a wide range of truly living
(photosynthetic) organisms. Such instruments will need to cope with not only
the inherent difficulties of field work, but mostly with the fact that both the
scenes and the illumination are extremely dynamic. This calls for spectral
multiplexing, and either snapshot or very fast modulation approaches. The
TreePol instrument, and also the IMPS instrument based on the Sparks et
al. [265] modulation method have indeed been optimized for exactly this.
Such instruments require either very precise calibration or depolarization of
the linear polarization signatures that are overly abundant in nature.

To observe (part of) the Earth from a distance, circular spectropolarime-
ters need to be designed that can be deployed on a drone or satellite (e.g.
cubesat). For this, snapshot polarization modulation approaches will be
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ideal, as they furnish a compact and robust instrument design that has only
minimal power requirements. However, is it impossible to characterize the
polarization signatures from the Earth as a whole from low Earth orbit,
and one can only see one side of the Earth from a geostationary satellite.
The moon, however, constitutes an ideal platform to observe the Earth
as an exoplanet. Sterzik et al. [282] have performed spectropolarimetric
observations of the “dark” side of the moon, which is faintly illuminated
by the light reflected off the Earth. By looking in this mirror, they have
detected life on Earth: the signatures of molecular oxygen and the “green
bump” and “red edge” representative of vegetation are clearly present in
the linear polarization spectrum. They have used the workhorse instrument
FORS at the Cassegrain focus of the Very Large Telescope (VLT) that
performs polarimetry using a slow beam-exchange with rotating retarders.
[281] have also attempted circular spectropolarimetry of the moon to detect
biosignatures on Earth, but those observations were inconclusive, as the
scattering by lunar surface partially depolarizes the already tiny signals of
the integrated Earth, and cross-talk from the linear polarization dominates.
Even if such telescopic observations will be successful in the future, they can
only realistically obtain a few snapshots of Earth at just one or two phase
angles. Karalidi et al. [148] and Hoeijmakers et al. [133] have proposed
the construction of a small instrument LOUPE (Lunar Observatory for
Unresolved Polarimetry of Earth) on the lunar surface that looks back at
the Earth for the duration of at least one month, covering the maximum
range of phase angles. Furthermore, roughly hourly measurements will
enable distinguishing in integrated light the continents and e.g. the Amazon
rain forest or the Sahara desert. In principle, LOUPE does not need to
resolve the Earth, but depending on the landing site of the mission that it
piggybacks on, it may need some imaging capability (e.g. in the form of a
microlens-based “integral field unit”) to separate the light from the Earth
from the light of the lunar horizon, and direct sunlight. The full-Stokes
polarization modulation needs to be snapshot to yield a robust and compact
instrument.

The first place to look for extraterrestrial life is Mars. Sparks et al. [270]
have used VLT/FORS observations with an existing spectropolarimetric in-
strument, and obtained a noeen-detection of circular polarization signatures.
Similar observations can also be carried out for Jovian and Saturnian moons
that exhibit liquid water. But any detection may have to be achieved by a
spectropolarimetric instrument on an orbiter or even a lander. So, again, it
will require a very compact and robust instrument to be compatible with a
solar-system mission. An instrument on a lander could bring its own light
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source with controlled polarization properties.
Observing the light from an exoplanet already constitutes a tremendous

challenge by itself. In reflected light, planets are typically millions to billions
time fainter than their host star, and their feeble signals drown in the bright
diffraction halo from their host star. For ground-based telescopes this halo
of starlight is bright and extended due to turbulence effects in the Earth’s
atmosphere, but even space telescopes can never make perfect images of
stars due to diffraction upon the telescope aperture, and residual optical
aberrations. Astronomers therefore develop dedicated instruments that
enable direct observations of exoplanets, thanks to a combination of Adaptive
Optics to deliver a point-spread function close to the theoretical resolution
limit, coronagraphy to (locally) suppress the diffraction halo close to the
Airy core of the stellar point-spread function, and differential techniques to
distinguish faint companion point sources from residual stellar speckles (see
Mawet et al. [179] for a review of these techniques). One of the differential
techniques is polarimetry, as planets in reflected light are typically linearly
polarized up to a few dozen per cent, while the starlight is not. However,
it takes an optimal combination of all these optical techniques to reach a
contrast of 10−6–10−9 from the ground. For instance, the SPHERE-ZIMPOL
instrument [230] for the VLT is optimized to directly detect cold and old
gas giant exoplanets in polarized reflected light. Currently, instruments
on 8 m — 10 m class telescopes can only image a few dozen very young
and distant gas giants (“The Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia,” [244]), as
they are still warm and therefore bright in the infrared, with a contrast of
∼ 10−4−10−5. Future instruments, like EPICS [152] on the 39 m Extremely
Large Telescope now under construction will directly aim for rocky planets
in the habitable zones of nearby stars, which are only accessible with such
massive telescope apertures. Fundamentally, ground-based instruments are
limited to ∼ 10−5 “raw” contrast very close to the star, due to the fact
that the adaptive optics cannot correct for the atmospheric turbulence
infinitely rapidly nor infinitely well [123]. Polarimetry and spectroscopy
are therefore mostly used to enhance the contrast down to ∼ 10−9. To
be able to observe a potentially habitable planet with high signal to noise
to perform sensitive (circular) spectropolarimetry, we need an extremely
large telescope in space, with adaptive optics and advanced coronagraphy
to suppress the light to provide a “raw” contrast as deep as ∼ 10−10 [179].
For a planet like Proxima Centauri b [8], that has an expected contrast
of ∼ 10−7, only then can one start collecting precious photons to try to
detect circular polarization features in its spectrum at levels << 1%. In
the end, a confident detection of extraterrestrial life will have to consist
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of a consistent range of spectroscopic biomarkers [250], of which a circular
spectropolarimetric polarization detection will be the cherry on the cake.

2.7 Conclusion and outlook

The homochirality of organic molecules is a phenomenon only produced by
life. Homochirality is thus an unambiguous biosignature and its presence
on an extraterrestrial body will be a very powerful indicator of life. While
enantiomeric excesses in various ratios (although often small) can be created
by abiotic phenomena such as optical synchrotron radiation emanating from
supernovae remnants, only life has succeeded in completely breaking the
symmetry.

Chiral molecules are optically active, i.e. they display optical rotation
and circular dichroism. While these phenomena are evidently displayed upon
interaction with polarized light, they also result in the fractional circular
polarization of a sample with unpolarized light, such as is emitted from a star.
Starlight reflecting of an extraterrestrial body with homochiral molecules
and molecular systems on its surface will thus carry this information which
can be sensed remotely.

Care, however, should be taken in the presence of aligned particles and
strong magnetic fields. While biotically produced circularly polarized light
has a signal and shape readily distinguishable from abiotic sources, the
ability to distinguish this will also be dependent on the spectral resolution
of the deployed instruments. While a strong indicator of life, the fractional
circular polarization signal produced by homochiral molecules and molecular
systems is weak and typically less than 1 %. In order to get the polarimetric
sensitivity down to a level where homochiral signals can be distinguished, a
relatively large amount of photons have to be detected. On the other hand,
fast temporal modulation is required in order to be able to capture dynami-
cally evolving scenes with a high polarimetric performance. Additionally,
care should be taken in the presence of linear polarization as these signals
are often orders of magnitude larger than the circular polarization. It is
therefore important to minimize potential crosstalk of linear polarization to
circular polarization.

Because fractional circular polarization as a remotely accessible means
of detecting extraterrestrial homochirality, and therewith life, is a relatively
new technique, it will be crucial to further develop our knowledge of the
signals produced by life as we know it, i.e. on Earth. The first step will have
to be made towards the detection of life in the field, rather than using the
controlled environment of a laboratory. Dedicated spectropolarimeters are
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currently employed towards this end. While initially geared towards obvious
surface life such as photosynthetic organisms, for solar system observations,
in situ or remotely, measurements in less lush environments, e.g. polar or
deserts, will be the next challenge. In the case of remote detection, these
results will then have to be combined with polarimetric measurements of
Earth from space to properly evaluate and characterize any prospected
signals of ultimately future extrasolar objects.
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Abstract

Circular polarization spectroscopy has proven to be an indispensable tool in
photosynthesis research and (bio)-molecular research in general. Oxygenic
photosystems typically display an asymmetric Cotton effect around the
chlorophyll absorbance maximum with a signal ≤ 1%. In vegetation, these
signals are the direct result of the chirality of the supramolecular aggregates.
The circular polarization is thus directly influenced by the composition and
architecture of the photosynthetic macrodomains, and is thereby linked
to photosynthetic functioning. Although ordinarily measured only on a
molecular level, we have developed a new spectropolarimetric instrument,
TreePol, that allows for both laboratory and in-the-field measurements.
Through spectral multiplexing, TreePol is capable of fast measurements
with a sensitivity of ∼ 1 ∗ 10−4 and is therefore suitable of non-destructively
probing the molecular architecture of whole plant leaves. We have measured
the chiroptical evolution of Hedera helix leaves for a period of 22 days.
Spectrally resolved circular polarization measurements (450 nm - 900 nm)
on whole leaves in transmission exhibit a strong decrease in the polarization
signal over time after plucking, which we accredit to the deterioration
of chiral macro-aggregates. Chlorophyll a levels measured over the same
period by means of UV-Vis absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy showed
a much smaller decrease. With these results we are able to distinguish
healthy from deteriorating leaves. Hereby we indicate the potency of circular
polarization spectroscopy on whole and intact leaves as a nondestructive tool
for structural and plant stress assessment. Additionally, we underline the
establishment of circular polarization signals as remotely accessible means
of detecting the presence of extraterrestrial life.

3.1 Introduction

Terrestrial biochemistry is based upon chiral molecules, which largely de-
termine the functioning and structure of biological systems. Amino acids
primarily occur in the L-configuration while sugars occur predominantly
in the D-configuration. Biological macromolecules are often also chiral.
The α-helix, a common secondary structure of proteins, for example is
almost exclusively right-hand-coiled. Homochirality is a prerequisite for
self-replication and thus terrestrial life [220, 37, 139]. It is highly likely that
homochirality is a universal feature of life. Analysis of various chondrite
samples has shown that they contain slight enantiomeric excesses [65, 213]
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and recently chiral molecules were discovered in interstellar molecular clouds
[182]. Furthermore, it has been proposed that circular polarization as a re-
sult of UV scattering can generate slight enantiomeric excesses in protosolar
systems [15], which can seed the chiral evolution of life.

The phenomenon of chirality causes molecules to interact with polarized
light in a number of different ways. Circular dichroism, for example, is a
measure of the differential absorbance of left and right handed circularly
polarized light (∆A).

For noncoupled chromophores (for instance pigments in a solution that
does not allow interaction between them), the shape of the circular dichroism
spectra and the absorption bands are similar. By contrast, multiple chirally
oriented chromophores, even when achiral themselves, will exhibit an exciton
circular dichroism spectrum. The exciton spectrum is characterized by two
bands of opposite sign around the wavelength of maximum absorbance,
which exhibits no circular polarization preference [131, 114, 30]. While
circular dichroism spectroscopy offers a quick insight into the architecture of
these molecular systems, it is often difficult to unravel the exact structures
based on the spectrum alone. Therefore, careful comparison with models
and results from controlled experiments are required to take full advantage
of the measurements [131, 30].

Figure 3.1. The structure of chlorophyll a

Chirality is also observed in chlorophylls and bacteriochlorophylls. Oxy-
genic photosynthesis, such as occurs in plants, algae and cyanobacteria, is a
process during which light energy is converted into chemical energy, which
in turn is used for the assimilation of CO2 into organic matter. During that
process, O2 is also produced. Photosynthesis is the major driving force of life
on Earth and evolved soon after the emergence of life on Earth [134, 35, 318].
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Likely, given that life has access to light, the development of photosynthesis
is a universal phenomenon [313, 235]. Chlorophylls are the most important
cofactors in photosynthesis and are cyclic tetrapyrroles with a central Mg, a
characteristic isocyclic five-membered ring and a long-chain esterifying alco-
hol at C–17 [241]. Chlorophylls thus are inherently chiral (albeit with a very
weak intrinsic circular polarization signal). One of the most common chloro-
phylls in vegetation, chlorophyll a, is shown in Figure 3.1. In vegetation, the
chlorophylls are furthermore organized in chiral protein-pigment aggregates.
Similar to other chiral aggregates, it is the supramolecular structure, the
large-scale handedness, that dominates the polarization spectrum rather
than the chirality of the constituent molecules themselves (although these
signals are to some degree superimposed, the total spectrum is not the sum
of the spectra of the constituents alone) [153, 21]. Such chiral aggregates can
cause very intense polarization signals that may be two orders of magnitude
larger than the molecular signal with non-conservative anomalously shaped
bands that range beyond the wavelengths of molecular absorbance (Qy at
680 nm for chlorophyll a in water) [104]. In the case of large-scale aggregates,
such as found in photosynthesis, the resultant signal is not only influenced
by differential absorption but also by differential scattering [55]. As the
circular polarization signal is dependent on the interactions on a molecular
scale, circular polarization measurements are a unique way of probing the
molecular organization remotely.

Recently, it was shown that the circular polarization by phototrophic
organisms can be successfully measured in vivo [267, 269, 295]. Sparks
et al. [267, 269] successfully measured the circular polarization of fresh
leaves and phototrophic bacteria, both in reflectance and transmittance,
using diffuse unpolarized incident light. Tóth et al. [295] measured the in
vivo circular dichroism of water-infiltrated leaves of various plant species
and Arabidopsis thaliana mutants using a commercially available circular
dichroism spectrometer. Although in vivo measurements are still quite rare
and mainly used as benchmark observations for astrobiology, circular polar-
ization has the potential to provide a clear and unambiguous biosignature.
Remotely detectable spectral characteristics have mainly focused on detect-
ing particular atmospheric constituents. Such constituents include H2O,
which indicates possible planetary habitability, but also gases that could
result directly or indirectly from biological activity such as O2 and CH4

[147, 73]. Detection of neither of these gases is, however, free of false-positive
scenarios [79, 248, 127, 316]. Other suggested remotely detectable biosigna-
tures include the vegetation red edge [253, 156] or pigment signatures by
non-phototrophs [246], but there is a potential risk of possible false-positives
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by mineral reflectance.
It has been suggested that linear polarization signatures may also be

good potential biosignatures [26]. Berdyugina et al. measured the linear
polarization signal of various leaves at near Brewster’s angle and found
that the combination of reflectance and linear polarimetric signals allows to
distinguish between abiotic and biotic materials. Both biotic and abiotic
matter, however, can create linear polarization [257, 310].

Circular polarization is more exclusive and signatures of larger ampli-
tudes require larger order dissymmetry, something particularly found in
nature. Laboratory measurements on various minerals consistently showed
a much weaker signal and different in shape [269, 222] and the circular
polarization imaging of the surface of Mars did not find any significant
signals, attesting to a general lack of false positives [270]. Furthermore,
while minerals can be chiral, an enantiomeric excess on a planetary scale
would be required.

Additionally, circular polarization could be utilized in the remote sensing
of vegetation on Earth. From the viewpoint of remote sensing, it has been
suggested that the scalar regular reflectance spectra contain more and better
features than polarization spectra [210]. The structural and organizational
information on the photosystems provided by circular polarization, however,
is unique and could prove to be a valuable tool in assessing vegetation
physiology on Earth.

In the present study we show for the first time, through spectral mul-
tiplexing, how the circular polarization signal of a leaf in transmission
decays over a period of 22 days after detachment. These results allow
us to distinguish between healthy and deteriorating matter, which would
potentially allow to monitor vegetation stress in greater detail. With these
results we also want to emphasize the potency of circular polarization as an
unambiguous biosignature.

While in this paper we only show measurements in transmission, we
designed and built the TreePol instrument in order to also carry out circular
spectropolarimetric reflectance measurements both in the laboratory and in
the field. We have already started employing our instrument for extensive
spectropolarimetric reflectance studies. The polarization signal in transmis-
sion is, however, an order of magnitude larger than in reflectance, which
allows us to assess the signal decrease in greater detail. The reflectance
results will be presented in a subsequent paper, geared towards the use of
circular polarization in remote sensing.
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3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Sample collection and storage

Fresh leaves of Hedera helix (common ivy; juvenile phenotype), petiole
removed, were collected in June from a private backyard garden near the
city centre of Amsterdam, rinsed with distilled water and padded dry. We
have stored the leaves at room temperature under two conditions: one set
of leaves (number of leaves; n=6) was stored in the dark and one set of
leaves (number of leaves; n=6) was stored at a 12 h/day light regime (at 80
µmoles photons /m2/s photosynthetically active radiation (400-700 nm))
to simulate daylight. The spectral properties of the leaves were measured
at 0, 2, 4, 7, 10, 14 and 22 days and we weighed the leaves before every
measurement. The leaves used for the circular dichroism measurements
were collected from the same plant in December.

Figure 3.2. Schematic presentation of TreePol.
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Figure 3.3. Comparison of TreePol (Red, n=12) and Chirascan (Black, n=4)
spectra for two representative sets of fresh H.helix leaves. Error bars denote the
SE. The Chirascan readout was converted to V/I units as described in the text, θ
is displayed for clarity

3.2.2 Circular polarization and circular dichroism

Circular dichroism is traditionally often expressed in degrees of ellipticity (θ),
where the ratio of the minor to the major axis of the resultant polarization
ellipse defines the tangent of the ellipticity [85]. In fields other than biology
and biochemistry, circular polarization and polarization in general is often
described in terms of the four parameters of the Stokes vector S. With the
electric field vectors Ex in the x direction (0◦) and Ey in the y direction
(90◦), the Stokes vector is given by:

S =


I
Q
U
V

 =


〈
ExE

∗
x + EyE

∗
y

〉〈
ExE

∗
x − EyE∗y

〉〈
ExE

∗
y − EyE∗x

〉
i
〈
ExE

∗
y − EyE∗x

〉
 =


I0◦ + I90◦

I0◦ − I90◦

I45◦ − I−45◦

IRHC − ILHC

 (3.1)

The Stokes parameters I, Q, U and V thus refer to electric field in-
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tensities, which thereby relate to measurable quantities. I is the absolute
intensity, Q and U denote linear polarization, with Q the difference between
horizontal and vertical polarization. Similarly, U denotes linear polarization
but with + 45◦/− 45◦. Finally, V gives the difference between left-handed
circularly polarized light and right-handed circularly polarized light. If
we thus know the absolute intensity I, the polarization state can be com-
pletely described by Q/I, U/I and V/I. In the ideal case of a completely
circularly polarizing sample V/I will be -1 for left-handed circularly polar-
ized light and 1 for right-handed circularly polarized light. I0◦ , I90◦ , I45◦

and I−45◦ are the intensities oriented in the planes perpendicular to the
propagation axis and ILHC and IRHC are, respectively, the intensities of
left- and right-handed circularly polarized light. Additionally, it is re-
quired that the incoming light, i.e., the light interacting with the sample,
is unpolarized itself. While V/I, θ and ∆A are measured in a different
way, the three are comparable, however, by θ = ∆A ∗ ln(10)/4 ∗ (180/π),
V/I = ∆A ∗ ln(10)/2 and θ = (V/I)/2 ∗ (180/π). This relation results from:
θ(rad) = (

√
Ir −

√
Il)/(

√
Ir +

√
Il) and V/I = (Ir − Il)/(Ir + Il). ∆A can

then be obtained by substituting Lambert-Beer for I.

3.2.3 TreePol

TreePol is a spectropolarimetric instrument developed by the Astronomical
Instrumentation Group of the Leiden Observatory (Leiden University). In
contrast to existing commercial circular dichrographs which modulate light
before interaction with the sample (and thus measure the response of a
sample to circularly polarized light), Treepol measures the fractional circular
polarization of light after interaction of the sample with unpolarized light.
Furthermore, in contrast to existing commercial circular dichrographs [117]
(which are all based on a photoelastic modulator and a main scanning
monochromator, and are thus very slow) or other sensitive circular spec-
tropolarimetric equipment [269, 267], TreePol applies spectral multiplexing
with the implementation of a dual fiber-fed spectrometer. The polarimet-
ric sensitivity is obtained by using ferro-liquid-crystal (FLC) modulation
synchronized with fast read-out of the one-dimensional detector in each spec-
trograph, in combination with a dual-beam approach in which a polarizing
beam splitter feeds the two spectrographs with orthogonally polarized light.
This combination of temporal polarization modulation (i.e. the combination
of a fast FLC, which can flip its fast axis by speeds up to multiple kHz, and a
high-speed spectrograph) with spatial modulation (i.e. simultaneous record-
ing of orthogonal polarization states using two synchronized spectrographs)
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in a so-called ’beam-exchange’ ensures that systematic differential effects
are canceled out (to first order) and do not induce spurious polarization
signals down to the ∼ 10−5 level [261]. The measurement efficiency and
insensitivity to temporal effects (like swaying trees) would render TreePol
a highly suitable instrument for remote-sensing observations in the field,
which is one of the ultimate goals of this research line.

TreePol was specifically developed to measure the fractional circular
polarization as a function of wavelength (400-900 nm) with an accuracy
of < 1 ∗ 10−3, a sensitivity of 1 ∗ 10−5, a maximal efficiency of 95% and a
maximal frame rate of 952 Hz. TreePol is capable of measuring the circular
polarization of a sample in both transmittance and reflectance, depending
on the angle of the light source (KL1500, Schott AG, Germany). After
interaction with the sample, the Fresnel rhomb (FR600QM, Thorlabs, USA)
converts (with an efficiency of > 99%) the measurable circular polariza-
tion into linear polarization states at ±45◦ that can be modulated by the
FLC, which is a half-wave retarder at 590 nm (LV1300-OEM liquid crystal
polarization rotator, Micron Technology, USA). By controlling the volt-
age upon the FLC (using the associated electronics box and custom-built
synchronization electronics) to ±∼5 V (with a duty cycle such that the
average voltage is zero), the half wave plate’s fast axis flips between ±22.5◦.
In this way, the relevant polarization states are converted to the (horizon-
tal/vertical) polarization states that are split by the polarizing beam splitter
(BV-100-VIS, Meadowlark Optics, USA). The FLC modulation continuously
swaps the polarization content of the two beams, which is converted to
intensity signals in the spectrographs (AvaSpec 1650F-2-USB2, Avantes,
The Netherlands) that scale with [I ± V ](λ) for one beam, and [I ∓ V ](λ)
for the other. By combining the four redundant sets of intensity spectra,
the circular polarization spectrum V/I is obtained after a double-difference
scheme [261]. A diagram of the instrument is shown in Figure 4.8.

Calibration of TreePol is fast and straightforward. With the Fresnel
rhomb placed parallel to the s direction of the polarized beam splitter, the
fast axis is positioned at +U . A linear polarizer (GT-10, Thorlabs, USA)
is then positioned between the Fresnel rhomb and the FLC at ±U . The
FLC can be positioned accurately at ±Q, using real-time spectrometer
data streaming (while correcting for measurement data without the linear
polarizer and FLC in place). With the FLC aligned a measurement is taken
without the linear polarizer. Thereafter a measurement is taken with the
linear polarizer in place positioned at ±Q. Using these two measurements
the FLC efficiency is calculated, which consequently is corrected for the
Fresnel rhomb retardance and the extinction of the polarizing beam splitter
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to retrieve the total efficiency for V .
FLCs have proven to be a valid alternative for photoelastic modulators

[97], and have been employed in other sensitve spectropolarimetric instru-
ments [16]. FLCs, however, are known to generate wavelength dependent
polarized fringes which are influenced by temperature [68]. From 525 to 750
nm these fringes have a maximum value of 1∗10−2 but can be calibrated out.
Variations in ambient conditions during measurements, however, can shift
the wavelength dependency of the fringes. In this study, leftover fringes may
have a maximum amplitude of 5 ∗ 10−4 from 525 to 750 nm, but reduce in
amplitude with increasing wavelength. From 650 to 750 nm the maximum
amplitude is < 2 ∗ 10−4. Errors due to fringes are separately displayed in
the results.

Due to imperfections, mostly of the FLC properties (retardance offset
from half-wave away from the central wavelength, polarized spectral fringing,
misalignment), and cross-talk by the Fresnel rhomb, the instantaneous V/I
measurement is susceptible to linear polarization of the incident light, which
is often much stronger than the circular polarization signals. By rotating
the entire instrument (which is positioned in a rotating inner cage assembly
and can therefore be easily rotated by hand) by 90◦, the sign changes on
any linear polarization signal, whereas the circular polarization is invariant
for rotation. A second set of measurements can therefore be used to obtain
through a ’triple-difference’ yield a measure of V/I that is virtually free of
linear polarization cross-talk, as long as the rotation is exactly 90◦, and the
sample/target and/or observing conditions are unchanged.

All leaves were measured with illumination of the adaxial side. No
corrections for leaf geometry were carried out and an area with radius r ≈ 1
cm was measured. All measurements were performed with an integration
time of 18 ms and a 180 seconds total measurement duration for each full
spectral scan.

3.2.4 Circular dichroism spectropolarimetry

In vivo circular dichroism (i.e. in transmission) was additionally measured
using a commercially available CD dichrograph (Chirascan Plus, Applied
Photophysics, UK). Small strips of leaf (n=6) were placed in a quartz cuvette
(10 mm x 10 mm) with a small metal placeholder. The adaxial side was
illuminated. Spectra were recorded from 400 to 800 nm, using a 5 nm band
pass and a 5 nm step size. All measurements were repeated 3 times with a
5 s time-per-point and were carried out at room temperature.
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3.2.5 Extraction and absorbance/fluorescence spec-
troscopy

119 mm2 of leaf surface was frozen in liquid nitrogen and disrupted mechani-
cally into a fine powder using quartz beads (using three different leaves, n=3).
We extracted the chlorophylls by adding 1 ml cold neutralized methanol
and incubated the mixture for 90 minutes. Hereupon we centrifuged the
solution at 20000 g for 5 minutes and discarded the pellet. Absorbance
measurements, where A = − log(I/I0), were performed using a Cary 50
(Varian, USA) UV-Vis spectrophotometer in 10 mm x 10 mm quartz cu-
vettes from 300 to 800 nm. For absorbance measurements we diluted the
chlorophyll extract 5 times with methanol. Fluorescence measurements were
performed using a Cary Eclipse (Varian, USA) fluorescence spectrometer.
Excitation and emission monochromator slit widths were set at 10 nm and
5 nm, respectively, and 10 mm x 10 mm quartz cuvettes were used. The
samples were excited at 434 nm and emission was measured from 600 to 800
nm. For fluorescence measurements we diluted the chlorophyll extract 500
times with methanol in order to minimize self-absorption. Measurements
were carried out at room temperature. In order to quantify the amount
of chlorophyll a we compared the sample data with a calibration series
of essentially pure chlorophyll a (Sigma Aldrich, USA) in methanol under
identical conditions. We have exclusively quantified the concentrations
of chlorophyll a, which is the main pigment in vegetation. Spectroscopic
analysis showed that chlorophyll b was present in much lower quantities and
was very stable over time.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Dark/Daylight differences and weight loss

We determined the weight loss of the leaves before every measurement and
observed a gradual decrease over time, mainly due to water loss (confirmed
by IR spectroscopy, results not shown). Importantly, the mean difference in
relative weight loss between the leaves stored permanently in the dark and
those stored at simulated daylight was always smaller than 0.93%.

3.3.2 Circular Polarization

As shown in figure 4.8 A, the results from both TreePol and the commercial
circular dichrograph show a signal of similar shape and amplitude. It is
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Figure 3.4. (Please see the caption on the next page.)
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Figure 3.4. (Previous page.) (A) and B show TreePol V/I over time of the
daylight and dark stored leaves.(C) and (D) show TreePol transmittance over time
of the daylight and dark stored leaves. Error bars for A, B, C and D denote the
SE, n=6. (E) and (F) show the absorbance over time of the chlorophyll extracts
of the daylight and dark stored leaves. (G) and (H) show the fluorescence over
time of the chlorophyll extracts of the daylight and dark stored leaves. Error bars
for E, F, G and H denote the SD, n=3.

important to realize that the two instruments employ two quite different
approaches to measure the circular polarization spectrum. Circular dichro-
ism spectroscopy is based on the modulation of light (in either left- or
right-handed circularly polarized light) before it interacts with a sample
and the difference in absolute intensity is measured. TreePol, on the other
hand, is based on the interaction of a sample with unpolarized light and
measures the polarization after interaction. After conversion as described
in Section 3.2.2, both methods give the same quantitative results and show
that in fresh leaves the fractional amount of differentially absorbed circularly
polarized light is essentially the same as the amount of fractionally circular
polarization by the chiral photosystems (i.e., in transmission).

Figure 3.4 A & B show that the in vivo circular polarization spectra for
freshly plucked leaves are very similar to the typical spectra of isolated intact
thylakoid membranes, similar to what was shown recently using CD [295].
For freshly plucked leaves we observe a large positive circular dichroism
band around 690 nm and a negative circular dichroism band around 660 nm.
Both bands decrease in magnitude over time, but the positive band shows a
faster decrease in magnitude for both the leaves stored in daylight A and in
the dark B than the negative band; with a relatively large decrease after
7 days. After 10 days of storage, a significant difference in the magnitude
of the 690 nm band was observed between the spectra of the leaves stored
in daylight and those stored in the dark (49 ± 8.1% vs. 69 ± 7.7% of the
original magnitude). The difference in magnitude, albeit smaller, was also
observed at 14 days (15± 2.2% vs. 26± 2.6% of the original magnitude) and
22 days (9.6± 2.1% vs. 18± 1.4% of the original magnitude). After 10 days,
the negative band also showed a significant decrease in magnitude, but there
was no significant difference between the storage conditions. The change in
magnitude of the positive V/I peak over time, averaged over 685-692 nm, is
shown in Figure 3.5 A. The sum of the absolute V/I signal over 525-750
nm is shown in Figure 3.5 C.
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Figure 3.5. (A) Average of the V/I peak at 685-692 nm over time for the daylight
and dark stored leaves. (B) Chlorophyll a concentrations per cm2 over time for
the daylight and dark stored leaves. (C) Sum of absolute V/I over 525-750 nm.
Error bars denote the SE (n=6) for (A) and C and SD (n=3) for (B).
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3.3.3 Transmittance

The transmittance spectra over time corresponding to the V/I measurements
for the daylight and in the dark stored leaves are shown in figure 3.4 C and
D. The transmittance decreases over time, mainly as a result of cell water
loss. No significant differences in transmittance were observed between both
storage conditions with the exception of the measurements at 7 days.

3.3.4 Absorbance and fluorescence of chlorophyll
extracts

Figures 3.4 E and F show the absorbance spectra over time of the leaf
chlorophyll extracts. Comparison of the extracts with the chlorophyll a
standard (data not shown) confirms that indeed chlorophyll a is the major
pigment extracted. Figures 3.4 G and H show the fluorescence spectra of
the same extract, excited at 434 nm (Soret peak). Both fluorescence and
absorbance measurements showed the same trend. In order to minimize the
possible effects of solid constituents and other pigments, fluorescence data
were used to calculate the chlorophyll a concentrations, which are shown
in Figure 3.5 B. For both the daylight and the dark stored leaves the ab-
sorbance/fluorescence properties and hence the chlorophyll a concentrations
decrease over time. This decrease, however, is much more pronounced in
the daylight stored leaves.

3.3.5 Chlorophyll a concentrations vs V/I over
time

A plot of the changes in magnitude of the V/I peak as a function of the
chlorophyll concentrations is shown in Figure 3.6. Even though both V/I
and chlorophyll concentrations decrease over time, the decrease in V/I is
much larger and faster. This faster decrease becomes particularly apparent
when one compares the data with the diagonal line, associated with a
hypothetical linear 1:1 relation between chlorophyll a and V/I. The V/I
signal decreases faster in both daylight and dark stored leaves. For example,
while the chlorophyll a concentration per cm2 of the 22 days old dark stored
leaves is similar to that of fresh leaves, the signal of V/I is less than 18% of
the original after 22 days.
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Figure 3.6. Average of the V/I peak at 685-692 nm versus the Chlorophyll a
concentration over time for the daylight and dark stored leaves; the dashed line
portrays a linear relationship. The dotted lines show the linear fit through the
actual data for the daylight (r2 = 0.94) and dark (r2 = 0.67) stored leaves. The
larger decrease in V/I is primarily caused by the breakdown of the supramolecular
structure; the chlorophyll a levels show a much smaller decrease. Vertical error
bars denote the SE (n=6), horizontal error bars denote the SD (n=3).
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3.4 Discussion

Detached leaves show a reduction in circular dichroism and polarization
signal within days after storage. We have successfully demonstrated that
circular polarization spectroscopy can be used in-vivo and post-mortem on
leaves to measure the signal produced by the photosynthetic apparatus and
we have shown that using circular polarization spectroscopy, healthy leaves
can successfully be differentiated from senescing leaves. The similar results in
both circular dichroism spectroscopy and circular polarization spectroscopy
indicates isotropy in the fractional circular polarizing/absorbing component.
As such there appear to be no systematic circular polarization differences
between the adaxial and abaxial side of the leaf.

H. helix, is known for remaining green over prolonged periods of time
under stress [307, 135], which allowed us to carefully measure temporal
changes. It is expected that the same phenomena can be observed for
different species, but depending on the species, the effects are likely to occur
within a shorter amount of time.

Leaf senescence in general is a complex process with different underlying
mechanisms. The effects of drought often includes the loss of chlorophylls,
but this is not always the case [141, 119]. Here we observed that although
the chlorophyll a content decreases over time, the decrease in V/I is much
larger. While chlorophyll a is at the basis of the V/I signal, most of the
signal results from the supramolecular chirality of the photosystems, which
can be two orders of magnitude larger than the molecular signal [104]. The
absorbance maximum of the pigment coincides with the sign change in
V/I, with a negative band at shorter wavelengths and a positive band at
longer wavelengths. Both the negative and the positive band decreased in
magnitude, and while the positive band decreased faster in magnitude over
time and showed a significant difference between the storage conditions,
these storage conditions did not lead to significant differences in the decrease
of the negative band.

While the chlorophyll a concentration per leaf area decreases in the day-
light stored leaves (but only slightly for the dark stored leaves), a much larger
decrease is observed in the measured V/I. We hypothesize that the observed
decrease is a direct result of the deterioration of the supramolecular chirality,
and thus organization, which ultimately is the source of the observed signals.
The dark stored leaves, with an end chlorophyll a concentration similar to
that of the fresh leaves, underline that the observed decrease cannot be
explained by only the chlorophyll concentrations. As the supramolecular
organization plays an important role in the regulation of photosynthetic
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activity, we propose the use of circular dichroism spectropolarimetry as a
new tool for assessing vegetation stress.

It has been shown that the two bands of the V/I spectrum discussed
above result from the superposition of two relatively independent signals
[87]. The negative band is preferentially associated with the stacking of
the thylakoid membranes, whereas the positive band is mainly associated
with the lateral organization of the chiral macrodomains [66, 78, 140, 100].
It has furthermore been shown that external factors can influence the
chiral order of these systems individually; whereas the membrane stacking
is mainly influenced by the charge screening of divalent cations on the
membrane interface, the lateral organization is predominantly influenced
by the osmotic potential (i.e. it is absent in hypotonic solutions) [100].
Indeed, leaf senescing is evidently coupled with a change in cell osmosis,
but it is unclear how the drought-induced hypertonic environment will
influence the lateral organization. Our results strongly suggest that the
lateral organization decreases before unstacking.

Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show a significant difference in the decrease of
the positive band between the leaves stored in the dark or in daylight
(while no differences are observed in relative weight over time). While
light-induced stress often leads to the loss of chlorophyll and the disruption
of the photosystems, these effects only occur at very high light intensities
well beyond the values used in our study [200]. At low light levels senescing
is often delayed compared to dark stored leaves [200]. It should be noted,
however, that the dark stored leaves were illuminated upon measurement and
during weighing, which might be enough to delay senescing. It may well be
that the combination of light and drought stress results in radicals influencing
both the chlorophyll a content and the supramolecular organization.

Interestingly, it can be observed that the chlorophyll a concentration per
surface area does not decrease directly after detachment. In Figure 3.4 E, F,
G and H it can be observed that both fluorescence and absorbance follow
this trend. It is likely that these observations do not indicate an increase in
chlorophyll a per cell, but rather indicate cell contractions caused by the
decrease in water content. These contractions might have influenced the
observed V/I spectra in the first few days after detachment, but this is less
likely due to the normalization over I (i.e., the measured intensity of V is
divided by the measured absolute intensity I).

Leaf transmittance in the near infrared does also decrease over time,
but does not relate to the decrease of the V/I bands. Furthermore, at the
wavelengths around the V/I positive maximum (685-692 nm) this effect
is less pronounced and after 22 days the decrease was only significant for
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the daylight-stored leaves (60 ± 12% of the original). The transmittance
of the dark stored leaves around the V/I maximum was never significantly
different from the fresh leaves and was 100± 21% of the original after 22
days. Leaf transmittance at longer wavelengths does decrease over time,
but does not relate to the decrease of the V/I bands.

Large amounts of internal scattering could in principle lead to (de-
)polarization effects, but with the large absorbance and low transmittance
around the wavelengths of interest in our experiment we expect that this
effect is minimal (multiple scattering events would be required to redirect the
light towards the detector). Further support for this conclusion is provided
by measurements on the commercial dichrograph, which showed a similar
decrease in circular dichroism. In the case of the latter, the differential
response to left- and right-handed circularly polarized light is measured. As
such, multiple internal scattering events would be required before the light
would react with the photosystems, which is highly implausible.

Finally, we want to emphasize the significance of circular polarization as
both a valuable remotely applicable tool for vegetation monitoring on Earth
and as remotely accessible means of detecting the presence of extraterres-
trial life. We have successfully demonstrated that healthy leaves can be
distinguished from unhealthy/dying leaves by the strong signal in the V/I
spectra. This signal, unique to vegetation, rapidly decreases over time if
the chiral macrostructures are not actively maintained.

Although this study was performed in transmittance mode, preliminary
results show that the observations in reflectance mode give similar results.
Future work will include measurements both in the laboratory as well as in
the field.
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4.1. Introduction

Abstract

Spectropolarimetry of intact plant leaves allows to probe the molecular archi-
tecture of vegetation photosynthesis in a non-invasive and non-destructive
way and, as such, can offer a wealth of physiological information. In addition
to the molecular signals due to the photosynthetic machinery, the cell struc-
ture and its arrangement within a leaf can create and modify polarization
signals. Using Mueller matrix polarimetry with rotating retarder modula-
tion, we have visualized spatial variations in polarization in transmission
around the chlorophyll a absorbance band from 650 nm to 710 nm. We show
linear and circular polarization measurements of maple leaves and cultivated
maize leaves and discuss the corresponding Mueller matrices and the Mueller
matrix decompositions, which show distinct features in diattenuation, polar-
izance, retardance and depolarization. Importantly, while normal leaf tissue
shows a typical split signal with both a negative and a positive peak in the
induced fractional circular polarization and circular dichroism, the signals
close to the veins only display a negative band. The results are similar to
the negative band as reported earlier for single macrodomains. We discuss
the possible role of the chloroplast orientation around the veins as a cause of
this phenomenon. Systematic artefacts are ruled out as three independent
measurements by different instruments gave similar results. These results
provide better insight into circular polarization measurements on whole
leaves and options for vegetation remote sensing using circular polarization.

4.1 Introduction

One of the most distinctive and characteristic features of life is the ho-
mochirality of its molecular building blocks [174]. Chiral molecules in their
most simple form exist in left-handed (L-) and a right-handed (D-) versions,
called enantiomers. In non-biological systems, the mixture is expected to be
racemic (50 % - 50 %). However, biological systems tend to have nearly 100
% preference for one type of enantiomer, which is called homochirality. In
fact, the functioning and structure of biological systems is largely determined
by its chiral constituents. Although there are a few exceptions [94], amino
acids mainly occur in the L-configuration and sugars occur predominantly
in the D-configuration. Apart from these small molecules, many large scale
molecular architectures, of which dimensions can range over several orders of
magnitude, are chiral. An example of such large-scale chirality is displayed
by the DNA molecule, which is always right-handed and can be over 2 m
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long [299].
Chirality can also be observed in the chlorophylls and bacteriochloro-

phylls utilized in photosynthesis. Additionally, these chlorophylls are orga-
nized in a supramolecular structure that itself is chiral too [104].

The molecular dissymmetry of chiral molecules has a specific response
to electromagnetic radiation [85] and this response both depends on the
intrinsic chirality of the molecules and on the chirality of the supramolec-
ular architecture. Examples of available spectroscopic methods that are
based on this interaction are circular diattenuation (dichroism) and linear
diattenuation spectroscopy. Both methods are complementary and offer
valuabe insight into the functionality and structure of molecules and have a
long history in the research on photosynthesis [104]. In circular dichroism
spectroscopy, the differential transmittance between left- and right-handed
circularly polarized light as a function of wavelength is measured. Linear
diattenuation spectroscopy characterizes the change in intensity transmit-
tance depending on the linear polarization of the incident beam. Usually,
only isolated molecules or cell constituents are measured, but it has recently
been shown that the circular dichroism of whole leaves can also be deter-
mined [295, 209]. This is not possible in linear diattenuation spectroscopy,
since the retrieval of structural information is dependent on the molecular
alignment of the sample. In a randomly oriented sample, such as in a leaf,
this information is therefore averaged out.

Mueller matrix polarimetry allows a thorough characterization of the
polarization properties of a sample. The complete Mueller matrix is a 4× 4
matrix with real elements that totally describes polarization response of an
optical element. Within its elements it additionally contains polarization
properties, i.e. circular and linear diattenuation, retardance, and depolariza-
tion. Diattenuation is similar to dichroism, although the latter describes the
same property in terms of absorbance. The retardance describes the phase
changes of light and is independent of the intensity transmittance. The
depolarization describes the ratio of incident light that becomes unpolarized
upon interaction with the sample. The mathematical descriptions of these
quantities will be given below.

Both linear and circular dichroism spectroscopy depend on the modula-
tion of the incident light and the subsequent differential interaction within
the sample resulting in a measurable difference. Induced linear polarization
is also measurable and scattered linear polarization has been investigated
for vegetation remote sensing [210, 302, 303, 301, 115]. Although it has
been suggested that linear polarization remote sensing offers no additional
information compared to the scalar reflectance [210], it has recently been
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indicated that it could be a promising remote sensing tool for the detection
of leaf structural changes such as brought upon by drought [301].

Also circular polarization by photosynthesic systems might potentially
be a powerful tool in the remote sensing of biosignatures on Earth and
beyond [222, 314, 315]. Recently it has been shown that the induced frac-
tional circular polarization by phototrophic organisms can be measured
successfully in detail [267, 269, 209] and is comparable to circular dichroism
measurements [209]. Unlike linear spectropolarimetry, circular spectropo-
larimetric measurements still contain the structural information resulting
from the chiral molecular systems. As such, scattered circular polarization
might prove to be both a unique remotely applicable tool for vegetation
monitoring on Earth as well as a powerful remotely accessible means of
detecting the unambiguous presence of extraterrestrial life.

Nonetheless, relatively few in vivo induced circular polarization studies
on phototrophic organisms are available. We previously showed that the
amount of induced circular polarization of unpolarized light is equivalent
to the differential absorbance of incident circularly polarized light for in
vivo transmission measurements on leaves [209]. These results are evidence
for at least a general cross sectional isotropy in the fractional circular
polarizing/absorbing component. Little, however, is known about the
possible spatial variation in the polarizing components of leaves which can
offer more information about the origin of the polarization signals.

Depending on the area of the leaf that is measured, such spatial variations
might lead to inaccuracies if the molecular architecture is investigated. This
is especially important for in vivo measurements on leaves carried out using
commercial dichrographs (due to the relatively small area of measurement)
and it might also be important to consider when scaling up fractional
polarization measurements to remote sensing applications.

The typical circular polarization signal observed from chloroplasts is the
result of the superposition of two relatively independent signals resulting
from different chiral macrodomains. These result in bands of opposite
sign that do not have the exact same spectral shape and thus do not
cancel each other out completely. The existence of these macrodomains was
first demonstrated using differential circular polarization scattering [105]
and the different domains were later imaged using differential polarization
microscopy showing separately the positive and negative bands [87, 100].
While both positive and negative signals prevail in the image averages
over the whole membrane (thus including multiple macrodomains), the
circular polarization spectrum is heavily influenced by the alignment of the
chloroplasts [100, 99]. Local alignments of the chloroplasts might therefore
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affect the spatial variation in circular polarization and can thus affect overall
the signal on a leaf and canopy scale.

In the present study we will investigate the spatial components of
polarization in vegetation using imaging Mueller matrix polarimetry in
transmission in order to get more insight into the polarizing and depolarizing
components of vegetation leaves. Various measurements on cultivated maize
and maple leaves were taken within the relevant wavelength range (650 nm
to 710 nm) of the vegetation absorption band in the red. We show that
these measurements improve our understanding of the signals obtained on
whole leaves and ultimately aid in interpreting the signals in vegetation
remote sensing using circularly polarized light.

4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Sample preparation

Maize (Zea mays) was grown in the laboratory of Colleen Doherty, De-
partment of Molecular and Structural Biochemistry, North Carolina State
University. The wild types we used were N78S and N74R. No differences in
their growth features (V3) were observed during the measurements. The
plants were cultivated in sand at a 16h/8h light-dark regime (at a photon
flux of 600 µmol m−2 s−1 photosynthetically active radiation (400 nm to
700 nm)) at room temperature. All spectroscopic measurements on the
maize leaves were carried out with the leaves still attached to the plant.
Maple (Acer rubrum) leaves were collected in November from trees growing
at the Centennial Campus, North Carolina State University in Raleigh. In
order to prevent dehydration, the petioles or stems of the leaves were placed
in water after collection and during the measurement.

4.2.2 Polarization and Mueller matrix decomposi-
tion

Polarization in general is often described in terms of the four parameters of
the Stokes vector S. With the electric field vectors Ex in the x direction
(0◦) and Ey in the y direction (90◦), the Stokes vector is given by:
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S =


I
Q
U
V

 =


〈
ExE

∗
x + EyE

∗
y

〉〈
ExE

∗
x − EyE∗y

〉〈
ExE

∗
y − EyE∗x

〉
i
〈
ExE

∗
y − EyE∗x

〉
 =


I0◦ + I90◦

I0◦ − I90◦

I45◦ − I−45◦

IRHC − ILHC

 . (4.1)

The Stokes parameters I, Q, U and V refer to intensities which thereby
relate to remotely measurable quantities. The absolute intensity is given by
Stokes I. Stokes Q and U denote the differences in intensity after filtering
linear polarization at perpendicular directions, where Q gives the difference
between horizontal and vertical polarization and U gives the difference in
linear polarization but with a 45◦ offset. Finally, V gives the difference
between right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized light. If we know
the absolute intensity I, the polarization state can be completely described
by the normalized quantities Q/I, U/I and V/I. I0◦ , I90◦ , I45◦ and I−45◦

are the intensities oriented in the planes perpendicular to the propagation
axis and ILHC and IRHC are, respectively, the intensities of right- and
left-handed circularly polarized light.

Furthermore, in the Stokes formalism, any optical element can be de-
scribed by the 4× 4 Mueller matrix M:

Sout = MSin =


m11 m12 m13 m14

m21 m22 m23 m24

m31 m32 m33 m34

m41 m42 m43 m44

 ·

I
Q
U
V


in

. (4.2)

The Mueller matrix elements relate to the Stokes vector by:

M =


I → I Q→ I U → I V → I
I → Q Q→ Q U → Q V → Q
I → U Q→ U U → U V → U
I → V Q→ V U → V V → V

 (4.3)

Any set of optical elements in a system can be described by a total
system matrix, the product of the multiplication of the n individual elements:
M = MnMn−1 . . .M2M1. In the case of depolarizing samples such as leaves,
using polar decomposition the experimental M can be further decomposed
into the product of a depolarizer Mueller matrix M∆, a retarder Mueller
matrix MR and a diattenuator Mueller matrix MD. These matrices do
not commute and the result thus depends on the order of multiplication
[190, 172]. As there were no significant differences between illuminating a
maize leaf’s adaxial or abaxial side (i.e., the upper side or the under side),
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we have used the polar decomposition as described by Lu and Chipman
[172]:

M = M∆MRMD. (4.4)

The depolarization, and the retardance, diattenuation and their orienta-
tion can then readily be determined. The diattenuation vector D can be
given by:

D ≡ DD̂ ≡

DH

D45

DC

 , (4.5)

where D̂ = D
|D| . The direction of the D is defined to be along the eigenpo-

larization with larger transmittance (1, D̂T )T .
The diattenuation D can be defined as:

D = |D| =
√
D2

H +D2
45 +D2

C. (4.6)

It follows that:

DH =
m12

m11
, D45 =

m13

m11
, DC =

m14

m11
. (4.7)

where DH is the horizontal linear diattenuation, D45 the 45◦ linear diatten-
uation and DC the circular diattenuation. The linear diattenuation DL is
defined as:

DL =
√
D2

H +D2
45. (4.8)

The diattenuation Mueller matrix can be described by:

MD =

[
1 DT

D mD

]
, (4.9)

with mD is given by:

mD =

a+ bm2
12 bm12m13 bm12m14

bm13m12 a+ bm2
13 bm13m14

bm14m12 bm14m13 a+ bm2
14

 , a =
√

1−D2, b =
1−
√

1−D2

D

(4.10)
Similarly, the polarizance P , which is the polarization of unpolarized

incident light, can be defined as:

P = |P| =
√
P 2

H + P 2
45 + P 2

C, (4.11)
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where the diattenuation is given by the first row of M, the polarizance is
given by the first column of M. It thus follows that:

P ≡

PH

P45

PC

 , PH =
m21

m11
, P45 =

m31

m11
, PC =

m41

m11
. (4.12)

We can then define:

M′ ≡MM−1
D = M∆MR,m

′ = m∆mR (4.13)

where M′ and its submatrix m′ have no diattenuation but are also not a
pure retarder because of the depolarization. The depolarization ∆ can be
defined as:

∆ = 1− |tr(M∆)|
3

, 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1, (4.14)

where tr(M∆) is the sum of the main diagonal of M∆. M∆ can be given
by:

M∆ =

[
1 0

P−mD
1−D2 m∆

]
, (4.15)

and m∆ can be obtained by:

m∆ = ±[m′(m′)T + (
√
λ1λ2 +

√
λ2λ3 +

√
λ3λ1)I]−1

×[
√
λ1 +

√
λ2 +

√
λ3m

′(m′)T +
√
λ1λ2λ3], (4.16)

where λ1, λ2, λ3 are the eigenvalues of m∆. The sign depends on the
determinant of m′; when the determinant is negative the sign is negative
and vice versa. The linear depolarization ∆L is then given by:

∆L = 1−
∣∣m∆(11)

∣∣+
∣∣m∆(22)

∣∣
2

, (4.17)

and the circular depolarization ∆C by:

∆C = 1−
∣∣m∆(33)

∣∣ . (4.18)

The retardance describes a rotation on the sphere of Poincaré and the
retardance Mueller matrix MR can by described by:

MR =

[
1 0
0 mR

]
, (4.19)

which can be obtained by:

MR = M∆
−1MMD

−1 (4.20)
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The retardance vector and its fast axis R can be defined as:

R ≡ RR̂ =

Ra1

Ra2

Ra3

 ≡
RH

R45

RC

 , (4.21)

where the retardance, R, is the length of R, R̂ is the unit vector, RH is
the horizontal linear retardance, R45 the 45◦ linear retardance and RC the
circular retardance. The length of R is given by:

R = arccos

[
tr(MR)

2
− 1

]
, (4.22)

where tr(MR) is the sum of the main diagonal of MR) with a fast-axis
orientation defined by:

R̂ =

a1

a2

a3

 , ai =
1

2 sinR

3∑
j,k=1

εijk(mR)jk, (4.23)

following:

(mR)ij = δij cosR+ aiaj(1− cosR) +

3∑
k=1

εijkak sinR,

i, j = 1, 2, 3. (4.24)

where εijk is the Levi-Civitá permutation symbol, mR is a 3x3 submatrix
of MR excluding the first row and column and δij is the Kronecker delta.

4.2.3 Mueller matrix polarimeter

PSG

LP QWP

PSA

QWP LP

DetectorLight source
and Monochr.

Sample

θp=180º

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of the rotating retarder Mueller matrix
ellipsometer setup, where PSG = polarization state generator, PSA = polarization
state analyzer, LP = linear polarizer and QWP = quarter waveplate.
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The imaging Mueller matrix polarimeter was built by the Optical Sensing
Lab (North Carolina State University). A diagram of the setup is presented
in Figure 4.1, the mean systematic errors per Mueller matrix element for the
empty system are shown in Table 4.1 and the wavelength dependency for
the Mueller matrix elements of an empty system is given in Figure 4.2. The
system was additionally verified in reflectance using a BK7 glass block and
BK7 right angled prism to verify the elements relating to respectively the
diattenuation and retardance. The polarimeter is based on the commonly
used dual-rotating-retarder configuration as was first described by Azzam
[10]. To generate the polarization states, a white LED optical source (which
was selected due to the high stability over time)(MBB1L3, Thorlabs, USA)1

was followed by a collimator and a monochromator (with 8 nm FWHM)
(Micro-HR, Horiba, Japan), which was followed by a polarization state
generator (PSG). Hereafter the light interacted with the sample which was
followed by the analysis of he polarization state by the polarization state
analyzer (PSA). Hereafter, a 50 mm focal length objective (AF Nikkor,
Nikon, Japan) focused the light onto a 1.2 million pixel CCD (with a total
spatial resolution of less than 0.1 mm per pixel)(Manta G125-B, Allied
Vision, Germany). Both the PSG and the PSA consisted of a fixed linear
polarizer (LP) (LPVISE200, Thorlabs, USA) and a rotating quarter-wave
plate (QWP) (AQWP3, Bolder Vision Optik, USA) with a retardance within
0.245 to 0.25 for the investigated wavelengths. The rotating retarders where
mounted on a rotation stage (NR360S, Thorlabs, USA) which were driven
by a stepper motor controller (BSC202, Thorlabs, USA).

4.2.4 Data acquisition

The polarimeter was designed to take 37 measurements for every single
Mueller matrix. Obtaining a single Mueller matrix would take approximately
7 minutes. The retarders rotate harmonically by a 1:5 ratio; per measurement
the PSG QWP rotates stepwise from 0 to 180 degrees in 5 degrees increments
while the PSA QWP rotates stepwise from 0 to 900 degrees in 25 degrees
increments, thus resulting in different temporal modulations. The measured
Stokes vector is then given by: [111]:

Sout = AMsampleGSin, (4.25)

1Any mention of commercial products within this paper is for information only;
it does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the authors or their affiliated
institutions.
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Table 4.1. The mean Mueller matrix absolute systematic errors at a wavelength
of 650-730 nm averaged at 10 nm increments.

0 −0.0055 −0.0020 −0.0070
−0.0051 0.0047 −0.0019 −0.0162
−0.0057 0.0018 0.0034 0.0180

0.0038 −0.0198 −0.0005 0.0037


where A is the Mueller matrix of the PSA (A = MLPMQWP), G is the
Mueller matrix of the PSG (G = MQWPMLP) and Sin is the Stokes vector
of the incident light. As only the intensity is measured:

I = cAMsampleSG, (4.26)

where c is the proportionality constant from the absolute intensity and
SG = GSin. This can be reduced to:

I = c
4∑

i,j=1

µijmij , (4.27)

where µi,j = aipj , with ai the first row of A and pj the first column of G.
As only the first row of A is involved:

a1 a2 a3 a4

. . . .

. . . .

. . . .

 ·

m11 m12 m13 m14

m21 m22 m23 m24

m31 m32 m33 m34

m41 m42 m43 m44

 ·

P1

P2

P3

P4

 =


I
.
.
.


out

. (4.28)

which upon multiplication gives:

I =
4∑

i,j=1

µijmij . (4.29)

The sample Mueller matrix can then thus be reconstructed multiplying the
pseudo-inverse of µij with the measured intensities.

4.2.5 Spectropolarimetry on maple leaves

The induced fractional circular polarimetric measurements (m41) on maple
(Acer pseudoplatanus) leaf veins were additionally measured on TreePol, a
dedicated circular spectropolarimetric instrument (see [209] for a description
of the instrument). The leaves (n=3) were illuminated from the adaxial
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side, and a circular area of radius ≈ 0.1 cm was measured. To ensure that
only light from the veins was measured the other tissue was covered with
black opaque PVC tape. Additionally, the data were compared to earlier
measurements of Sparks et al. [269] on older maple leaves (n=2). These
measurements were carried out on a dedicated dual photoelastic modulator
(PEM) polarimeter [269, 267], using a scanning monochromator and a 3
measurements per point average.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Mueller matrices

The transmission wavelength dependence of the Mueller matrices of the
normal tissue and the veins of maize leaves are shown in Figure 4.3. Similarly,
the wavelength dependence of the Mueller matrices of the normal tissue and
the veins of maple leaves as a function of wavelength are shown in Figure 4.4.
See also above for an overview of how the different Mueller matrix elements
relate to the Stokes vector. Comparing the two leaf types, roughly similar
features in the individual Mueller matrix elements are visible, although
with a noticeable offset in various elements. Some structure is visible in
the Mueller matrix elements relating to linear polarizance (m21,m31) and
dichroism (m12,m13). For maize these elements show a much stronger
and gradual signal as compared to maple, which might be a result of the
positioning of the maize leaves within the setup, which was always very
similar, in combination with the parallel venation. With the exception of the
elements m41 and m14, the signals per leaf type are generally very similar
between the veins and the normal tissue, but with various offset values. The
variation between the maple leaves, and thus the standard error, was much
larger than that in maize leaves. These differences are likely due to the
larger amount of absorbance within the maple leaves as compared to the
maize leaves.
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Figure 4.2. Wavelength dependence of the normalized Mueller matrix of an empty
system (n=1). Error bars denote the standard error, but are often smaller than
the graph’s linewidth.
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Figure 4.3. Wavelength dependence of the normalized Mueller matrix of maize
leaf normal tissue (blue) and veins (orange dashed), averaged for 3 leaves. The
border areas are excluded. Error bars denote the standard error.
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Figure 4.4. Wavelength dependence of the normalized Mueller matrix of maple
leaf normal tissue (blue) and veins (orange dashed), averaged for 3 leaves. The
border areas are excluded. Error bars denote the standard error.
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4.3.2 Mueller matrix elements m41 and m14

Figure 4.5 shows that for a maize leaf the average Mueller matrix elements
m41 and m14 are of similar shape and magnitude within the standard
error. The elements m41 and m14 represent the induced fractional circular
polarization and differential circular absorbance, respectively. The largest
difference between these two elements can be found at 680 nm, which
coincides with the chlorophyll maximum absorbance band and is positioned
on the slope between the negative and positive peak observed in the V/I
signal.

m41
m14

Figure 4.5. Wavelength dependence of the normalized Mueller matrix elements
m41 and m14, averaged for 3 leaves. The shaded areas denote the standard error.

4.3.3 Spatial differences in polarization between
veins and normal tissue

As is shown in Figure 4.6 for a maize leaf and Figure 4.7 for a maple leaf,
clear differences in the circular polarization features (m41) for the selected
tissue categories can be distinguished. The three categories, normal tissue,
border area and veins, are discriminated on the basis the large contrast
observed in m44, and comparing this with the total intensity (I) images. In
Figures 4.6 and 4.7: the subplots A, C and E show the false colored image
of a single measurement at 710 nm (m44) in order to highlight their spatial
distributions. Excluding the white area, the average spectra (MM element
m41) of the colored areas are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7: B D and F.

Figure 4.6 A and B show that the circular polarization per wavelength
of normal maize tissue is similar to the typical signal one can expect from
the measurements of thylakoid membranes [104] and is similar to earlier
measurements on whole leaves [295, 209]. In the border category, Figure 4.6
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C and D, a slight decrease in the positive circular polarization band can be
observed. However, looking at only the circular polarization of the veins,
Figure 4.6 E F , we can see that the positive band has almost completely
disappeared while the negative band is still present and much larger in
magnitude.

These differences in structural categories can be seen even more clearly
for maple leaves in Figure 4.7. Looking at the normal tissue, Figure 4.7 A
and B, again the shape is similar to earlier measurements on whole leaves
[295, 209]. In the category border area, Figure 4.7 C and D and in the
veins Figure 4.7 E and F it is shown that the positive band is absent while
the negative band has increased in signal intensity.

Circular polarization measurements specifically on veins were repeated
with TreePol [209]. These measurements show a signal that is similar in
shape to the Mueller matrix measurements, as is visible in Figure 4.8 for
maple leaves. TreePol has a much higher spectral resolution and shows more
structure in the signal. In the same Figure, also the results from earlier
measurements on maple leaves carried out on the dual PEM polarimeter
[269, 267] are shown. While not specifically aimed at measuring the veins,
the result also show a signal very similar to that of maple veins.

Figure 4.6. The different isolated spatial features of a maize leave (upper row)
and the accompanying spectral features of normalized Mueller matrix element m41

(bottom row) (n=3). A and B: normal leaf tissue. C and D: the border area. E
and F: the veins. Per category, the area shown in white is excluded. Scale bars
in the lower left of A,C andE are approximately 0.4 cm. Error bars denote the
standard error.
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Border area
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Figure 4.7. The different isolated spatial features of a maple leaf (upper row)
and the accompanying spectral features of normalized Mueller matrix element m41

(bottom row) (n=3). A and B: normal leaf tissue. C and D: the border area. E
and F: the veins. Per category, the area shown in white is excluded. Scale bars
in the lower left of A,C andE are approximately 0.4 cm. Error bars denote the
standard error.

Figure 4.8. Transmission measurements of the veins of maple leaves carried out
with TreePol, the Mueller matrix polarimeter element m41 and of general maple
leaf surfaces with the dual PEM polarimeter. Error bars and shaded area denote
the standard error.
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4.3.4 Mueller matrix decomposition

The diattenuation for maize and maple leaves is shown in Figure 4.9, where
the spatial variation of the linear diattenuation at 710 nm for respectively
maize and maple leaves are shown in Figure 4.9 A and B. In the same
images the orientation of the linear diattenuation is superimposed as a
vector field. In Figure 4.9 C and D the circular diattenuation is shown.
The averages over wavelength for both linear and circular diattenuation are
shown in Figures E and F for respectively maize and maple. Again, similar
to the associated Mueller matrix elements the linear diattenuation was larger
in maize than in maple where the value was averaged out. Similarly, the
polarizance is shown in Figure 4.10. For the maize leaves, the polarizance
and diattenuation were almost identical. A larger difference between those
features were observed for the maple leaves, although the differences in
linear diattenuation and dichroism are not significant. Both polarizance
and diattenuation directly relate to the first column and the first row of the
Mueller matrix, respectively.

The linear and circular depolarization for maize and maple leaves are
shown in Figure 4.11. Figures 4.11 A and B show the spatial variation
at 710 nm of the linear depolarization for respectively maize and maple
and Figures 4.11 C and D show the spatial variation at 710 nm of the
circular depolarization for respectively maize and maple. In general, the
amount of linear depolarization is much larger in the veins than in the
normal tissue, which is even more pronounced for circular depolarization
which is almost completely depolarized in the veins. Both the linear and
circular depolarization in the veins slightly decreased in magnitude around
the main chlorophyll absorbance band in the maize leaves, while this effect
was larger in the maple leaves (Figure 4.11 E for maize and F for maple).

Lastly, the retardance is shown in Figure 4.12. To account for systematic
offsets in the setup a rotation matrix was applied on R. The spatial variation
in linear retardance is shown for maize in Figure 4.12 A and for maple in
4.12 B. The orientation of the retardance fast-axis of the veins is shown
as a vector field superimposed on the linear retardance. In both maize
and maple, the retardance fast axis orientation was almost horizontal in
the normal tissue, but not in the veins. Additionally, clear differences in
retardance values can be observed, between the veins and the normal tissue.
The circular retardance showed more noise in the veins and was slightly
larger as a result. No clear structures however can be seen (shown in Figure
4.12 C and D for maize and maple respectively). No large differences in
retardance were observed over wavelength as is shown in Figures 4.12 E
(maize) and F (maple).
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Figure 4.9. Spatial variations in linear diattenuation at 710 nm for A: maize and
B: maple. The vectors depict the diattenuation orientation. Spatial variations in
cirular diattenuation at 710 nm for C: maize and D: maple. Averaged linear and
circular diattenuation over wavelength for E maize and F maple (n=3). Error bars
denote the SE.
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Figure 4.10. Spatial variations in linear polarizance at 710 nm for A: maize and
B: maple. The vectors depict the polarization orientation. Spatial variations in
cirular polarizance at 710 nm for C: maize and D: maple. Averaged linear and
circular polarizance over wavelength for E maize and F maple (n=3). Error bars
denote the SE.
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Figure 4.11. Spatial variations in linear depolarization at 710 nm for A: maize
and B: maple. Spatial variations in cirular depolarization at 710 nm for C: maize
and D: maple. Averaged linear and circular depolarization over wavelength for E
maize and F maple (n=3). Error bars denote the SE.
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Figure 4.12. Spatial variations in linear retardance at 710 nm for A: maize and
B: maple. The vectors depict the orientation for the retardance fast-axis and are
shown only for the veins. Spatial variations in cirular retardance at 710 nm for C:
maize and D: maple. Averaged linear and circular retardance over wavelength for
E maize and F maple (n=3). Error bars denote the SE.
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4.4 Discussion

We have carried out full Mueller matrix polarimetry on various maize and
maple leaves and separated the spatial features corresponding to the veins
and to the normal leaf tissue. While the linear diattenuation and polarizance
of maize leaves showed clear differences, these properties were averaged out
in maple. This is also visible in the associated Mueller matrice elements,
and we accredit the observed differences to the parallel venation of maize
and the orientation during the measurements which was similar for all maize
leaves measured. Distinct differences were visible in linear retardance and
linear depolarization for both maize and maple.

The linear polarization of vegetation has been investigated before as a
remote sensing tool on Earth [210, 302, 303, 301, 115]. While indicative of
leaf structural changes which can be associated with drought stress [301] the
linear polarization around the chlorophyll absorbance band are generally
very smooth in reflectance. Also in transmission, we did not observe the
typical sharp features associated with chloroplast linear polarization [104]
(for Mueller matrix elements m21,m12,m31,m13), although the maize leaf
veins show a smooth feature somewhat relatable to intensity.

We measured a large difference in circular polarizance and diattenuation
and the associated values of Mueller matrix elements m14,m41, between
normal leaf tissue and leaf veins. Ordinarily, the spectrum of chloroplasts
shows a very typical split signal around the chlorophyll absorbance band.
It has been shown that this split signal is the result of the superposition
of two relatively independent signals resulting from different domains [87].
The negative band has been mainly associated with the stacking of the
thylakoid membranes, whereas the positive band is generally associated
with the lateral organization of the chiral domains [103, 66, 102]. In our
measurements, the normal leaf tissue shows a typical split signal for Mueller
matrix element m41, but the veins display only a negative band. This effect
was observed for both maize and maple leaves. The measurements on maple
veins were repeated using TreePol, showing a roughly similar result and the
overall absence of the positive band.

The observed differences are not only due to a difference in biomolecular
structures. While the bundle sheath cells in maize veins can contain chloro-
plasts with unstacked thylakoid membranes (which might have led to the
lower signals observed in maize veins as compared to maple veins) [84] it is
known that maple does not contain similar differences between chloroplasts.
While there are certainly fewer chloroplasts and pigments around the veins
this would only lead to a smaller V/I signal and would not differentiate
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Wavelength [nm]
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A B0.6-0.4 0.25-0.75

Figure 4.13. Schematic representation of the results by Garab et al. and Finzi
et al. [87, 99] A: When probed using differential circular absorbance microscopy,
macrodomains can be imaged having single large bands of opposite sign (green and
red). The superposition of these bands results in the split signal shown in brown.
B Measurements on magnetically aligned chloroplasts results in different signals
for face aligned (blue) and edge aligned (yellow) chloroplasts. Depending on the
exact alignment and individual contributions, this might result in the signal we
observed (black)

between the positive and negative band.
It is on the other hand also unlikely that the effects are purely optical.

While multiple scattering events can indeed create circular polarization, it
is not likely that scattering alone results in bands with such narrow widths
on a wavelength scale. Scattering polarization is usually a phenomenom
leading to a very gradual wavelength dependence [177]. We do assume
that multiple scattering events occur near the veins, which is evident from
the large amount of depolarization (see Figure 4.11). The depolarization
changes very little over wavelength (Figure 4.11 E and F), and it is unlikely
that the positive band is completely depolarized while the negative band is
not.

While the different macrodomains within the chloroplasts show single
bands of either a positive or a negative signal, it has been reported that both
bands persist in the chloroplast averages [100] (a representation is shown
in Figure 4.13 A). At the same time, the alignment of the chloroplast, be
it face-aligned or edge-aligned, does result in different signals [100, 99] (a
representation is shown in Figure 4.13 B). While the resulting signal from
edge-aligned chloroplasts is clearly the result of the superposition of signals,
this is less evident in the signals resulting from face-aligned chloroplasts.
It should be noted that a spectral difference was observed comparing both
the negative and positive peak from the different domains in either face
or edge-aligned chloroplasts [87]. Possible, the apparent existence of four
bands is the result of superposition of two bands still persisting in the
measurements on the localized ’islands’, although the difference in face
and edge-aligned measurements is indicative of a spatial anisotropy in the
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dipole moments. The resulting average circular dichroism of face-aligned
chloroplasts, however, can only be reconstructed by different contributions
from these 4 observed bands.

From the images in the same study it also appears that a rotational
dissymetry in circular dichroism is present in the chloroplasts. As such, it
seems likely that the chloroplast circular dichroism average is dependent
on which side of the chloroplast is measured. Consequently, this feature
determines the extent of contribution of both the positive and negative
bands. These effects, however, will be averaged out in magnetically aligned
suspensions as this alignment does not account for rotation.

We hypothesize that around the veins the chloroplasts are oriented in
such a way towards the observer that the resulting signal is dominated by the
negative band. Additionally, it was shown that these separate signals from
the macrodomains have a magnitude much larger than the superimposed
signal. We do not observe such large signals near the veins, which we
attribute to the depolarization of the veins. The negative signal observed in
maple leave veins is still several times larger than the negative band in the
split signal of leaf averages.

Follow up polarization microscopy studies on chloroplasts will be crucial
in further evaluating these observed differences. Orientation dependent
polarization measurements using optical tweezers (see e.g. [101]) should in
theory allow a 3-dimensional reconstruct of the chloroplast circular dichroism,
which could give a better understanding of the signal.

These findings underline that caution should be taken when scaling up
small area leaf measurements to possible remote sensing applications or
upon evaluation of measurements using polarization modulated incident
light of whole leaves to get insight into photosynthesis functioning. To
illustrate this, we also included a set of measurements taken with the PEM
polarimeter which were not particularly aimed at measuring the veins or
the normal leaf tissue, but were taken as a general measure of leaves (see
Figure 4.8). Although there is some variation between the three methods
they essentially show the same pattern and any variations might be due to
different contributions of the positive or negative band or slight physiological
variations between the different leaves.

Importantly, these differences in circular polarization should also be
considered in the evaluation of remote sensing observations itself. The
measurements of whole leaves by the PEM polarimeter [269, 267] was
dominated by the negative band (Figure 4.8), but this was only the case for
measurements of leaves that were collected later in the growth season. Young
leaves did display the expected typical split signal (results not shown). These
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signals could therefore also be very indicative of growth stage, depending
on species, although additional measurements are required. Additionally,
from an astrobiological point of view, examining the chiroptical evolution of
a revolving planet might underline the presence of dynamically changing
signatures of life.

4.5 Conclusion

Using transmission imaging Mueller matrix polarimetry we have demon-
strated that leaves show distinct spatial variations in linear and circular
polarization characteristics as a function of wavelength. Especially in cir-
cularly polarized light we did observe distinct differences in the produced
fractional circular polarization and differential circular absorbance for veins
and normal tissue. While the normal tissue shows the typical split sign signal
comparable to circular dichroism measurements on isolated chloroplasts, the
veins show only a negative band. We attribute these effects to a preferential
orientation of the chloroplasts near the veins, resulting in a larger contri-
bution of the macrodomains displaying only the negative band. Although
not measured in depth in this study, previously obtained data suggest a
correlation with vegetation maturation. As such, these findings suggest
possible applications in vegetation monitoring and offers new prospects
for the detection of extraterrestrial life by evaluating a planet’s chiroptical
evolution.
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Abstract

Photosynthetic eukaryotes show a remarkable variability in photosynthesis,
including large differences in light harvesting proteins and pigment composi-
tion. In vivo circular spectropolarimetry enables us to probe the molecular
architecture of photosynthesis in a non-invasive and non-destructive way
and, as such, can offer a wealth of physiological and structural information.
In the present study we have measured the circular polarizance of several
multicellular green, red and brown algae and higher plants, which show large
variations in circular spectropolarimetric signals with differences in both
spectral shape and magnitude. Many of the algae display spectral charac-
teristics not previously reported, indicating a larger variation in molecular
organization than previously assumed. As the strengths of these signals vary
by three orders of magnitude, these results also have important implications
in terms of detectability for the use of circular polarization as a signature of
life.

5.1 Introduction

Terrestrial biochemistry is based upon chiral molecules. In their most
simple form these molecules can occur in a left-handed and a right-handed
version called enantiomers. Unlike abiotic systems, nature almost exclusively
uses these molecules in only one configuration. Amino acids, for instance,
primarily occur in the left-handed configuration while most sugars occur
in the right-handed configuration. This exclusive use of one set of chiral
molecules over the other, called homochirality, therefore serves as a unique
and unambiguous biosignature [247].

Many larger, more complex biomolecules and biomolecular architectures
are chiral too and the structure and functioning of biological systems is
largely determined by their chiral constituents. Homochirality is required
for processes ranging from self-replication to enzymatic functioning and is
therefore also deeply interwoven with the origins of life.

The phenomenom of chirality, i.e. the molecular dissymmetry of chiral
molecules, causes a specific response to light [85, 208]. This response is both
dependent on the intrinsic chirality of the molecular building blocks and on
the chirality of the supramolecular architecture. Polarization spectroscopy
enables these molecular properties to be probed non-invasively from afar and
is therefore of great value for astrobiology and the search for life outside our
solar system. Polarization spectroscopy also has a long history in biological
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and chemical sciences. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy utilizes the
differential electronic absorption response of chiral molecules to left- and,
right-handed circularly polarized incident light and is very informative for
structural and conformational molecular dynamics. As such it has proven
to be an indespensable tool in (bio-)molecular research.

Chirality can also be observed in chlorophylls and bacteriochlorophylls
utilized in photosynthesis. While their intrinsic CD signal is very weak
due to their almost planar symmetrical structure, these chlorophylls are
organized in a chiral supramolecular structure that greatly enhances these
signals [104]. This is particularly the case for the photosynthetic machinery
in certain eukaryotes, where photosynthesis is carried out in specialized
organelles, chloroplasts, which in higher plants have a large molecular density
yielding anomalously large signals: polymer and salt induced (psi)-type
circular dichroism [153, 104, 100, 293].

While circular dichroism spectroscopy depends on the modulation of
incident light to detect the differential extinction of circularly polarized light,
we have recently shown that in leaves comparable results can be obtained by
measuring the induced fractional circular polarization of unpolarized incident
light [209, 207]. As the latter only requires modulation in front of the detector
it offers unique possibilities, allowing to probe the molecular architecture
from afar. In vegetation, the influence of photosynthesis functioning and
vegetation physiology on the polarizance could provide valuable information
in Earth remote sensing applications, as was demonstrated for decaying
leaves [209]. As homochirality is a prerequisite for these signals (left-
and right-handed molecules display an exactly opposite signal and will
thus cancel out each other if present in equal numbers) and is unique to
nature, circular polarization could also indicate the unambiguous presence
of life beyond Earth and as such is a potentially very powerful biosignature
[269, 267, 314, 208, 222, 247].

Higher plants evolved relatively recently in contrast to microbial life.
Biosignatures of microbial life are most focused on in astrobiology (and which
also display typical circular polarization signals [269]). While molecular
analysis suggests higher plants appeared by 700 Ma [130], the earliest fossil
records date back to the middle Ordovician (∼ 470 Ma) [308]. The earliest
microbial fossil records date back to 3.7 Ga [198] and oxygenic photosynthesis
(in cyanobacteria) is likely to have evolved before 2.95 Ga [216]. It is however
unclear if photosynthetic microbial life would be able to colonize terrestrial
niches extensively enough to be used as a remotely detectable biosignature.

On the other hand, these photosynthetic bacteria stood at the basis of
the evolution of higher plants as their photosynthetic apparatus evolved
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from a endosymbiosis between a cyanobacterium and a heterotrophic host
cell. It is widely accepted that all chloroplasts stem from a single primary
endosymbiotic event [189, 219, 181]. Not all photosynthetic eukaryotes,
however, descend from this endosymbiotic host, as certain algae acquired
photosynthesis through secondary endosymbiosis of a photosynthetic eukary-
ote [181, 116]. The simplified evolutionary relations between the different
algae, based on the host and on the chloroplasts, are shown in Figure 5.1.

Higher Plants
Green Algae
Red Algae
Brown Algae
Animals
Funghi

Archaea

Other Bacteria
Cyanobacteria

Higher Plants
Green Algae
Red Algae
Brown Algae

Animals
Funghi

Archaea

Other Bacteria
Cyanobacteria

By host By plastid

Figure 5.1. Evolutionary relationships based on the host rRNA (left) and based
on chloroplast DNA (cpDNA) (right)

Although algae contribute up to 40 % of the global photosynthesis [5],
they have received limited attention in astrobiology so far. While not as
ancient as microbial life, algae are considerably older than plants, with fossil
evidence of red algae dating back to 1.6 Ga [25]. Additionally, molecular
research on algae has mainly focused on a few unicellular algae, rather than
multicellular species, and systematic studies on the chiral macro-organization
of algal photosynthesis are lacking [104]. Despite the common origin, millions
of years of evolution has caused chloroplasts to show a remarkable diversity
and flexibility in terms of structure.

In higher plants the chloroplasts typically display cylindrical grana
stacks of 10–20 membrane layers that have a diameter of 300 nm – 600 nm.
The stacks are interconnected by lamellae of several hundred nm in length
[193]. Additionally, certain plants can display grana stacks of more than
100 membrane layers [7, 279] while the bundle sheath cells of certain C4
plants, such as maize, lack stacked grana and only contain unstacked stroma
lamellae [84].

In higher plants, the psi-type circular polarizance is largely dependent on
the size of the macrodomains formed by the photosystem II light-harvesting
complex II supercomplexes (PSII-LHCII). The structure of PSII-LHCII in
higher plants is relatively well known and consists of a dimeric PSII core
complex (C2) and associated trimeric LHCII, subdivided in three types
based on their position and association with the core: Loose (L), Moderate
(M) and Strong (S). Additionally, three minor antennae occur as monomers
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(CP24, CP26, CP29) [36]. The position of trimer L is still unclear and
has so far only been observed in spinach [36]. The protein constituents
and their typical circular polarization signature have been determined by
Tóth et al ([295]). Furthermore, the negative band of the psi-type split
signal is associated with the stacking of the thylakoid membranes, whereas
the positive band is associated with the lateral organization of the chiral
domains [103, 102, 66].

The evolutionary history of grana and their functional advantage has
been a matter of debate. It has been proposed that the structural segregation
by grana of PSII and PSI prevents excitation transfer between these systems
[3, 197, 297]. The extended compartmentation brought upon by grana might
also aid regulatory pathways such as used in carbon fixation [6]. It has
been suggested that grana facilitate the regulation of light harvesting and
enhance PSII functioning from limiting to saturating light levels, while at
the same time protecting it from sustained high irradiance [6]. Together
with other adaptations, it has been hypothesized that these changes might
have ultimately enabled green algae/plants to colonize and dominate various
terrestrial niches [197]. Others have suggested that it might simply be a lack
of competition; red algae for instance have probably experienced several
evolutionary bottlenecks, vastly decreasing their genome size and therewith
their potential for evolutionary adaptation [63].

Most closely related to higher plants are the green algae, which share a
quite recent common ancestor. Similar to higher plants, green algae contain
chlorophyll a and b. The structural composition of their photosynthetic
machinery and the associated genes are primarily known from the unicellular
green algae Chlamydomonas. Despite the high sequence similarity there
are significant differences between the supercomplexes of higher plants and
green algae. Importantly, green algae lack CP24, resulting in a different
organization of the PSII-LHCII supercomplex [294]. While many green
algae display thylakoid stacking, which can be up to 7 membrane layers
thick [229], true grana in green algae are rare and only occur in the late
branching taxa Coleochaetales and Charales [122, 166].

Red algae also contain thylakoid membranes but these are never stacked.
Furthermore, unlike green algae and plants, red algae can contain chlorophyll
d, a pigment with an absorption band from 700 nm to 730 nm [165]. The
red algae also contain phycobilisomes that serve as the primary antennae for
PSII rather than the chlorophyll binding proteins found in higher plants and
other algae. These phycobilisomes are homologous to those in cyanobacteria,
but are lacking in plants and other algae [181].

Similarly, brown algae do not possess stacked thylakoid membranes but
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also do not contain phycobilins. All brown algae contain chlorophyll a and
usually chlorophyll c1, c2 and/or c3. The light-harvesting systems in brown
algae are based on fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c1,2,3 proteins (FCP), which
are homologous to LHC in higher plants/green algae but have a different
pigment composition and organization [224, 48]. Although this is still under
debate [51], the brown algae have been classified as one supergroup [80].
Most brown algae have chloroplasts which were acquired through one or
more endosymbiotic events with red algae [80]. Additionally, certain species
of brown algae have been shown to display psi-type circular polarizance,
although varying magnitudes of these signals have been reported, ranging
from very weak to signals similar to higher plants (see [104] and references
therein).

In the present study we measure the fractional circular polarizance of
various higher plants and multicellular algae. As the level of chiral macro-
organization varies greatly between unicellular algae, we expect especially
in multicellular algae that the organization can reach a higher or different
level of complexity. These studies will additionally assess the feasibility
of biosignature detection for (eukaryotic) photosynthesis from different
evolutionary stages. While transmission and reflectance generally show a
comparable spectral profile, the signals in reflectance are often weaker (e.g.
due to surface glint). In the present study we will therefore only display the
results in transmission, as it provides better sensitivity for small spectral
changes between samples.
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Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of the photosynthetic structures of higher
plants and algae. There is a distinct organizational difference in the supercomplexes
between higher plants and algae. Additionally, while green algae display stacked
thylakoid membranes, they lack true grana. Red algae contain phycobilisomes,
unlike the other algae. In brown algae the thylakoid membranes are threefold and
the supercomplex organization is not entirely resolved.
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5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Sample collection

Ulva lactuca, Porphyra sp. and Saccharina latissima were grown in April
at the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ), using natural
light and seawater. The algae were transported and stored in seawater at
room temperature. Measurements on the algae were carried out within 2
days after acquisition.

Ulva sp., Undaria pinnatifida,Grateloupia turuturu, Saccharina latissima,
Fucus serratus and Fucus spiralis were collected by Guido Krijger from
WildWier1 from the North Sea near Middelburg in February. The algae
were transported under refrigeration and stored in seawater. Measurements
on the algae were carried out within 2 days after acquisition.

Leaves of Skimmia japonica and Prunus laurocerasus were collected in
January from a private backyard garden near the city centre of Amsterdam,
Aspidistra elatior was obtained from the Hortus Botanicus Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam in February.

5.2.2 Spectropolarimetry

For all measurements, three different samples were used (n=3) and each
single measurement is the average of at least 20000 repetitions. Before
each measurement the samples were padded with paper towels to remove
excess surface water. Circular polarization measurements were carried out in
transmission and were performed using TreePol. TreePol is a dedicated spec-
tropolarimetric instrument developed by the Astronomical Instrumentation
Group at the Leiden Observatory (Leiden University). The instrument was
specifically developed to measure the fractional circular polarization (V/I)
of a sample interacting with unpolarized light as a function of wavelength
(400 nm to 900 nm) and is capable of fast measurements with a sensitivity of
∼ 1 ∗ 10−4. TreePol applies spectral multiplexing with the implementation
of a dual fiber-fed spectrometer using ferro-liquid-crystal (FLC) modulation
synchronized with fast read-out of the one-dimensional detector in each
spectrograph, in combination with a dual-beam approach in which a polar-
izing beam splitter feeds the two spectrographs with orthogonally polarized
light (see also [209]).

1Any mention of commercial products or companies within this paper is for
information only; it does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the authors
or their affiliated institutions.
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In this study we have measured the induced fractional circular po-
larizance normalized by the total total transmitted light intensity (V/I).
Circular dichroism measures the differential absorption of left- or right-
handed circularly polarized incident light, which is often reported in degrees
θ. Under certain conditions, these two can be related and can therefore be

converted by V/I ≈ 2πθdeg
180 (see also [208]). It has been shown that for leaves

in transmission the induced polarizance and the differential absorbance are
comparable [209, 207], but we have not verified this for the samples used in
this study.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Higher Plants

Figure 5.3. Circular polarimetric spectra of Skimmia japonica, Prunus laurocera-
sus and Aspidistra elatior leaves. Shaded areas denote the standard error, n=3 per
species.

The circular polarization spectra of three different higher plants are
shown in Figure 5.3. For all species we observe the typical split signal
around the chlorophyll a absorption band (≈ 680 nm) with a negative
band at ≈ 660 nm and a positive band at ≈ 690 nm. The spectra of
Skimmia and Prunus are very similar to each other in both shape and
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magnitude and show no significant differences. These results are also very
similar to the results obtained for most other higher plants (data not shown).
Interestingly, the circular polarimetric spectrum of Aspidistra elatior shows
an exceedingly large negative band (−1.5 ∗ 10−2) with a noticeable negative
circular polarization extending much further into the blue, beyond the
chlorophyll a (but also b) absorption bands. The positive band, however,
has a similar magnitude (+6 ∗ 10−3) as the other two plant species.

5.3.2 Green algae

Figure 5.4. Circular polarimetric spectra of Ulva lactuca and Ulva sp. green
algae. Shaded areas denote the standard error, n=3 per species.

The circular polarization spectra of two different green algae are shown
in Figure 5.4. Similar to higher plants a split signal is observed around the
chlorophyll a absorption band (≈ 680 nm). Unlike higher plants, however,
the negative and positive band do not seem to overlap. The negative band
reaches a V/I minimum at ≈ 655 nm and the positive band reaches a
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maximum at ≈ 690 nm, but the V/I signal is close to 0, and thus shows no
net circular polarization between ≈ 665 nm to 678 nm. Additionally, the
magnitude of the signals is much smaller than that of higher plants.

5.3.3 Red algae

Figure 5.5. Circular polarimetric spectra of Porphyra sp. and Grateloupia
turuturu red algae. Shaded areas denote the standard error, n=3 per species.

We show the circular polarization spectra of two different red algae in
Figure 5.5. These spectra show distinct differences compared to the higher
plants and the green or brown algae. Porphyra sp. shows a continuous split
signal around ≈ 680 nm, and an additional sharp positive feature at ≈ 635
nm. Grateloupia turuturu lacks these features and shows an inverse split
signal around ≈ 680 nm. In both species, non-zero circular polarization can
also be observed between 550 nm to 600 nm. We will further interpret these
results in the Discussion.
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5.3.4 Brown algae

Figure 5.6. Circular polarimetric spectra of Saccharina latissima (juvenile and
mature) and Undaria pinnatifida brown algae. Shaded areas denote the standard
error, n=3 per species.

The brown algae exhibit a lot of variation in signal strength. For ease
of comparison, the results of our circular spectropolarimetric measurements
are plotted in Figures 5.6 and 5.7 on the same y-scale. Figure 5.6 makes
clear that a juvenile Saccharina latissima barely displays a significant signal
with the exception of a very weak negative feature (V/I = −4 ∗ 10−4).
The mature Saccharina latissima samples show somewhat stronger bands,
although the signal is still relatively small (−1 ∗ 10−3,+1 ∗ 10−3). The
polarimetric spectra of the brown algae Undaria pinnatifida, displays a
larger signal comparable to that of higher vegetation.

Interestingly, the polarimetric spectra of the brown algae of the genus
Fucus displays very large circular polarization signals, see Figure 5.7. The
alga Fucus spiralis has a V/I minimum and maximum of −8 ∗ 10−3 and
+2 ∗ 10−2 respectively. Additionally, the bands are relatively narrow, with
less polarization outside of the chlorophyll a absorbance band. In the
polarimetric spectra of Fucus spiralis, and to a lesser extent also of Undaria
pinnatifida, a small negative band can be observed at 720 nm. Additionally,
in the spectra of both Fucus serratus and Fucus spiralis a positive band can
be observed at 595 nm.
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Figure 5.7. Circular polarimetric spectra of Fucus serratus and Fucus spiralis
brown algae. Shaded areas denote the standard error, n=3 per species.

5.3.5 V/I versus absorbance

The V/I maxima and minima versus the absorbance are shown in Figure
5.8. A slight correlation is visible between the maximum and minimum
magnitude of the V/I bands within 650 nm to 700 nm and the absorbance
over 675 nm to 685 nm. In general, the magnitude of the bands increases
with increasing absorbance. Both Fucus serratus and Fucus spiralis show
positive and negative bands with a very large magnitude well outside this
trend. This is similar for the large negative band of Aspidistra elatior. On
the other hand, mature Saccharina latissima and Porphyra sp. have a
relatively low circular polarizance.
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Grateloupia turuturu
Saccharina latissima juv.

Ulva lactuca
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Saccharina latissima mat.
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Skimmia japonica
Prunus laurocerasus
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Figure 5.8. Maximum extend of the V/I bands within 650 nm - 700 nm against
the absorbance over 675 nm - 685 nm. Error bars denote the standard error for
n=3 per species
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5.4 Discussion

Different eukaryotic phototrophic organisms display different circular po-
larization spectra, with signal magnitudes that can vary by two orders
of magnitude. Chlorophyll a itself exhibits a very weak intrinsic circular
polarizance around 680 nm[104]. Excitonic coupling between chlorophylls
leads to a much larger signal in phototrophic bacteria and certain algae. In
many more developed phototrophic organisms the polarization spectra are
dominated by the density and handedness of the supramolecular structures
(psi-type circular dichroism), although these signals are superimposed on
each other. Thus for identical chlorophyll concentrations the polarimetric
spectral characteristics can vastly differ depending on the organization (see
also Figure 5.9).

Excitonic 
PSI-type

Intrinsic

Figure 5.9. The three major sources of circular polarizance around the chlorophyll
absorbance band in the red for higher plants for identical chlorophyll concentrations.
Adapted after [104].

The typical psi-type circular spectropolarimetric signals observed in
vegetation are the result of the superposition of two relatively independent
signals resulting from different chiral macrodomains in the chloroplast
[105, 99, 87, 100]. These psi-type bands of opposite sign do not have the
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same spectral shape and thus do not cancel each other out completely.
The negative band is predominantly associated with the stacking of the
thylakoid membranes, whereas the positive band mainly derives from the
lateral organization of the chiral macrodomains formed by the PSII-LHCII
complexes [66, 78, 140, 100].

Plant chloroplasts generally show little variation in structure [273], which
is noticeable in the circular polarization spectra of most plants being similar
(e.g. see the spectra of Skimmia and Prunus in Figure 5.3). It has been
reported before that the cpDNA sequences are extraordinarily conserved
among plants and nearly identical in ferns, gymnosperms and angiosperms
[201]. Of course, certain plants contain more chloroplasts per cell, or contain
chloroplasts which are significantly larger or smaller, but in both cases the
normalized circular polarization will remain the same.

The polarimetric spectra of Aspidistra (Figure 5.3) show a remarkably
intense negative band, unlike the results usually encountered in plants. The
positive band, however, has a magnitude that can be expected based on
the lower absorbance as compared to the other higher plants we measured
(see also Figure 5.8). It has been shown that the contribution of both
the negative and the positive band is dependent on the alignment of the
chloroplasts [100, 99], which might locally be aligned in such a way that
only a single band dominates (e.g. near the veins of leaves [207]). The
polarimetric spectra of Aspidistra, however, might be explained by their
unusually large grana. Previous electron microscopy research on Aspidistra
elatior chloroplasts revealed grana containing a vast number of thylakoid
layers that may well exceed 100 [279]. As the positive and the negative
bands overlap (leading to the split signal), it is to be expected that also the
positive band is larger than encountered normally.

Similar to higher plants, also green algae contain PSII-LHCII supercom-
plexes utilized in photosynthesis. Between green algae and higher plants
there are slight differences in the trimeric LHCII proteins and their isoforms,
and, in addition, the green algae lack one of three minor monomeric LHCII
polypeptides (CP24) (see also[187] and references therein). The green algae
we measured show a spectral polarimetric profile similar to that of plants.
However, the negative band centered around 650 nm is likely an excitonic
band resulting from short-range interactions of the chlorophylls, and the
negative, usually stronger, psi-type band around 675 nm is virtually absent.
The positive psi-type centered around 690 nm, on the other hand, is still
present.

These results are unlike those reported for the unicellular green algae
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, which display a negative excitonic and a neg-
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ative psi-type band of equal strength (e.g. see [196]). Importantly, the
PSII-LHCII supercomplexes are far less stable in green algae as compared
to plants, and it has been indicated that the L trimer (as well as the M
and S trimers) could dissociate easily from PSII [294]. It has been shown
that in Ulva flattening of the chloroplasts occurs under illumination, which
additionally results in a decrease in thickness of the thylakoid membrane
itself [192]. Such fundamental changes in molecular structure might easily
lead to (partial) dissociation of trimer L, which in turn can lead to the
observed apparent absence of the negative psi-type band.

The red algae contain a more primitive photosynthetic apparatus that
represents a transition between cyanobacteria and the chloroplasts of other
algae and plants. This is also evident from spectra displayed in Figure 5.5.
For both species the magnitude of the signal is small and comparable, even
though Porphyra sp. had a much larger absorbance (Figure 5.8), but the
spectral shape suggest very fundamental differences in molecular structure.
Surprisingly, Porphyra sp. shows a circular polarization spectrum with
bands that might be associated with psi-type circular polarizance (at 675
nm (-) and at 690 nm (+)). The origin and significance of these signals,
however, requires further investigation. The circular polarimetric spectra of
Grateloupia turuturu lack these features but show two bands that can be
associated with the excitonic circular polarization bands similar to those
in cyanobacteria (at 670 nm (+) and at 685 nm (-)) (cf. [269]), which for
a large part result from the excitonic interactions in PSI [243]. In both
species, the features between 550 nm and 600 nm might be associated
with R-phycoerythrin [24]. Additionally, in Porphyra sp. the sharp feature
around 635 nm can be associated with phycocyanin [269]. Both pigment-
protein complexes belong to the phycobilisomes, which only occur in red
algae and cyanobacteria and function as light harvesting antennae for PSII
while LHC is limited to PSI.

As in red algae and green algae, the brown algae contain no true grana
but the thylakoid membranes are stacked in groups of three [27]. The
brown algae measured in this study additionally contain chlorophyll c,
which is slightly blue-shifted compared to chlorophyll a and b. Compared to
chlorophyll a, chlorophyll c however has only a very weak contribution to the
overall circular polarizance. Additionally, in brown algae the light-harvesting
antennae are homogeneously distributed along the thylakoid membranes
[69, 49].

Interestingly, the juvenile Saccharina displays only a very weak negative
band around 683 nm (Figure 5.6). These results closely resemble those of
isolated brown algae LHCs, which exhibit no excitonic bands but show solely
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a negative band around 680 nm. This band likely results from an intrinsic
induced chirality of the chlorophyll a protein complex [49]. The polarimetric
spectra of mature Saccharina and Undaria show a split signal that is similar
to that of higher plants. While the molecular architecture of the LHCs is
very different from those in higher plants, the pigment-protein complexes
in brown algae are organized in large chiral domains which give similar
psi-type signals in circular polarizance [286, 195]. These intrinsic so-called
fucoxanthin chlorophyll a/c binding proteins show a high homology to LHC
in higher plants and have been shown to form complexes with trimers or
higher oligomers [169, 47, 149].

As shown in Figure 5.7, the measured species of the genus Fucus exhibit
an unusually large signal in circular polarizance, while the absorbance of
the samples was within the range of the samples of the other species (Figure
5.8). Although their spectral shapes are very similar to those of diatoms
(cf. [106, 286, 49]) the bands are 2 orders of magnitude stronger in Fucus.
Most research on chlorophyll a/c photosynthesis is, however, carried out on
diatoms and the reported size of the protein complexes again varies. Signals
of such magnitude suggest that these macromolecular assemblies are much
larger in Fucus than previously reported for other brown algae. Additionally,
in the spectra of Fucus a positive band can be observed around 595 nm.
Most likely, this band and the weaker negative band around 625 nm can be
assigned to chlorophyll c.

The results here show that the molecular and macromolecular organi-
zation of the photosynthetic machinery in algae is much more flexible and
dynamic than reported before, likely due to larger inter-specific differences
than generally assumed. Additionally, this also appears to be the case
for one of the plants we measured (Aspidistra elatior), which displayed a
negative psi-band one order of magnitude larger than ordinarily observed
for higher plants.

When it comes to circular polarizance as a biosignature, it is important
to note that efficient photosynthesis is not necessarily accompanied by large
signals in circular polarization. While the intrinsic circular polarizance
of chlorophyll is very low, the magnitude of the signals become greatly
enhanced by a larger organization resulting in excitonic circular polarizance
and ultimately psi-type circular polarizance. For the latter, the chiral
organization of the macrodomains of the pigment-protein complexes is of
importance, but it should be noted that the density of the complexes needs
to be large enough (that is, significant coupling over the macrodomain
is required) in order to function as a chiral macrodomain [153]. Many
organisms thus display only excitonic circular polarizance, as is the case for
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certain algae measured in this study and generally bacteria. When psi-type
circular polarizance is possible, the signals can readily become very large,
in our study up to 2 % for brown algae in transmission.

5.4.1 Conclusions

We have measured the polarizance of various multicellular algae representing
different evolutionary stages of eukaryotic photosynthesis. We have shown
that the chiral organization of the macrodomains can vary greatly between
these species. Future studies using molecular techniques to further charac-
terize and isolate the complexes in these organisms are highly recommended.
It will additionally prove very interesting to investigate these chloroplasts
(including those with larger grana such as Aspidistra) using polarization
microscopy (e.g. [277, 87, 112]). The high quality spectra in this study and
their reproducibility underline the possibility of utilizing polarization spec-
troscopy as a quantitative tool for non-destructively probing the molecular
architecture in vivo.

Our results not only show variations in spectropolarimetric shapes, but
also in magnitude. Especially the brown algae show a large variation, which
is up to three orders of magnitude for the species measured in this study.
Additionally, the induced fractional circular polarization by members of the
genus Fucus is much larger than observed in vegetation. Future studies on
the supramolecular organization in this genus and the variability caused by,
for instance, light conditions, will also clarify the maximum extent of the
circular polarizance by oxygenic photosynthetic organisms.

While the displayed results were obtained in transmission, the spectral
features are also present in reflection. As such, future use of circular
spectropolarimetry in satellite or airborne remote sensing could aid in
detecting the presence of floating multicellular algae but also aid in species
differentiation, which is important in regional biogeochemistry [76].

Importantly, while the presence of similar circular polarization signals is
an unambiguous indicator for the presence of life, life might also flourish on
a planetary surface and still show minimal circular polarizance (which for
instance would have been the case on Earth if terrestrial vegetation evolved
through different Archaeplastida/SAR supergroup lineages). On the other
hand, these signals might also be much larger than we would observe from
an Earth disk-averaged spectrum (which is the unresolved and therefore
spatially integrated spectrum of a planet).
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Abstract

Homochirality is a generic and unique property of all biochemical life
and the fractional circular polarization it induces therefore constitutes an
unambiguous biosignature. However, while high quality circular polarimetric
spectra can be easily and quickly obtained in the laboratory, accurate
measurements in the field are much more challenging due to the dynamics
as due to large changes in illumination and polarized crosstalk. In this
study we have measured various targets in the field, up to distances of a few
kilometer, using the dedicated circular spectropolarimeter TreePol. We show
how life can readily be distinguished from abiotic matter. We underline the
potential of circular polarization signals as remotely accessible means of
characterizing terrestrial life and detecting the presence of extraterrestrial
life.

6.1 Introduction

Exoplanetary science has been advancing rapidly over the last few decades.
Estimates are that with every star out of the 100-400 billion stars in our
galaxy there is at least one planet on average [60]. Additionally, estimates
on the occurrence of rocky exoplanets in the habitable zone range from
2 % - 20 % per stellar system ([251] and references therein). One of the
primary motivations of exoplanetary science is finding signs of life beyond
Earth and therefore significant research is devoted towards the identification,
verification and validation of remotely detectable spectral characteristics of
exoplanets as diagnostic of life.

Research on remotely detectable biosignatures has focused on detecting
particular atmospheric constituents such as H2O, which indicates possible
planetary habitability. Additionally, the simultaneous presence of gases that
could result from Gibbs energy requiring biological activity, such as O2 and
CH4, has been investigated [147, 73]. However, detection of these gases
is not free of false-positive scenarios [79, 248, 127, 316]. Other suggested
remotely detectable (surface) biosignatures include the red edge known
from terrestrial vegetation [253, 156] and pigment signatures known from
other terrestrial organisms [246], with the risk of possible false-positives by
mineral reflectance, see also recent reviews on the current state of remote
biosignatures [118, 247, 95, 245, 306, 252, 208]).

Relatively little attention has been paid to circular polarization of light
as a biosignature, which can indicate an intrinsic asymmetric ordening
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that is virtually only known of terrestrial life. Terrestrial biochemistry is
based upon chiral molecules. Chiral molecules in their most simple form
exist in a left-handed (L-) and a right-handed (D-) version, the mirror
images of which cannot become identical through superposition onto one
another even allowing any possible rotation. Unlike abiotic chemistry, living
nature almost exclusively uses these molecules in only one configuration
(homochirality). For instance, all living organisms mainly synthesize amino
acids in the L-configuration while sugars are predominantly synthesized in
the D-configuration.

Homochirality also manifests itself within biological macromolecules and
biomolecular architectures. The α-helix, a common secondary structure
of proteins, is exclusively right-hand-coiled. Each DNA strand is similarly
homochiral, with all its ribose phosphates being arranged in parallel. Ho-
mochirality greatly simplifies repetitive enzyme catalysis and may have
made evolution of DNA polymerase, RNA polymerase and ribosomes feasi-
ble. Self-replication should have favored repetition of structure and thereby
homochirality. All of this may have led to the homochirality of terrestrial
life [220, 37, 139]. For the same reasons homochirality should benefit the
evolution of other life forms: it is likely that homochirality is a universal
feature of life and therefore it may serve as a unique and perhaps even
unambiguous biosignature.

When interacting with light, chiral molecules display effect rotation
and circular dichroism. These phenomena are become most evident upon
interaction with polarized light, but they also result in the fractional circular
polarization of unpolarized light, such as emitted from a star [155], after
interaction with a chiral sample. Starlight reflecting off an extraterrestrial
body with homochiral molecules and molecular systems on its surface will
thus carry this information, which in principle can be sensed remotely.

Polarimetry in general is advantageous for both the detection and the
characterization of exoplanets. Polarimetry enables one to enhance the
contrast between the star and the very dim light reflected off its planets
(which often is very strongly linearly polarized) [275, 274]. It has been
suggested that linear polarization may also be a good potential biosignature.
Both biotic and abiotic matter, however, can create linear polarization
[257, 310, 234]. As such, linear polarization might offer complementary
information beside scalar reflectance signatures, but caution should be
exercised when using it for distinguishing biotic from abiotic components.

Circular polarization on the other hand is more exclusive to life because
it does and linear polarization does not, arise from homochirality. Signatures
of larger amplitudes generally require larger order dissymmetry, something
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exclusively found in living nature. It should be noted, however, that there
is a certain wavelength dependency to the amplitude of the signal (which
depends on the molecular electronic transition). Amino acids, for instance,
are strongly polarizing in the vacuum-ultraviolet region and thin films (500
nm) of (homochiral) alanine can readily reach a polarizance of 0.6% at 180
nm [184]. Outside the water absorbance band(>190 nm), the maximum
polarizance of the same film however is only 0.07%. While abiotic materials
can also create circular polarization, often through multiple scattering, the
risk of a false positive scenario is smaller. Various minerals consistently
showed a much weaker and spectrally different circular polarization signal
[269, 222]. Also simulations of clouds on Earth or Venus show circular
polarization, but this is small and has a much broader spectral shape [234].
Additionally, circular spectropolarimetry on the surface of Mars did not find
any significant signals, attesting to a general lack of false positives [270].
Needless to say, chiral molecules will need to both have a large enough
circular polarizance and be abundant enough at a planetary surface in order
to be reasonably detectable.

On Earth, circular polarizing features of the surface detectable from
an exoplanet are (in theory) only displayed by vegetation. Photosynthesis
is one of the most important hallmarks of life on Earth and is the major
driver of life on Earth. Photosynthesis evolved soon after the emergence of
life itself [72, 318, 134]. It is very likely that any life will evolve utilizing
the vast amount of radiant energy of its host star (given that it is readily
available to life).

The circular polarization spectra of terrestrial vegetation relates to
some degree to the absorbance of its pigments. The features with by far
the highest magnitude are found around the chlorophyll a Q absorption
band (≈ 680 nm). Typically a split signal is displayed, with a negative
band at ≈ 670 nm and a positive band at ≈ 690 nm. Both bands are
relatively independent and this split circular polarization signal is the result
of the superposition of bands of opposite sign stemming from different chiral
macrodomains [87, 100, 105, 207]. It has furthermore been suggested that
the local alignments of the chloroplasts might affect the spatial variation in
circular polarization and could thus affect the overall signal on the leaf and
canopy scale [207]. Beside its use as a biosignature for the remote detection
of extraterrestrial life, due to its dependency on the molecular architecture,
the circular polarizance of vegetation may also be informative for vegetation
physiology [209].

While high quality circular polarimetric spectra can be obtained in
the laboratory, the next step is to take dedicated polarimeters into the
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field. Compared to the laboratory these instruments will have to cope
with very dynamic scenes involving large changes in illumination. This will
then require fast modulation approaches. Additionally, due to reflection or
scattering a target may be linearly polarized at levels > 10% and, depending
on the modulation approach, mitigation of linear-to-circular polarization
crosstalk (Q,U → V components) is crucial.

In the present study we investigate the circular polarizance of vegetation
in the field using TreePol, a dedicated circular spectropolarimeter based
around fast ferro-liquid-crystal (FLC) modulation [209]. We report that it
is quite possible to detect biosignatures of various plants in terrestrial fields
at substantial distances.

6.2 Materials and methods

6.2.1 Polarization

Polarization in general is often described in terms of the four parameters of
the Stokes vector S. With Ex in the x direction (0◦), Ey in the y direction
(90◦), and z representing the direction of propagation, the Stokes vector is
given by:

S =


I
Q
U
V

 =


〈
ExE

∗
x + EyE

∗
y

〉〈
ExE

∗
x − EyE∗y

〉〈
ExE

∗
y − EyE∗x

〉
i
〈
ExE

∗
y − EyE∗x

〉
 =


I0◦ + I90◦

I0◦ − I90◦

I45◦ − I−45◦

IRHC − ILHC

 (6.1)

The Stokes parameters I, Q, U and V refer to intensities thus relating to
remotely measurable quantities. The absolute intensity is given by Stokes
I. Stokes Q and U denote the differences in intensity after filtering linear
polarization at perpendicular directions, where Q denotes the difference
between horizontal and vertical polarization and U denotes the difference in
linear polarization but with a 45◦ offset. Stokes V denotes the difference be-
tween right-handed and left-handed circularly polarized light. I0◦ , I90◦ , I45◦

and I−45◦ are the intensities oriented in the respective planes perpendicular
to the propagation axis and ILHC and IRHC are, respectively, the intensities
of left- and right-handed circularly polarized light. If the absolute intensity
I is known the polarization state can thus be completely described by the
normalized quantities Q/I, U/I and V/I.
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6.2.2 Spectropolarimetry

Circular polarization measurements were carried out using TreePol. TreePol
is a dedicated spectropolarimetric instrument developed by the Astronomical
Instrumentation Group at the Leiden Observatory (Leiden University), the
Netherlands. The instrument was specifically developed to measure the
fractional circular polarization (V/I) as a function of wavelength (400 nm to
900 nm) and is capable of fast measurements with a sensitivity of ∼ 1 ∗ 10−4

(see also [209]). The measurements were carried out with varying integration
times, depending on the illumination of the target. The measurements
conducted outside were obtained using the unpolarized ambient light.

In order to further mitigate possible linear polarization crosstalk, the
design of TreePol (see [209]) was amended with a fast continuously spinning
half-wave plate in front of the Fresnel Rhomb (see also 6.1 for a schematic).
The angle of view of TreePol is approximately 1.14◦, which allows for
accurate target selection. TreePol was targeted using a calibrated targeting
scope mounted on top of the instrument.

All measurements were carried out on and around the campus of the
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands and the Hortus Botanicus
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

Figure 6.1. Schematic of TreePol.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Biotic versus abiotic matter

We have measured several distant targets from the roof of one of the
laboratory buildings on the campus of the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.
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Artificial turf Distant trees

Figure 6.2. The circular polarimetric spectrum of artificial turf (left) versus that
of distant trees (right). The red circle provides the approximate measuring area.
The same area was measured three times, shaded areas denote the standard error.

Two of these measurements are shown in Figure 6.2. The lower left panel
shows that the circular spectropolarimetric measurements of the local sport
fields, consisting of artificial turf/grass, yield no significant net polarization.
Measurements on the tree canopies of a nearby park, however, as is shown
in the right panels, show a clear non-zero polarization signal.

Canopy, clear sky Canopy, overcast

Figure 6.3. Circular polarimetric spectrum of an unidentified tree measured with
a clear overhead sky (left) and with overcast (right), n=3 for different parts of the
same tree. Shaded areas denote the standard error.
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6.3.2 Ambient light conditions

As the circular polarizance of vegetation is directly dependent on the pho-
tosynthetic machinery located within the cells’ chloroplasts, it is to be
expected that illumination conditions have an effect on the magnitude of the
signals. Shown in Figure 6.3 are the circular spectropolarimetric measure-
ments of the same tree taken with clear sky (left) and with overcast (right).
The measurements were taken at noon and there were 8 days between the
measurements. On both days, wind conditions were comparable and below
2 bft.

Figure 6.4. The circular polarimetric spectrum of a Ficus elastica measured
in the laboratory using a halogen light source (left) and measured under clear
overhead sky (right), n=3 for the same area. The red circle gives the approximate
measuring area for the two sets of measurements. The shaded areas denote the
standard error.

6.3.3 Laboratory versus in the field measurements

To further investigate possible differences between laboratory measurements
and in-the-field measurements, the circular polarimetric spectrum of an
ornamental house plant was measured outside under clear sky and in the
laboratory using a halogen light source. The target was measured at
approximately 2 meters distance (which gives a measurement of a single leaf)
while the illumination angle in the laboratory was kept at an approximately
equal angle as that of the solar irradiation during the outside measurements
of the same plant. Additionally, during the outside measurements any
movement due to wind was minimized. Figure 6.4 shows that inside and
outside the same signatures were found, but somewhat differently. The
outside measurements had a wavelength-independent shift to negative values
and exhibited less of a peak at 690 nm.
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Wavelength [nm]

Figure 6.5. The circular polarimetric spectrum of a Hedera helix measured in the
laboratory using a halogen light source. The same set of leaves (n=3) was measured
again after 9 days, showing a remarkable breakdown of the chiral macrodomains
(see also [209]). Shaded areas denote the standard error.

6.3.4 Laboratory measurements

Using transmission spectroscopy we followed the chirooptical signature in
leaves that had been cut from their stems and were thereby decaying with
time in terms of their life quality [209]. These results showed a strong
decrease of V/I over time while this was much lower for the chlorophyll a
concentrations. In Figure 6.5 we show a small set of spectra obtained by
reflection, for leaves stored in the light, that were collected at the same time
with the TreePol system lacking the subsequent modification with a fast
continuously spinning half-wave plate (see above and [209] for the materials
and methods).

6.4 Discussion

Using our current setup, the circular polarizance of biotic matter can readily
be distinguished from that of abiotic matter. We here showed this by
comparing an artifical soccer field with a forests canopy. This underlines
the potential of circular polarization spectroscopy for life detection. Edges
in scalar reflectance spectra and signatures in linear polarization can readily
emerge in the spectrometry of abiotic matter but circular polarizance appears
to be less prone to such confounding factors. Consequently, although
the circular polarization signals are small, it is a much more exclusive
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biosignature.
The signals from light scattering are smaller than those obtained in

transmission spectroscopy: the maximum V/I signal in this study was
−2.3 ∗ 10−3. Importantly, while in transmission most leaves have a very
similar magnitude of the circular polarizance normalized by light intensity,
we found much more variation in scattering between plants measured under
the same conditions. These may result from the variation in leaf optical
properties, inclusive of orientation, which play a larger role in scattering.

The spectral characteristics in some of these measurements appear to
be somewhat different compared to the measurements taken in transmission
(cf. [209]). One of the most noticeable features is the much lower intensity
of the largest positive V/I band usually observed. That positive band was
more pronounced in the Ficus target, both measured in the laboratory
and measured outside, than in the forest canopy. In these measurements,
however, the former target had been positioned relatively close to the
polarimeter (approximately 1.5 meter), which allowed the measurements
to be conducted on single leaves (large leaves; approximately 20x12 cm).
As such, rather than a canopy with more random and moving orientations,
these measurements portray only 1 static orientation. At this point we have
not systematically investigated the influence of solar zenith and azimuth
relative to the leave surface.

We expected large spectropolarimetric differences depending on the light
conditions, because it has been demonstrated that the angle of incidence at
least influences the scalar reflectance properties [146]. Even if the circular
component would not be influenced directly, the total intensity can be vari-
able leading to a different value of V/I. We expected that this phenomenon
would be very profound between a measurement on a sunny and one on a
day with overcast. On a day with overcast, most of the incident light will
be diffuse and scattered by the clouds. As such, the incident light will be
relatively independent on the angle of incidence. On a sunny day, naturally,
there will be a strong angular dependence of the incident light. Our results,
however, show that the measurements taken on a clear sky are virtually
identical to those taken with overcast sky. Possible results would also vary
with leaf glossiness and the angle of measurements. It should also be noted
that leaves in a canopy have diverse orientations, which in part could explain
the similar results between the two light conditions.

Additionally, we have shown the circular spectropolarimetric signal
for decaying leaves in reflection spectroscopy in Figure 6.5. Similar mea-
surements were already reported for light transmission [209]. The results
presented in this study demonstrate how also in reflection healthy leaves
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can be distinguished from unhealthy/dying leaves by the change in V/I
spectra. This signal, unique to vegetation, rapidly decreases over time. We
would suggest that this may be because the macrostructures are not actively
maintained due to, for example, drought stress, as the water supply to
the leaves has been cut off. Additionally, spectral changes appear quicker
in circular polarization than in normal measurements. This highlights a
possible significance of circular polarization spectroscopy as a remotely
applicable tool for vegetation and crop monitoring on Earth.

It is difficult to assess the effect of systematics on the observed signals
accurately. The TreePol instrument has been designed especially for highly
sensitive and accurate circular spectropolarimetric measurements in the
field. A main limitation to its polarimetric performance are the temporal
variations of the scene (i.e. variability in illumination, moving targets,
etc.). To overcome these issues, fast ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) based
modulation was implemented. Both the switch angle and the birefringence of
FLC’s are, however, temperature dependent. As such, FLC’s can introduce
noise-like systematic effects like polarized spectral fringing. Usually these
effects can be countered by recalibration, but not completely removed
(also due to temperature dynamics) and are for instance visible in the
measurement of the artificial turf (Figure 6.2) and limit the polarimetric
sensitivity.

Importantly, although linear polarization mitigation strategies are em-
ployed, it may not be possible to eliminate these effects completely, especially
in a highly dynamic environment. Additionally, while most environmental
linear polarization features are relatively broad spectrally, those produced
from vegetation (see for example [210, 302, 303, 301, 115]) are essentially
similar to the red-edge and can thus show steep features around the chloro-
phyll absorbance band. Obtaining simultaneous information on the linear
polarization properties of the target can thus be beneficial.

In the context of astrobiology, the circular polarization of biomolecules is
a promising biosignature. Compared to other surface biosignatures there are
no significant signals produced by abiotic matter. The results in this study
show a vegetation signal level in terms of circular polarizance on the order
of 10−4 − 10−3. While promising in terms of robustness, the magnitude
of the signal, which hereby amounts to 0.1 % - 0.01 % of observed light
intensity, is quite low and therefore the actual detection will be challenging.
This is especially the case when the signal is further diluted such as is to
be expected in a planetary disk average. In order to detect signals at these
levels, a lot of light is required. To be able to observe a potentially habitable
planet and measure the signals in circular polarization with a high enough
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signal to noise ratio, an extremely large space-based telescope is required,
with adaptive optics and advanced coronagraphy to suppress the light of
the host star so as to provide a contrast as deep as ∼ 10−10 [179].

Additionally, while the circular polarization signals are more or less
similar for various types of terrestrial vegetation, it is unknown what these
levels are for the dominant photosynthesic organisms on other planets.
Certain terrestrial brown algae, for instance, display signals varying up to
three orders of magnitude in strength [206].

However, while we cannot predict the molecular and structural organ-
isation of such biomolecules beyond Earth, lack of false positives in our
approach is encouraging. In this regard, any significant signal that is ob-
served must come from a highly organized molecular assembly that must
additionally be prevalent enough to be detectable in the first place, thus
suggesting the abundance of something organized in terms of homochiral
polymers, hence probably Life.

While we have successfully demonstrated the use of circular spectropo-
larimetry in the field, future work in the laboratory will be required to
carefully asses the scattering angular distribution, both for the remote
sensing on Earth, but also to aid polarimetric simulations of exoplanets.

6.5 Conclusion

In the present study we show for the first time, through spectral multiplexing,
fast modulation and linear polarization mitigation, high-quality circular po-
larization spectra obtained by reflection spectroscopy of vegetation measured
both in the laboratory and in the field.

We have successfully demonstrated that we can readily distinguish biotic
from abiotic matter under highly variable conditions and we were able to
make this distinction based on a measurement of a forest canopy well over
a km away.

We have measured under different light conditions but at this point we
did not find any significant variability in the V/I signal. The measurements
on a single leaf, either outside or in the laboratory, however, showed different
spectral characteristics. Probably, these are effects of variations in leaf
orientation. Additionally, we were able to distinguish healthy from stressed
vegetation in reflection.

Our results underline the potential significance of circular polarization
both as a remotely accessible means of detecting the presence of extraterres-
trial life, and as a valuable remotely applicable tool for vegetation monitoring
on Earth.
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7.1 Introduction

In this dissertation we have investigated the polarization signals coming
from the chiral photosystems of photosynthetic organisms and in particular
those of vegetation, which at current day Earth are in theory the only
organisms detectable using circular polarization in a planetary disc average.
We have demonstrated how these polarimetric signals of life can readily
be distinguished from those emanating from abiotic matter, both in the
laboratory and in the field, and how these signals will fade quickly when
life is tampered with at least in some ways.

A large focus in this dissertation has been directed on what information
these polarimetric signals hold and how they are affected by the complex
structure of leaves.

7.2 Biosignatures

In the coming decades, humanity may, for the first time, encounter scientifi-
cally convincing signs of life beyond earth. We might find signs of life right
on our, astronomical, doorstep, perhaps on the icy moons of Jupiter and
Saturn, which for all we know, might be teeming with life. Perhaps we will
find signs of life that once was, on Mars. Or we might find life outside of
our solar system, on exoplanets, physically forever out of our reach.

Within our Solar system we might be able to directly observe and
manipulate extraterrestrial life. Interesting biomarkers in this regard are
amino acids, lipids and nucleic acids (for more extensive reviews on these
biomarkers see [231, 2]. Amino acids and lipids are the building blocks
of life as we know it and are therefore considered high-priority molecular
targets [231]. Amino acids and lipids, however, can both have an abiotic
origin. Using homochirality the origin of these amino acids and (larger)
lipids might be identified. In principle, any HPLC- or GC-based instrument
can be capable of measuring chirality depending on the seperation columns
used.

Additionally, vibration CD spectroscopy in the infrared range, like UV-
Vis CD spectroscopy, as wel as Raman optical activity measurements, can
provide chiral molecular conformational information through enantioselective
vibrational signatures [20, 45, 89]. Care, however, should be taken as abiotic
processes can also introduce an enantiomeric excess (which is also found on
various meteorites) [108, 52].

Compared to amino acids and lipids, biopolymers containing hereditary
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information are a much stronger evidence for the presence of extraterrestrial
life. All life on Earth stores their hereditary information in the form of
DNA/RNA, using nucleic acids. Various molecular biological techniques
can be used to detect and also amplify such molecules, using sequencing,
immunoassays/microarrays or microchips [2]. DNA and RNA, however, are
very specific molecules and it may be possible that life on other planets
evolved towards the use of another biopolymer to store hereditary informa-
tion.

For the detection of life outside our Solar system we have to rely on
biosignatures that can be detected remotely. These remotely detectable
biosignatures can be atmospheric, indicating components in thermody-
namic disequilibrium, e.g. O2 in combination with CH4 [86, 274]. Detec-
tion of neither of these gases is, however, free of false-positive scenarios
[79, 248, 127, 316] and such a disequilibrium could have other sources than
life, e.g. a fluctuation in ambient redox potential. While these atmo-
spheric signatures are indicative of a planet’s habitability, they are thus
not conclusive. Biosignatures could also be found in the light reflected off
an exoplanet’s surface. Of course, a combination of biosignatures will be
required in order to give some certainty that any such signal is biological
in origin. While clouds and the interstellar medium might create circular
polarization as function of wavelength on the order of 10−4 [234], these
signals are very gradually sloped and lack the sharp spectral features as
displayed by homochiral molecules and systems. The detection of homochi-
rality through circular polarization will be a strong piece of evidence for the
presence of remote extraterrestrial life.

Unfortunately, to date the circular polarization of light by planet Earth
has never been measured directly. Perhaps the ultimate test of a biosignature
is to measure its feasibility on our own planet. While some have attempted
to measure the circular polarization of the moon light (as, depending on the
phase, this can contain light reflected of Earth’s surface) in order to detect
the biosignatures emitted by Earth, the observations have been inconclusive
[282, 281]. In the near future, it is likely that polarimetric instruments
capable of measuring the Earth will be placed on the lunar surface. Such
instrument, for instance, has been proposed by Karalidi et al. [148] and
Hoeijmakers et al. (LOUPE) [133]. It is, however, still unclear if the
final version of such an instrument will be capable of measuring circular
polarization.

All biological chiral molecules are circularly polarizing at the ultra-violet
wavelengths (UV). On Earth, most of the UV is filtered out by ozone in the
atmosphere. In the case of a planet where oxygenic photosynthesis never
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evolved, it can be very worthwhile to utilize this part of the light spectrum
for life detection using circular polarization. It is, however, unclear how
much UV any surface life can endure and how this would affect their surface
abundance and detectability. Life, for instance, might evolve to produce
compounds that protect against UV (e.g. carotenoids, melanin, flavonoids),
which will be beneficiary for detection. It is also possible that life will mostly
rely on the utilization of physical substrates, such as rocks, but also those
that can be metabolically active, such as iron or sulfur. More research is
recommended addressing the viability and detection of life as we know it,
especially microorganisms, under different UV regimes.

Seasonal variation can cause changes in polarization. Decaying leaves
show a very strong decrease in signal even if the pigment concentrations vary
little [209]. Temporal changes of surface polarizance could help distinguish
living matter and might underline its presence on an exoplanet [245]. This
might also aid in identifying false positives, such as caused by the seasonal
melting of snow overlying spectral edge producing minerals or soil [245].
The red edge itself is not fully understood and pigments in cells do not
necessarily create a noteworthy edge (e.g. see [246]). The combination of
scalar reflectance and circular polarization would allow to arrange and verify
biogenic surface signals, especially if temporal influence exists. However, as
the two are not directly linked caution should be exercised as the polariza-
tion signals can strongly decrease (due to the breakdown of the molecular
structure for instance) while pigment concentration nor reflectance would
change much, as has been observed in decaying leaves [209].

Circular polarization spectroscopy might also be advantageous for solar
system missions. However, as the expected abundance of life in our solar
system, if present (except for Earth), is low, direct spectropolarimetry on a
lander or rover might not yield satisfying results. However, if coupled to
an instrument on a lander or rover that can measure circular polarimetry
of microscopic particles, this can prove to be a very valuable addition to
indicate the presence of life. Additionally, it might be very interesting to
use circular polarimetry in flyby missions of Europa or Enceladus, where it
could measure the plumes that eject water that probably originates in the
interior oceans.

While beyond the scope of this dissertation, circular spectropolarime-
try might also be a promising technique in the detection of atmospheric
constituents. Certainly, enantiomers that exist in the gas phase at ’normal’
temperatures often only occur in very small concentrations. Chiral molecules
might, however, occur in atmospheric aerosols or might occur in life present
in the atmosphere (as is also the case on present day Earth [67, 71]).
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The detection of circular polarimetric signals, be it from photosynthetic
bacteria, algae or vegetation, on any body outside of our solar system
remains extremely challenging. A first step towards such detection would
be a large next generation telescope with advanced coronagraphy, and even
then detection will be far from trivial. Detection, however, might also be
aided by other phenomena. For example, biosignatures might perhaps be
detectable in light echoes originating from flares of M-class stars, as has
been proposed by Sparks et al. [272].

7.3 Earth remote sensing

The use of circular spectropolarimetry for vegetation remote sensing can
potentially be of great value. As the vegetation polarizance is directly
dependent on photosynthesis itself, these signals hold great value in terms of
the photosynthesis functioning of the object of study. This would potentially
enable us to monitor drought stress, in a very similar fashion as described
in Chapter 3. Many more factors influence photosynthesis functioning
and it might be possible that the use of circular polarimetry would also
allow to monitor nutrient stress. Further research is required in order to
assess if and how the polarimetric signals resulting from different stress
factors can be distinguished from one another. Additionally, I recommend
the circular spectropolarimetric monitoring of single plants/leaves over
an extended period of time to investigate and identify possible temporal
dynamics. Ideally, this should be carried out in a controlled environment as
well as in the field, which would also allow to investigate seasonal influence.

It will also be very interesting to see if beside vegetation any other form of
life can be detected through circular spectropolarimetry. Vegetation evolved
relatively recently and for the major part of its history Earth was dominated
by microbial life. Whether life was spectrally detectable during this era has
been investigated and modeled before [240], showing good results (albeit
with ecologically optimistic parameters). On present day Earth, oceanic
phototrophs (e.g. cyanobacteria, phytoplankton) are detectable locally, but
their detection is not yet feasible in a planetary disc average [291]. As the
relative circular polarimetric signal should only be influenced by dilution
due to concentration differences, perhaps with a sensitive polarimeter these
signals could be detected, as was suggested by Sparks et al. [269].

Potentially, circular spectropolarimetry has many advantages and appli-
cations for remote sensing of oceanic life. Not only can circular spectropo-
larimetry aid in the detection of cyanobacteria, phytoplankton or floating
algae, it could also aid in differentiating between species, which is important
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in regional biogeochemistry [76].
It should be noted that in this dissertation I have focused in particular

on sensitive spectropolarimetry to obtain information about photosynthetic
structures and dynamics. It is recommended that these results will be
validated and further investigated using different spectroscopic approaches
on isolated constituents and by using biomolecular techniques.

7.4 Considerations

Both remote sensing applications on Earth and the use of circular polariza-
tion of light as a biosignature when searching for extraterrestrial life have
large potentials. However, the normalized circular polarization (V/I ; which
is the circular polarization (Stokes V ) divided by the total intensity (Stokes
I )) is quite small. Typically less than 1 % of the light at a given wavelength
is circularly polarized. As the circular polarization bands coincide with
the chlorophyll absorption band, the amount of reflected light available
for measurements, i.e. the amount of light not absorbed, is an important
limiting factor (see also Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1. The reflectance ( I
I0

) and normalized circular polarization (V
I ) of

vegetation.

Depending on the resolution and design of any remote sensing apparatus,
the small photon flux can have a large effect on the detectability. Depending
on the substrate, soils can be highly reflective. Generally, limestone or
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sandstone is much more reflective than organic-rich soil, but even dark
organic-rich soils can have a reflectance several times larger than vegetation
at 680 nm. In Figure 7.2 we provide an example of this effect. Dry quartz
sand is much more reflective than vegetation and the topsoil rarely consists
of quartz sand near vegetation. If a targeted site is composed of 50 % sand
and 50% vegetation, this will still result in a signal decrease by one order of
magnitude. While Stokes V remains the same, this signal can get buried by
the much larger total intensity I stemming from the sand reflectance. In
any measured scene, these effects will have to be taken into consideration
although realistically the interference will be often much smaller. Similar
effects, however, might occur on exoplanets, mainly resulting from the highly
reflective cloud cover.

Do note that the spectral characteristics of soils and minerals have only a
minimal effect on the spectral shape of the normalized V/I. Even in the case
of iron minerals which can have strong spectral slopes at this wavelength,
the contribution is very small (as edge-containing minerals often also have
a small I).

Figure 7.2. Circular polarimetric spectrum of 100% vegetation and the simulated
spectrum of a 50% vegetation, 50% sand combination (source sand spectral data:
USGS).

Similarly, we can scale this up and get a back-of-the-envelope estimation
of the polarization signal as expected from an Earth-like exoplanet. On
Earth, approximately 71 % of the surface is covered by water and 29 % of
the surface is covered by land. The ocean surface albedo is highly variable
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and influenced by multiple parameters such as particle content, wind and
chlorophyll concentrations, but we will not take this into consideration. The
USGS spectral database gives an average albedo in the range 600 nm to 750
nm of 0.021 with a quite gentle dependence on wavelength.

Of the Earth’s land surface, approximately 26 % is covered in forests,
23 % is bare ground, 17 % is covered with cropland, 13 % is permanently
covered with ice or snow (which has a very high albedo [132]), 11 % is
covered with grasslands, 9 % with shrublands, 3 % is water and and less
than 1 % is urban [113]. Let us assume all vegetation gives a signal that
is at least of the same order of magnitude (although the seasonal effects
on especially grassland can be very high). Shrubland foliage coverage is
difficult to estimate, most of these occur in arid regions with a sparse foliage
cover. I will assume 50 % of shrublands is vegetation and 50 % is bare soil.
Furthermore, croplands often stand bare for a significant portion of the year,
but most cropland can be assumed to be originally fertile lands, often with
a denser vegetation. Thus, roughly 71 % of Earth is covered with water, 17
% is vegetated, 8 % is bare soil and 4 % is permanent land ice and up to 15
% of the ocean can be covered with ice.

For this scenario, the maximum V/I signal for an Earth planetary disk
average (without clouds) would be on the order of 10−5-10−6. Our closest
stellar neighbor, Proxima Centauri, which is in the Alpha Centauri star
system, probably has an Earth-like planet, Proxima Centauri b, in the
habitable/temperate zone [8]. Proxima Centauri is located at a distance of
1.295 parsecs (i.e. 4.2 light-years) and the terrestrial planet is located at a
distance of approximately 0.05 AU (distance between Earth and Sun) [8].

In the direct detection of exoplanets, the most important parameters
are the angular separation and the contrast of the planet/star flux ratio.
The light reflected by an exoplanet is of much lower intensity than the light
emitted by its star and therefore the detection of the former will be easier if
it is located further away from its star. With above distances, the angular
separation of Proxima Centauri b will be approximately 0.037 arcseconds.
Furthermore, a Lambertian sphere of R⊕ ≈ 1 at a zero phase angle and
at 0.05 AU from Proxima Centauri will have a contrast with its star on
the order of 10−7. If we use the albedo values estimated above this will be
on the same order of magnitude. Because Proxima Centauri is an M-star
this ratio is relatively high: an Earth-like planet in the temperate zone of
Alpha Centauri A or Alpha Centauri B will have a contrast on the order of
10−9 − 10−10.

The diffraction limit of a 4.2 meter telescope will enable one to measure
0.037 arcseconds at 700 nm. However, considering a working angle of at
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least 2λ
D , a 10 meter telescope is required. A contrast of 10−7 should be

achievable with a telescope like the Extremely Large Telescope (ELT), which
is planned for 2024. The ELT might thus in theory be able to measure a
possible red-edge on Proxima Centauri B. However, to measure the circular
polarization (thus V/I rather than I ) of an exoplanet which is similar to
a second Earth will require a contrast of at least 10−12 − 10−13. Due to
atmospheric distortions it will not be possible to measure such levels from
the ground; space based telescopes will be required.

Importantly, the light reflected off such planet will be very weak. If we
take the spectral values of Meadows et al [183] and correct for the proper
distances and calculate the amount of polarized light coming from Proxima
Centauri b that can be collected near Earth, a 10 meter space telescope will
approximately only receive about 0.5-5 polarized photons per second. It
has been suggested that photosynthesis around different stars will utilize
the wavelengths of maximum photon flux of their parent star. Indeed the
flux at 680 nm of an M star is very small, and any photosynthesis around
this wavelength will be very reduced in productivity, which in turn makes
life detection much harder. If we assume that the absorption maximum lies
closer to 1 µm we might receive about 3-30 circularly polarized photons
per second for the same telescope. Now if we would have a telescope like
the proposed Colossus (74 meter), but in space, we would receive 30-300
photons for 700-725 nm and 150-1500 polarized photons around 1 µm.

A star like Proxima Centauri has a very low emission and even with the
temperate/habitable zone positioned much closer to its star, an exoplanet
positioned in that zone will receive and therefore reflect much less light.
Should a copy of the Sun replace Proxima Centauri, and with Proxima
Centauri b at the same distance as Earth to the Sun, then with a 10 meter
telescope we would receive roughly 2.5 to 25 polarized photons per second
in the 700-725 nm range. Again, this will be up to 140-1400 photons for a
74 meter telescope. It will however be more difficult to achieve the contrast
required.

Thus in order to measure the circular polarization of an exoplanet
very large space telescopes are required. Such a telescope is currently not
being built or planned, although certain concept versions of now canceled
telescopes, such as the Terrestrial Planet Finder, might have been capable.

While we have demonstrated the capability to measure and distinguish
vegetation circular polarization in the field (Chapter 6), more research is
required for assessing the true potential of this technique. It should be
interesting to acquire extensive hemispherical datasets of both flat leaf
tissue and of randomly oriented leaves as occurring in natural vegetation.
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7.4. Considerations

A systematic study on leaf interior and surface properties and their effect
on the polarization is lacking. Such a setup is also to be recommended in
follow-up studies of microbial circular polarizance. Ideally, the complete
Mueller matrix will be investigated, but at least it should measure the full
Stokes parameters in such a study.

We have measured large variations in circular polarizance between various
multicellular algae and we have hypothesized on the origin of the observed
spectral variations. We recommend further research on the chloroplasts in
these algae, which appear to be optically very different from chloroplasts in
the normally used unicellular model algae. Similarly, the chloroplasts from
different vegetation species requires further investigation.

We have hypothesized about the orientation of chloroplasts in vivo and
the effect thereof near veins. To our knowledge only two studies addressed
the polarimetric imaging of chloroplasts ([87, 100]). It will be worthwhile
to measure these chloroplasts with current techniques and to virtually
reconstruct them, which will also aid in a detailed understanding of the
origins of these signals. Also sensitive polarimetric imaging of photosynthetic
bacteria, algae chloroplasts is lacking in general.

Ultimately, all combined efforts will improve our understanding of the
polarizance by photosynthetic organisms. These data can then be fed to
remote sensing and exoplanet models, which will deliver a better under-
standing in terms of what observed signals mean for life and its structures,
presence, and organization.

I conclude that the fractional circular polarization of light by photo-
synthetic organisms is a promising biosignature. We should be looking
forward to see future developments utilizing this phenomenon. There is also
a great potential to utilize circular polarization in the remote sensing of
photosynthetic organisms on Earth, including local field monitoring. Lastly,
while circular dichroism and circular polarization measurements have lost
a little of their luster in the biological laboratory, the ability to measure
these signals quickly and accurately in vivo is very powerful in an era where
non-intervention methods to inspect the inner working of life are becoming
increasingly important.
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Summary

Terrestrial biochemistry largely functions through chiral molecules, which de-
termine the functioning and structure of biological systems. Chiral molecules
in their most simple form exist in a left-handed (L-) and a right-handed
(D-) version, called enantiomers. Importantly, chirality is not an exception
but becomes the rule once molecules increase in size. In non-biological
systems, a mixture of such molecules is expected to be racemic (50 % -
50 %). A distinctive and characteristic feature of life itself is that these
molecules only occur in one configuration: in organisms amino acids occur
almost exclusively in the L-configuration and sugars in the D-configuration
(homochirality).

The phenomenom of chirality causes a specific response to light. Both the
differential absorbance of circularly polarized light and the induced fractional
circular polarization of one enantiomer has the exact opposite wavelength
dependent spectral shape as that of the other enantiomer. Consequently,
in mixtures of abiotic (racemic) molecules these spectra even out to zero,
whereas in biotic matter (homochiral) there is a net difference in polarization.
These signals can thus be sensed remotely.

As homochirality seems to be exclusive to life (evidence to the contrary
is limited to slight chiral excesses on some meteorites, and to molecules that
have an origin in biological systems) circular polarization can be used to
directly indicate the presence of life beyond Earth and as such is a promising
biosignature. Vegetation has an extensive coverage on our planet and is the
only life visible on its surface. Consequently, I have extensively studied the
polarimetric response of photosynthetic organisms as a proxy for the remote
detection of extraterrestrial life.

In Chapter 1 we give a brief general introduction to this study and
we introduce the reader to astrobiology, biosignatures and their remote
detection.

These subjects will be covered much more extensively in Chapter
2. In this chapter we will give a concise overview of homochirality in
life as we know it and introduce recent discussions on the origin of life
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and homochirality. Hereafter we explore the interaction between chiral
molecules and polarized light and we review the most important mechanisms
contributing to the optical phenomena displayed by homochiral molecules.
Finally, we will discuss the polarimetry and wavelength considerations for
the remote sensing of homochirality and we will point out current and future
instrumental possibilities and constraints.

The circular spectropolarimetric instrument ’TreePol’ is presented in
Chapter 3. TreePol was designed for highly sensitive polarimetric mea-
surements both in the laboratory as in-the-field. In the same chapter we
present data on the chiroptical evolution of decaying leaves, which showed a
remarkable decrease in polarimetric signal while the pigment concentrations
remained the same. We attribute this decrease to the deterioration of the
chiral macro-aggregates. The dependency of the polarimetric signals on
vegetation physiology establishes the robustness as a biosignature, in the
sense of a signature of the living state. Additionally, these measurements
provide better insight into the possibilities for the monitoring of plant health
on Earth.

Leaves have a complex and heterogeneous structure. In addition to the
molecular signals created by the photosynthetic machinery, the cell structure
and its arrangement within a leaf can create and modify polarization signals.
Such intricate phenomena can best be unveiled using complete Mueller
matrix imaging polarimetry as the complete Mueller matrix provides the
most comprehensive description of the polarimetric responses of a sample.
We have investigated this in Chapter 4, where we show linear and circular
polarization measurements of maple and maize leaves and discuss the corre-
sponding Mueller matrices and the Mueller matrix decompositions, which
show distinct features in diattenuation, polarizance, retardance and depo-
larization. Interestingly, while normal leaf tissue shows a typical split V/I
signal with positive and negative bands, the signals close to the veins only
display a negative band, a phenomenon possibly caused by the orientations
of the chloroplasts.

Algae are an important component of global photosynthesis and are the
evolutionairy predecessors of vegetation. Although among most plant species
little variation in circular polarizance can be observed, the spectra of algae
show a remarkable variation in spectropolarimetric characteristics. Possible,
this might be due to differences in the algal photosynthetic structures. In
Chapter 5 we present circular spectropolarimetric measurements of various
multicellular algae representing their main groups (green, red and brown
algae) and compare them to similar measurements performed on higher
plants. While the chloroplasts of these algae are more primitive than those
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of higher plants, in certain algae the circular polarizance was much larger;
up to 2% as compared to only 1 % in most plants.

Having shown that high quality circular polarimetric spectra can be
quickly obtained in the laboratory, the next step is to take dedicated po-
larimeters into the field. Importantly, compared to the laboratory these in-
struments will have to cope with dynamic scenes involving, for instance, large
changes in illumination and moving targets. Additionally, large amounts
of linearly polarized light may be created > 10% and mitigation of this
is crucial. In Chapter 6 we have investigated the circular polarizance of
vegetation in the field and show that life can readily be distinguished from
abiotic matter under these complex conditions.

In the general discussion Chapter 7 we address the findings of the
research in this dissertation in a broader context. The fractional circular
polarization of light by photosynthetic organisms is a promising biosignature
for the detection of extraterrestrial life. Additionally, its use is promising for
the remote monitoring of life on Earth. In both cases, the actual application
remains challenging. The research in this dissertation paves the way towards
these ends, however, much more research is required. Recommendations for
future research are provided in this chapter.
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Samenvatting

De biochemie op Aarde maakt voornamelijk gebruik van chirale moleculen.
Deze chiraliteit is bepalend voor het functioneren van biologische systemen.
Chirale moleculen in hun meest simpele vorm kunnen linkshandig (L-) of
rechtshandig (D-) zijn en worden enantiomeren genoemd. Zodra moleculen
toenemen in grootte zijn de chirale varianten in overmaat. In niet-biologische
systemen is het voorkomen van de links- of rechtshandige versie gelijk
(racemaat). In het leven zelf is dit voorkomen uit balans en is met name
slechts één van de twee enantiomeren aanwezig (homochiraliteit): zo zijn
vrijwel alle aminozuren linkshandig en zijn bijna alle suikers rechtshandig.
Hiermee is homochiraliteit een unieke en karakteristieke eigenschap van het
leven zelf.

De chiraliteit van moleculen leidt tot een specifieke interactie tussen
de moleculen en licht. Bij een linkshandig en een rechtshandig molecuul
geeft zowel het verschil in absorptie van links- of rechtsdraaiend circulair
gepolariseerd licht, als de gecreëerde circulaire polarisatie een golflengte
afhankelijk spectrum dat volledig tegenovergesteld is. Hierdoor zijn in
mengsels van niet biologische moleculen netto geen signalen zichtbaar, maar
zijn die wel duidelijk aanwezig in mengsels van (homochirale) biologische
moleculen. Zodoende kan dit verschil van een afstand gemeten worden.

Doordat homochiraliteit uitsluitend voorkomt in leven en in moleculen
die hun oorsprong hebben in biologische systemen kan het meten ervan
gebruikt worden om de aanwezigheid van leven aan te tonen op andere
planeten. Fotosynthetische organismen, zoals planten, komen veelvuldig voor
op het oppervlakte van de Aarde en zijn het enige leven op het oppervlakte
dat zichtbaar is vanuit de ruimte. Daarom heb ik in deze dissertatie de
polarimetrische respons van fotosynthetische organismen bestudeerd in het
zichtbare licht en in het nabij infrarood.

In Hoofdstuk 1 geef ik een korte algemene inleiding tot deze dissertatie
en introduceer ik de astrobiologie, biosignaturen en de detectie hiervan
op afstand. Deze onderwerpen worden verder uitgediept in Hoofdstuk
2. In dit hoofdstuk beschrijf ik de oorsprong van het leven en hoe zich
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dat verhoudt tot de homochiraleit ervan. Vervolgens bediscussieer ik de
interactie tussen chirale moleculen en de polarisatie van het licht en worden
de belangrijkste mechanismen besproken die bijdragen aan dit optische
fenomeen. Afsluitend bespreek ik de overwegingen voor het meten van
polarisatie op afstand en wat de hedendaagse en toekomstige mogelijkheden
en euvels zijn.

In Hoofdstuk 3 wordt het circulair spectropolarimetrische instrument
’TreePol’ beschreven. TreePol is ontwikkeld voor gevoelige polarimetrische
metingen in zowel het laboratorium als buiten. Ook wordt de chiroptische
evolutie van verwelkende bladeren beschreven. Hierbij was een afname in het
circulaire polarimetrische signaal zichtbaar terwijl de pigmentconcentraties
min of meer gelijk bleven. Het verband tussen het signaal en het leven of
dood zijn van een plant laat goed de robuustheid van circulaire polarisatie
als biosignatuur zien. Tevens is het wellicht in de toekomst mogelijk deze
techniek in te zetten bij, bijvoorbeeld, satelietobservaties van vegetatie op
Aarde.

Bladeren hebben een complexe en heterogene structuur. Naast de
polarimetrische signalen die gevormd worden door de moleculen kan de
vorm en structuur van de bladcellen zelf polarisatie maken en veranderen.
Een dergelijke complexe samenhang kan het best beschreven worden met
complete Mueller matrix polarimetrie daar deze techniek het meest om-
vattend de polarimetrische diversiteit kan weergeven. In Hoofdstuk 4
bespreek ik de lineaire en circulaire polarisatiemetingen van esdoorn en
mais bladeren in combinatie met hun Mueller matrices en de decomposities
daarvan. Duidelijke kenmerken zijn zichtbaar in diattenuatie, gecreëerde
polarisatie, retardatie en depolarisatie. Interessant genoeg laat het circulair
gepolariseerde spectrum alleen een sterk negatief signaal zien langs en op de
nerven, terwijl een gesplitst negatief-positief signaal gangbaar is. Mogelijk
ontstaat dit verschil door de oriëntatie van de chloroplasten langs en ten
opzichte van de nerven.

Algen zijn een zeer belangrijke component van de wereldwijde foto-
synthese en zijn evolutionair de voorgangers van de planten. Terwijl er
tussen planten over het algemeen weinig variatie kan worden waargenomen
in het circulaire polarisatiespectrum zijn er tussen algen sterke verschillen
waarneembaar. Dit wordt met name veroorzaakt door de grotere ver-
schillen in fotosynthetische systemen. In Hoofdstuk 5 heb ik circulair
spectropolarimetrische metingen gedaan aan een verscheidenheid van meer-
cellige algensoorten die representatief zijn voor hun grotere, evolutionair
gedefinieerde groep (groene, rode of bruine algen) en vergelijk deze met
metingen aan hogere planten. Opmerkelijk genoeg zijn de chloroplasten van
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Samenvatting

deze algen veel primitiever maar kan de sterkte van het signaal veel groter
zijn; tot wel 2%.

In de voorgaande hoofdstukken heb ik circulair polarimetrische spectra
gemeten in het laboratorium. De volgende stap was het meenemen van
speciaal ontwikkelde polarimeters naar buiten om aldaar te meten. Doordat
er buiten grote verschillen kunnen zijn in belichting en wind de vegetatie
kan bewegen is een snelle modulatie noodzakelijk. Daarbijkomend kan veel
lineaire polarisatie gecreëerd worden(>10%), dat gescheiden moet worden
van de circulaire polarisatie. In Hoofdstuk 6 heb ik onderzoek gedaan
naar de circulaire polarisatie van vegetatie buiten in het veld met gebruik
van zonlicht. Een duidelijk verschil tussen levend en niet levend materiaal
was zelfs zichtbaar onder zulke complexe condities.

In de algemene discussie in Hoofdstuk 7 wordt het onderzoek uit
deze dissertatie in een bredere context gezet. De circulaire polariserende
eigenschap van leven lijkt belovend voor de detectie van buitenaards leven.
Mogelijk zijn er ook toepassingen voor monitoren van leven op aarde. Hoewel
het onderzoek in deze dissertatie een stap is richting zulke toepassingen,
is meer onderzoek noodzakelijk. Daarom geef ik in dit hoofdstuk ook
aanbevelingen voor toekomstig onderzoek.
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